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Prosperity Games are an outgrowth and adaptation of movekountermove and seminar War Games. 
Prosperity Games are simulations that explore complex issues in a variety of areas including 
economics, politics, sociology, environment, education and research. These issues can be examined 
from a variety of perspectives ranging from a global, macroeconomic and geopolitical viewpoint down 
to the details of customer/supplier/market interactions in specific industries. All Prosperity Games are 
unique in that both the game format and the player contributions vary from game to game. 

This report documents the University Prosperity Game conducted under the sponsorship of the 
Anderson Schools of Management at the University of New Mexico. This Prosperity Game was initially 
designed for the roadmap making effort of the National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI) of 
the Electronics Subcommittee of the Civilian Industrial Technology Committee under the aegis of the 
National Science and Technology Council. The game was modified to support course material in MGT 
508, Ethical, Political, and Social Environment of Business. Thiriy-five students participated as role 
players. In this educational context the game’s main objectives were to: 

0 

0 

0 

Introduce and teach global competitiveness and business cultures in an experiential classroom 
setting; 
Explore ethical, political, and social issues and address them in the context of global markets and 
competition; and 
Obtain non-government views regarding the technical and non-technical (i.e., policy) issues 
developed in the NEMI roadmap-making endeavor. 

The negotiations and agreements made during the game, along with the student journals detailing 
the players feelings and reactions to the gaming experience, provide valuable insight into the benefits 
of simulation as an advanced learning tool in higher education. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Prosperity Games are high-level interactive 
forums for exploring complex issues in a gaming 
environment. Developed and offered by Sandia 
National Laboratories, they have been adapted 
from War Games and greatly extended to 
address a broad range of policy and technology 
issues. Recent games have addressed 
electronics manufacturing, industry-government 
interactions, international competitiveness, and 
environmental technology and regulation. Future 
games are planned in the areas of biomedical 
technology and policy, information infrastructure, 
and cultural change and diversity. These games 
provide opportunities for exploring current 
situations while simultaneously creating and 
studying other possible realities. 

Every Prosperity Game is unique; each is defined 
by its objectives, game format, and players. 
Prosperity Games are very effective teaching and 
learning tools. Enthusiasm and learning exceed 
the classical seminar, classroom or workshop 
environment because: The games are highly 
interactive [multi-way communication versus 
one-way transfer in seminars); they simulate 
reality; create opportunities to develop personal 
and business relationships; bring conflict to the 
surface and force players to manage it; afford an 
opportunity for diversity among players and roles 
to enhance understanding, empathy, and 
creativity; and they encourage teaming and win- 
win problem solving. 

This is the ninth Prosperity Game that has been 
conducted. It was held under the sponsorship of 
the Robert 0. Anderson School and Graduate 
School of Management at the University of New 
Mexico. This game was initially designed for the 
roadmap-making effort of the National 
Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI) of the 
Electronics Subcommittee of the Civilian Industrial 
Technology Committee under the aegis of the 
National Science and Technology Council. The 
game was modified to support course material 
in MGT 508, Ethical, Political, and Social 

Environment of Business. Thirty-five players and 
seven staff participated in the game. In this 
educational context the game's main objectives 
were to: 
0 Introduce and teach global competitiveness 

and business cultures in an experiential 
classroom setting; 
Explore ethical, political, and social issues 
and address them in the context of global 
markets and competition; and 
Obtain non-government views regarding the 
technical and non-technical (i.e., policy) 
issues developed in the NEMI roadmap- 
making endeavor. 

9 

The game scenario focused on an imaginary 
high-tech personal communicator/entertain- 
menN computer device called SAMSON. 
Although a current version of SAMSON exists, the 
final lighlweight, portable, advanced product will 
require hundreds of millions of dollars to 
commercialize. The current product is being 
developed and manufactured or imported by 
two companies, one US and one Japanese. The 
SAMSON product also has military applications 
and is viewed by the US Administration as being 
strategically important. The product is in the 
middle stage of development, but several key 
technologies need major innovation for the 
advanced technology to be successfully 
commercialized. 

This central focus set the stage for interactions 
and negotiations among five company teams 
and 19 individual roles. The five teams were: an 
original equipment manufacturer and a smaller 
supplier from each of the US and Japan, and a 
Ukrainian software company. The individual 
roles primarily: reflected the government and 
public sectors, including various legislative and 
agency (or Ministry) officials, laboratories, 
universities, finance, the media, and the 
customer/taxpayer, both in the US and Japan. 
The Control Team oversaw game play and 
played the rest of the world. 
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Each team and individual role was given a 
description of its current status and the issues 
and challenges facing it. These challenges were 
financial, technical, political, social, personal, 
and ethical, depending upon the role. 
Challenges for the Japanese roles were 
assembled with the aid of staff at the University 
of New Mexico US-Japan Center and Mr. 
Manabu Eto, a visiting scholar and Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry (MITI) official. 

The use of a "Toolkit," initiated in previous games, 
was continued in this game. The Toolkit was 
comprised of a subset of the technology and 
policy options developed in the NEMl roadmap- 
making exercises. In the game, players were 
able to invest in those options they thought were 
most likely to successfully implement their 
strategies. The influence of each team and 
individual was made proportional to their real- 
life influence in dollars and/or influence credits. 
Success or failure of these investments was 
determined probabilistically, with probability of 
success increasing with the amount invested. 

Over the course of the game, eight technology, 
five policy and five private options were 
implemented. In general, options invested in by 
US roles showed evidence of teaming that 
increased as the game progressed. By contrast, 
very little teaming on Toolkit investments 
occurred between Japanese roles. In fact, the 
three private Japanese options that succeeded 
were all win-lose options with the intent of 
gaining at someone else's expense. 

To obtain the necessary information for analysis 
of the game results, the students were each 
required to keep a journal in which they were 
asked to record their thoughts, feelings, 
observations, reasoning for decisions, and what 
they learned. The journal provided a wealth of 
information regarding the dynamics of the game. 
Comments from the journals were used to 
establish success in meeting the game's 
objectives. 

The game was very effective at teaching global 
competitiveness and business cultures. These 
concepts were internalized more due to the 
experiential nature of their presentation, than if 
they had been presented in the traditional 
lecture-based method. Some students also 
learned about the depth of business dealing and 
tools that can be used to accomplish goals. 

The game involved students in ethical, political 
and social issues in an experiential business 
setting. Each student was faced with the choice, 
whether active or subliminal, to adopt the ethics 
associated with the role or to impose personal 
ethics on the role. This conflict was handled in a 
personal way by each player. The additional 
conflicts centered around the game complexity, 
lack of time and role interactions; strong 
emotions (both positive and negative) were noted 
by many players. Concepts learned through an 
emotional experience are likely to be 
remembered longer because of their emotional 
underpinnings. Many students learned that clear 
communication is key when dealing with 
complexity. Some students reported 
experiencing great changes in their perceptions 
of the world and developing greater interest in 
current issues as a result of this game. 

American students sometimes had great 
difficulty playing Japanese roles. The level of 
frustration on the Japanese side of the room was 
noticeably higher than that on the US side. The 
American culture and lifestyle are very ingrained 
in most college-aged people of US origin. This 
makes decisions based on a foreign culture and 
set of values very difficult. A foreign culture must 
be lived to be understood and played well. 

The game progressed to a regional battle in 
which win-win thinking and play was used 
primarily within but not between regions. This 
win-win philosophy developed among the US 
roles early in the second session of play, while it 
took much longer to develop on the Japanese 
side. This may have been a result of the difficulty 
of playing from a foreign culture. On the US side, 
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this teaming atmosphere culminated in the 
merger of Infomatics and Mechatronics, and in 
the formation of Technology for America ITFA), a 
technology delivery system with widespread 
support. This functioning technology delivery 
system was the high point of the game from an 
organizational standpoint. Another high point 
was the formation of a joint US-Japanese 
distributorship to distribute products in both 
countries. 

The importance of preparation and strategic 
planning was reflected in those roles that 
controlled the flow of the game. Mechatronics 
and, to a lesser extent, Infomatics, both 
developed robust long-term strategies that 
allowed them to have great influence over their 
own futures. By contrast, those students who 
invested little time or effort into preparation for 
the game and long-term strategic planning in 
the game context were at a disadvantage and 
played the game in a reactive fashion. 

A ‘status‘ order among the players subtly 
dictated some feelings and interactions. In 
general, roles with less status had to initiate 
interactions with roles with perceived higher 
status. Some felt that due to the status of their 
role, they had little to contribute to the game. 
However, others ignored status in their 
interactions. 

Proposed role switches are often met with great 
resistance. This is especially true on teams 
where bonding occurs very quickly among 
players who had little or no interaction before the 
game. It is easier to facilitate a role switch 
between individuals, especially if the player sees 
the switch as a way to increase status or power 
in the game. 

The results of this game had much in common 
with those of the NEMl game. New breakthrough 
technologies, improvement in the 
regulatorykompliance area and educational 
initiatives were important in both games. The 
company in the worst starting position, 

Mechatronics, performed very well in both 
games, largely as a result of strong leadership 
applied to a robust strategic plan. Horioka, the 
Japanese original equipment manufacturer, was 
relatively immobile due to its size and lack of 
mofiation to take risks. 

The players were asked to respond to a set of 
questions about the game. Their evaluations 
were consistent with those from other recent 
games, with the notable exception that the game 
format and handbook were ruted much lower. 
This is understandable in that the handbook was 
not written to a student audience, but to a 
technical audience. The evaluations showed 
significant differences between the US and 
Japanese mean responses on many of the 
questions. This is an additional strong indicator 
that the difficulty of playing foreign roles 
negatively affects the perceived effectiveness of 
the game to those who play them. 

We conclude that experiential learning in a 
simulation context is a powerful and effective 
teaching tool in higher education. Prosperity 
Games have great value in teaching and 
promoting change. In the words of the students: 

7he Game Iheory simulation was Wng to 
get individuals to thhk outside the fines and 
look at he b@ pi&ru/e, i fihk if worked 

Fehaps he b@gesf payback comes kom 
spanning those boundaries which are the 
mostuncomfofiable to deal w‘fi. 

“Alfhough 1 find game fiheory very in ferestinng, 
i know &Me about it buf I do see it os being a 
valid way to anal’e infema#onai economic 
reldons. In hre@n pofiq, we are offen so 
defetmhed to see our side win that we end 
up in a wh-lose, lose-wn, or even lose-lose 
si&ation when a win-wn sifiation is 
possible. Ekercises suc. as his should sho w 
how the hfemational arena can be moaified 
to promote win- win resuib in negotiations. 



In the words of the professor in whose class we 
conducted the game: 

"The UniveMy Prospeiv Game is an 
oufsfandng pedagogical fool fo have 
pa~cjoants acfuai'ly experience risk, 
uncertolin& the challenges of bilateral 
negotiation, and fhe benefits of multi-paw 
negotiation.. . The Game was a creative way 
fo stimulafe mu~-dmensionalleaming.. . A// 
in a,!! an excellent simulation that achieved 
learning objectives befler than any 
ali'ematives I have used" 
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UNIVERSITY PROSPERITY GAME 

INI'RODUCTION 

A Prosperity Game is a new type of forum for 
exploring complex issues in a variely of areas 
including economics, politics, sociology, 

environment, education, 
research, etc. The 
issues can be examined 
from a variety of 

perspectives ranging from a global, 
macroeconomic and geopolitical viewpoint 
down to the details of customer/supplier/market 
interactions in specific industries. The concept 
originated in meetings with the staff of New 
Mexico Senator Jeff Bingaman, with Lee 
Buchanan of the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA), and with other government and 
industry people. 

The opportunity to test the Prosperity Game as a 
teaching tool in a university classroom came 
about when Professor Jeanne Logsdon of the 
Robert 0. Anderson School and Graduate School 
of Management at the University of New Mexico 
approached Dr. Marshall Berman with the idea. 
Professor Logsdon had learned about the 
Prosperity Game tool and its application to 
competitiveness issues from an article in 
Business Week.' 

GameTheory 
In mathematics, game theory is the study of 
strategic aspects of situations of conflict and 

cooperation. "Game Theory approaches conflicts 
by asking a question as old as games 
themselves: How do people make 'optimal' 
choices when these are contingent on what 
other people do?"* Game theory originated with 
the mathematician John von Neumann as early 
as 1928. The collaboration of von Neumann on 
theory and Oskar Morgenstem on applications to 
economic questions led to the seminal book f i e  
7heory of Games and €conomic Behavior that 
first appeared in 1944, and was later revised in 
1947 and 1953. Game theory is an approach to 
developing the best strategies in areas such as 
economics and war to beat a competitor or 
enemy. [Of course, one possible strategy is to 
convert an enemy into an ally, or a competitor 
into a partner!] 

A game is defined by a set of rules that specify 
the players, their desired goals, allowed 
interactions, and a method of assessing 

outcomes. There can be 
one or more goals with 
different levels of 
importance. The players 

adopt strategies, and the interactions of the 
'moves' based on those strategies lead to 
outcomes which may or may not be consistent 
with the players' goals. In complex games, 
players should consider look-ahead strategies 
that address the different possible moves that an 
opponent could make. 

' War Games for Competitveness Wonks, 8usiness 
Week, April 18,1994, p. 125. 

From Steven J. Brams, "Theory of Moves," American 
Pienfist 81,562-570, November-December 1993. 



It is important to understand an opponent's goals 
in order to maximize the probability of a 
favorable outcome. Games can be sequential, 
with player interaction allowed between moves. 

Provide informed input for possible future 
legislation. 

PROSPERITY GAME DESCRIPTION 

Game O b i i e s  

The original version of this Prosperity Game was 
designed for the roadmap-making effort of the 
National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative 
(NEMIl3 of the Electronics Subcommittee of the 
Civilian Industrial Technology Committee under 
the aegis of the National Science and Technology 
Council. For use in a university business course, 
the NEMl game was modified to support specific 
course material in MGT 508, Ethical, Political, and 
Social Environment of Business, and was held in 
conjunction with the Anderson Schools of 
Management at the University of New Mexico. 

The University game is the ninth Prosperity Game 
that has been conducted by Sandia National 
Laboratories. The specific objectives of this game 
were to: 

Introduce and teach global competitiveness 
and business cultures in an experiential 
classroom setting; 
Explore ethical, political, and social issues 
and address them in the context of global 
markets and competition; and 
Obtain non-government views regarding the 
technical and non-technical (i.e., policy) 
issues developed in the NEMl roadmap- 
making endeavor. 

0 

There are objectives that are common to all 
Prosperity Games. These have been to: 
0 Stimulate thinking; 

Develop relationships and partnerships 
among industry, government, labs, 
universities, and public groups; 

0 Explore long-term strategies and policies; 
Lay the foundation for industrial roadmaps; 
and 

Marshall Berman et at., ProSQerity Game for the 
Notional Eledronw ' Mclnufacturing Initiative, Sandia 
National Laboratories, SAND95-0724, May 1995. 

Game Scenario - SAMSON 

The game scenario focuses on an imaginary 
electronics product called SAMSON, a high-tech 
personal communicator/ entertainment/ 
computer device. SAMSON is a spin-off of a 
military global battlefield communication device. 
The military product is currently very expensive 
and has limited capabilities. The final 
lightweight, portable advanced consumer 
product will require hundreds of millions of 
dollars to commercialize. The current product is 
being developed and manufactured or imported 
by hrvo companies, one US and one Japanese. 
The SAMSON product also has military 
applications and is viewed by the US 
Administration as being strategically important. 
The product is in the middle stage of 
development, but several key technologies need 
major innovation for the advanced technology to 
be successfully commercialized. 

The ultimate consumer product is envisioned to 
have full-color 3-0 displays, bio-sensor 
interfaces, and voice and pattern recognition; 
with capabilities for global communications, 
global positioningAocation, video and audio 
links, remote banking, etc. The current product is 
limited by weight and power consumption, has a 
B&W 3-D display, and no bio-interfaces. 
Additionally, a large investment in artificial 
intelligence (AI) software will be required 
(approximately $100M is estimated). The key 
technical challenges are in software, human 
interfaces [tactile feedback, displayslsensory 
inputs), color displays, and low-power 
peripherals and mass storage devices. 

The US Administration is about to submit its 
budget request for the next fiscal year and is 
willing to consider financial support to SAMSON- 
type projects, but is uncertain what the best 
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Rootska 

1 

F~ure 1. Roles: Teams and indiiuols. 

financial levers are; it has requested corporate 
input and a 5-year technology development/ 
commercialization plan. The US Administration 
must work within severe budget constraints as 
well as new treaties such as GATT and NAFTA. 
The Japanese government requires similar 
information and has similar constraints. 

Oesaipiion of Roles 

This game was designed for 33-35 players, with 
five team and 19 individual roles, as shown in 

Figure 1. The teams represent the executive 
management committees of each of five 
companies and are composed of three players 
each. The individual roles primarily reflect the 
government and public sectors including various 
legislative and agency (or Ministry] officials, 
laboratories, universities, finance, the media, and 
the customer/taxpayer, both in the US and 
Japan. The Control Team oversees game play 
and represents the rest of the world. 

The five company teams are : 
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0 Infomatics, a US electronics and computer 
manufacturer, 

0 Horioka, a Japanese robotics, electronics 
and computer manufacturer, 

0 Mechatronics, a small US firm specializing in 
robotics, 

0 Viewall, a Japanese display manufacturer, 
Rootska, a Ukrainian sofhrvare company. 

General descriptions of each role and the 
specific issues and decisions facing those roles 
are given in Appendix 0. 

The business world comprises interactions 
between companies, government agencies and 
officials, and members of the public and private 
sectors. Each role faces many ethical, political, 
and social issues in the course of its dealings, in 
addition to the financial and competitiveness 
issues traditionally associated with the business 
world. This game is designed to explore many of 
these interactions with players taking the roles. 
Initial challenges and conflicts built into the 
detailed descriptions of each team and 
individual role are financial, technical, political, 
social, personal, and ethical, depending upon 
the role. Challenges for the Japanese roles were 
assembled with the aid of staff at the University 
of New Mexico US-Japan Center and Mr. 
Manabu €to, a visiting scholar and Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry (Mlll) official. 

For company roles, players are to assume that 
intra-company issues have been delegated to 
subordinates, so their work would guide the 
company as a whole. The actions of each team 
are subject to the discipline of a working 
consensus; i.e., every member of the team could 
live with the corporate consensus position and 
no member of the team could do anything that is 
unacceptable to any other member of the team. 
Therefore, it is not necessary (but is allowed) to 
establish manager-subordinate roles within 
teams. 
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Game Outline and Rules 

The University Prosperity Game was conducted 
over a four-week period during which the class 
met once per week for two-and-one-half hours. 
The final hour of the first meeting was spent 
explaining the game, distributing handbooks, 
and answering preliminary questions. The 
students were told to read the handbooks for 
general information over the next few days. In 
addition, the students were to read a set of 
background readings assembled by the course 
instructor. A list of these readings is included in 
Appendix 8. Roles were assigned two days 
before the next class meeting, rather than when 
handbooks were distributed, so that the students 
would have greater reason to read the entire 
handbook. This allowed two days for each 
student to develop a detailed understanding of 
his or her assigned role, issues, and potential 
interactions. 

Preparatory to the start of the second class 
meeting (the first session of game play) each 
team or individual was asked to take some time 
to define objectives for the future, i.e., ask the 
question Where should this individual or 
company be in five or ten years?" The first hour 
of the second class meeting was set aside for 
strategizing and planning. Each role was to 
spend this time in defining overall strategies, 
potential moves and negotiations to enact those 
strategies, and in planning responses to the 
initial challenges inherent in their roles. The 
remainder of the second meeting was available 
for interaction and negotiation between any 
parties on any issue. Time was set to move at 
the rate of Iwo years every half class meeting. 
The classroom was divided into US and 
Japanese regions that were separated by an 
ocean, a row of tables that split the room. 

Interactions and negotiations between parties 
outside of class during the week were 
encouraged. The third class meeting was an 
extension of the second, in which further 
strategizing, interaction, and negotiation were 



allowed. Game play was terminated at the end 
of the third class meeting. 

under which they made decisions, and why 
certain outcomes occurred. 

Current (both true and false) information was 
injected into the game through the roles of the 
news media who were allowed to roam freely 
and assemble any information they desired 
using any method. Each was then given one or 
two minutes to 'broadcast' their news orally to 
the group each hour. 

Money and influence were included in the game. 
Each role was assigned initial assets in the form 
of dollars and influence credits to use during the 
second class meeting. The Control Team 
reviewed the game play between the second 
and third class meetings, and assigned each 
role additional assets for the third class meeting. 
Players could alter the future in two ways: dollars 
and credits could be used to achieve progress, 
either through negotiation (e.g., contracting R&D 
on a certain component) or through the exercise 
of a Toolkit that was designed for this game. The 
Toolkit is explained in the following section. 

A few formal rules were issued to govern the 
game. One rule is that for any agreement 
between parties to be valid in the game, whether 
involving an exchange of assets or not, must be 
in writing on a special agreement form provided 
for that purpose, and must be signed by a 
member of the Control Team. This allows the 
Control Team to track the flow of the game. For 
grading purposes, students were required to 
keep journals of their game play, in which they 
were instructed to record their interactions, 
reasons for decisions, feelings, and any insights 
gained. 

The fourth class meeting was a debriefing 
session, in which each student was given three 
to five minutes to recap his or her experience. 
This gave all the students an opportunity to know 
what was happening in different parts of the 
game and gave them an overall perspective on 
the outcome. In addition, these debriefings 
helped them to better understand the full context 

A list of the student players and their roles is 
given in Appendix A. The detailed schedule of 
play is given in Appendix S. 

Technology and Policy Toolkit 

The Electronics Subcommittee (ESC) has 
assembled a roadmap for the electronics 
industry through the National Electronics 
Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI). The roadmap 
has both technology and non-technology (policy) 
elements. Technology elements provide 
opportunities for investment to enable potential 
upgrades or breakthroughs in technology, while 
policy elements are suggested changes that are 
thought to enable increased competitiveness. 
The Toolkit employed in this game reflects a 
subset of the options examined by the NEMI 
Roadmap Framework Committee. The purpose 
of the Toolkit is to examine the potential effects of 
many of these options in the context of simulated 
but real-world industrial and government policies 
and actions. 

In research, as in life, success (defined as 
reaching the desired outcome) is never assured 
beforehand, regardless of the resources 
allocated; a desired outcome cannot be bought 
outright. However, we assume that the 
probability of success increases with an increase 
in the resources allocated. For the Toolkit, 
success or failure (achieving or not achieving the 
desired outcome) of each option is determined 
using a normal cumulative probability 
distribution based upon the amount of money 
and/or credits invested. The standard deviation 
for the distribution is set at one-half the mean, 
and the mean (50% probability of success) cost 
for each option has been assigned by the Control 
Team. 

Figure 2 shows a normal cumulative probability 
distribution with mean of 1.0 and standard 
deviation of 0.5. In this example, if the assigned 
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50% probability cost was $lOOM, an investment 
of $100M would yield a success probability of 
0.50; an investment of $150M would yield a 
success probability of 0.84; an investment of 
$200M, twice the mean, would result in a 
probability of almost 0.98. Success or failure is 
then determined by generation of a random 
number between zero and one. If the random 
number is less than the investment probability, 
the option succeeds; otherwise it fails. When a 
Toolkit option succeeds, its immediate effect is 
estimated by the Control Team and is relayed to 
all roles that are affected by the change. 

In the detailed descriptions of the roles, players 
were assigned total initial resources (dollars and 
credits) that were proportional to their total 
current assets. These funds could be invested in 
Toolkit options, business deals, R&D investments 

with other companies or national labs, 
purchasing patents and rights, etc. 

However, for investments in Toolkit options only, 
the initial capital of the two small companies, the 
government officials and other individual roles 
are increased by an influence factor. This factor 
simulates the relatively larger influence that 
governments, special interests, and smaller 
companies could exert on policy changes than 
would be expected only from the assets 
assigned to those teams. Additional money 
could be raised by borrowing from the finance 
roles; those funds do not increase by the 
influence factor. The list of Toolkit options and the 
investments required for a 50% probability of 
success are given in Appendix C. 
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RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

Prosperity Games are games of discretion and 
judgment and, therefore, need to be analyzed in 
the context of human interaction. In previous 
games, analysts observed each team's actions 
and recorded their understanding of the 
underlying dynamics. With the many individual 
roles in this game, using analysts was 
impractical. Thus, to provide similar information 
for analysis of this game, the students were each 
required to keep a journal in which they were 
asked to record their thoughts, feelings, 
observations, reasoning for decisions, and what 
they learned. These journals, together with 
observations from the game staff and a record of 
formal agreements, have provided a wealth of 
information regarding the dynamics of the game. 

Game Obiecfives 

Success in meeting the games' objectives can be 
directly inferred from comments in many of the 
students' journals. 

The game was very effective at teaching 
global competitiveness and business cuttures. 

The University Prosperity Game was used as an 
alternative to the traditional lecture-based 
method of teaching concepts related to global 

competitiveness. 
These concepts 
a re interna I ized 
due to the 
experiential na- 

ture of their presentation. One student stated it 
this way: 

%e Prospeiw Game is a great way to 
stimulate fiinhng and feach global 
compefitiveness. .. Overall /it/ was a great 
leamhg fool. I enjoyed fie hferaction wifi 
ofier role4 especial& fie negohMng and 
implemen ting strategies. 

"By doing his role playing game, f he1 we 
gef a lime experience about what if is like fo 
operate in fhe global markel f i e  conhsion 
we firsf &If musf be similar to what f ie real 
individuals feel when confronfed wifi similar 
problems. What actions can f take fo befler 
my position? Whaf should be my posifion? 
How much should f spend? These vpes of 
questions are hard to deal wfi. .* 

Another commented that this was 

"macro busfiess on a micro scale. ?his was 
a good lesson in fie dynamics of 
international business. // have aJ much 
beffer appreciation and undersfandhg of 
Japanese business pracfices. 

In addition to learning about global dynamics 
and culture, some students learned about the 
depth of business dealings and tools that can be 
used to accomplish business goals. 

%e game 13 over, and l've learned tons. So 
much goes on in a business deal such as 
Wewalls 3-0 technology and I now reahze fo 
what d e n t  one must go to get desired 
resulk 

"/f was amazhg how deep some of f ie deals 
couldgo to safis@so manypaMes. 

"/// learned abili2y/podance of using 
influence and external sources to achieve 
major success!/" 

One student also commented that 

@odd panhershi@ form and playing field and 
rules change rapidlly. a 

This is certainly the case in the international 
arena, and the students had the experience of 
dealing with this complexity rather than just 
reading about it. 

Another student elaborated even more. 



The gome involved students in ethical, political 
and social issues in an experiential business 
setting. 

Several teams were confronted with ethical 
issues, particularly involving espionage. In one 
case lnfomatics was approached to participate 
in an espionage option. Their response: 

We Dnfomatics) agree that it 13 not 
somefiing in which we would like to be 
hvolved I t  goes against our cornpan@ 
ehical phciples. " 

By contrast, Viewall exercised a Toolkit option to 
acquire (through espionage) a critical display 
technology from a European company. One of 
the team members had the following view. 

7 believe purchashg sfolen technology to be 
ethicaly wrong. Period But at the fime, it 
seemedlike f ie only course of acfion open to 
us. We had our back against the wall 
because no one wanted to help finance our 
research info newer technologies. .... I he1 the 
deckion to gef f ie sfolen technology to have 
been the correctmove to make. *. 

Clearly, this student adopted the ethics that he 
associated with the role, rather than imposing 
his own ethics on the situation. This facet of 

games naturally 
creates conflict 
within a person. 

Each must decide how to play a role, either by 
assuming one's perception of the role, or 
superimposing one's personality on it. 

"lt forced me fo look af how I behave when I 
have a specific role to play and how I can 
and will manipulate fiat role to fit my 
personali7y a 

The Viewall situation also pointed out that what is 
ethical may vary from culture to culture. This 
point was made by one of the media players. 

7hough unefiical by Amencan sfano'ardq 1 
don't #,ink they &lf hey were doing unp%?hg 
wrong. In to #e conhw4 they were 
simply using every means at their disposal to 
move ahead in the market." 

Ethics were also an issue in the political side of 
the game. One US politician experienced the 
conflict that may occur between ethics and 
desired outcomes. 

"My adons as a poktician may have been a 
liMe slim% buff M y  believe hey were in the 
best interest of f ie coun&v f just reahzed 
#at most real polficians probabk fihk #e 
same fihg. " 

Traditional social issues in areas such as labor 
and the environment did not take a front seat in 
this game. Although an environmental issue 
was included in the game design, and was 
acted upon by several parties, the predominant 
social issues addressed by the students were 
those dealing with relationships and 
communications. In the words of one student 

"i'his game 13 about RUST How do people 
make decisions. .. hrm conh-ads-.. 
cooperate. .. aggregate power. .. in the 
middle of so much activi& tension and 
unknown fad or.^ 

Others learned that communications are key. 

"Even more dficult is dealing wifh other 
people. I t  was hard to convince people to do 
cerfain things even if in f ie long run, fiey 
woufd benefit &om hose adons. 

"The lessons learned fiom this exercise 
basically are that relafions not only between 
two countries are complicated, but also 
beiween individuals who desire the same 
goal but who go about achieVri.9 if 
differen& h order to accomplisb an@ing 
constant dialog /j necessav " 
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The game was structured with few rules about 
what the students could and could not do. For 
some this lack of structure was a challenge, yet 
one made use of the opportunity to learn 
valuable lessons about success. 

playing a foreign role. The American culture and 
lifestyle are very ingrained in most college-aged 
people of US origin. This makes decisions based 
on a foreign culture and set of values very 
difficult, and leads to internal conflict in many 
cases. As stated by one student 

7 feelgood about the game now. I can see 
hat here really are no rules, and we do 
what we must, with certain nofations, to 
reach our goals. The problem is conficting 
go& and conficting groups, wih con fidng 
pu/poses, and bometimesJ confidng 
persona/tties. 

You can read all you want about a cuhre, 
but you have to live if to b-uly understand and 
learn it I don? mean a fwo week visit i 
mean a few months. So I don? hink reading 
some maferbl kuly gave me ins@ht to he 
Japanese culfure; thereforre, I could not help 
but acf wifb American mentali# 

Another experienced a great change in her 
perception of the world and interest in the issues 
around her as a result of this experience. 

One Oriental student was more precise about 
how a detailed knowledge and internalization of 
the culture is required to play a role convincingly. 

"While watchhg fbe national news lasf night 
I reahzed how much more aware and 
analjMcal I have become about so many 
issues- Th13 class has Wly been mind 
expanding; Sm much more inferested in 
cerfain isues fian i used fo be, such as 
politics, economic4 envhonment fmaybe 
because Sm sfadng to understand some of 
if71 and I rmhze how f/uly hferrefafed 
everyfing is. Because of ourgame l'm also 
more aware fiaf you can? always believe 
what f ie meda says.. - me1 game taught 
me fo think more crifiC0;lly. 

7he people who played Japanese roles dd 
not act like Japanese. They should be more 
unified The government should show more 
power in drect business operafions. Japan 
is a country in which a govemmenf has the 
capabitiv to create a consensus h sociely 
that is sufficient to allow government to 
design and implement goals for the 
communiv as a whole, change h e  behavio/ 
of imporfanf groups such as business, 
change the skudure ofsoc.e# 

Highlights 
The Japanese Ministries role players felt they had 
no power in the game, which is the opposite of 
the way it really is in Japan. 

hericon Wdents had difficulty playing 
Joponese roles. A fodgn culture must be 
liked to be undentood and played well. 

As the game progressed, it became clear that 
there was a difference in the level of activity on 
the US and Japanese sides of the classroom. 
Those playing Japanese roles were noticeably 

more frustrated 
with the game 
than those 
playing American 

roles. We attribute this partially to the difficulty of 

The difficulty of playing a foreign role is also 
illuminated by the results of surveys completed 
by the students at the end of the debriefing 
session. These results are described in detail in 
the section on Game Evaluations. 

It is likely that factors other than the difficulty of 
playing a foreign role also contributed to the 
frustration on the Japanese side. Notably, the 
Horioka team seemed to have difficulty with 
some basic business concepts and alienated 
some other players early on CIS a result. As the 



central player in the game keiretsu structure, 
Horioka's immobility and stubbornness may 
have contributed to frustration in the entire 
Japanese group. 

The game progressed to a regional W e  in 
which win-win thinking and ploy was used 
within but not W e e n  regions. 

For most, the first full class period of play was 
spent in learning the mechanics of the game, 
exploring potential moves, and initiating 
relationships with other players. Near the end of 
this session there was a flurry of activity in which 
some deals were made, mostly on the American 
side of the ocean. 

A regional win-win philosophy developed 
among the US roles early in the second session 

of play. This 
culminated in the 
merger between 
lnfomatics and 
Mechatronics, 
and in the 
formation of 
Technology for 
America (TFA). 

interfaces and brainwave interfaces to the 
SAMSON device. 

By contrast, the Japanese players spent much of 
the second session of play to develop and 
maintain their fragile relationships. 

"On the ifilst evening] there was a lot of 
ds~butive negotiating. I think most of thk 
took place because the ksues and goals of 
most parfes centered on their own needs. 
There was a lack of significance h creating 
win-win sibafions for many partis, 
especicrlly those who had other aftradive 
option4 such as using MI77 for resources, or 
using thek own vast resources. Afier that 
evening, however, many people hlf that the 
game had been too frustrating and 
laborious. failing to create relafionsh@s and 
pamershtps would have forced lHem to 
continue on the same path. It was 
hteresting, hen to see how d/;ffultitstill was 
to get the fwo Japanese companies to work 
togetheL A lot of hard hekngs had been 
built up in the previous session. 

%e Japanese are acting tlke the Americans 
by wo&ng independenffy and the 
Americans seem to be worklng foge fher. 

The prevailing US attitude is expressed well by 
one student 

"sometimes we had to join wih others in 
h a t  was key and important to hem so fiat 
they would later support us on some of our 
really important issues. f ie  game is very 
pofiticul& oriented f ven if i do not agree wifi 
some choices TOO%, i supporf #em to fom, 
beneficial relufionsh@s. Ks a win-win 
skategy 

This teaming altitude allowed the US players to 
spend more energy in creative thought about the 
future. As a result, these students were very 
innovative, and proposed their own Toolkit 
options to develop advanced virtual reality 

me people who pluyed /ir Horioku and 
viewall got very involved emotionally to fie 
point that did not want to talk to each othec 
they forgot the common goal for a moment 
but went back to the ight track. 

The Japanese players did manage to overcome 
their difficulties and team near the end of the 
second session of play. 

"lt seems like we managed to come to a 
win/wn sitvclfin by all of the companies 
worklng togethe[ 

Although each region reached a point where its 
internal negotiations were largely win-win, there 
was little interaction between the regions. 
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7f was especialy inferesting fa see, as f ie 
game unfolded fiaf f ie Pacific Ocean fables 
really came fo separafe fie US and 
Japanese groups. lndvidual negotiations 
and agreements tended to be win-win and 
colaborafive on fie USside, alhough fie big 
pia'ure came to be domhafed by a wn-lose, 
us-fiem focus in our US compeMon wfi 
Japan.ff 

?+e prevailing US / WEN syndrome never 
fr.4 eroded except for minimal me& 
crossover$ and of course fiose involved in 
markehg. A strong orientdon towards 
national origin perwaded algroups. 

"Personal&y I noticed fiaf f ie dealmaking 
was bsf and loose on f ie US side of f ie 
Pacific on the second day of the simulation. If 
seemed fiaf from fhe colledve US 
expeiences wifi he  Japanese pa/fc@ants 
in general and Horioka in specific a true 
competition had developed beween the two 
countries 

One Japanese Ministry official commented: 

7 don't think we were at any time interested 
in seeing dealsgo firough w-fi he US. 

Despite this, there was one global merger. The 
US and Japanese distributors formed a joint 
venture with the goal of effectively capturing both 
markets. This allowed the joint distributorship to 
set terms with original equipment manufacturers 
in each country without fear of retribution. 

The short amount of time for play may have been 
a factor in the lack of interaction between 
regions. The play in this University game 
developed in a similar fashion to that in the NEMl 
game." in that game, win-win agreements 
within regions developed early, and when those 
agreements had reached a certain maturity, the 

play became more inter-regional. If another 
class period had been available for play, it is 
likely that more inter-regional negotiations and 
agreements would have taken place. 

A national technology delivery systwn, 
Technology for America (FA) was developed. 

The idea for the Technology for America 
organization came from one of the legislators in 
his interactions with an lnfomatics executive. In 
his words: 

7 decided I would he@ US indusfry develop 
technology fiat could help if compete w#h 
Japan. I was approached by Infomatics for 
assisfance in developing dsplay fechnology 
Because diredy hnding a private research 
endeavor could be seen as being imprope4 I 
suggested fiat we fvnnel fhe money #rough 
a neutral hird-paw organization. Upon 
funl5er discussion, I suggested we create an 
Organization calied 7ech for America' fiat 
would obtah hndng &om the US Congress, 
federal agencies, private high tech firms and 
oher private concerns /i7 order fo fund 
research and development proieds. By 
uniting entifies from different areas of f ie 
public and pnvafe secfors, we became able 
to cooperate in pursuing projects fiaf are li7 
he  best interest of all concerned pan7es.. . 
Tech fo/ America took off rafier well and by 
fie end of fie night we were able to cany out 
a few projects, includng a dsplay 
technology which utihzes brain wave 
technology 

TFA was set up with joint funding from the private 
companies, as well as the legislature and other 
government agencies, and was supported by 
nearly all the US role players, both companies 
and individual stakeholders. Its funding was 
used to invest in research and development of 
technologies of interest to the majority of the 
stakeholders. 

Marshall Berman et al., pIosperity Game for he 
Notional Electron'ks Manufacturing Initiative, Sandia 
National Laboratories, SAND95-0724, May 1995. 



One Sandia staff analyst described the formation 
of TFA in this way: 

7he hrmation of FA seemed to be a h&h 
point for f ie game, lluskating f ie 
e&dveness of teaming and cooperation. 
However, if was interesting to note #at #e 
idea for F A  did not 'spring htiy grown.' 
Rafiec an embryonic version was proposed 
and #e final producf grew with spergistic 
ideas fiom several conhbufors. 

It is notable that this idea was generated and 
accepted by students who are relatively 
untrained in the complexities of industry and 
government and their interactions. By contrast, 
the business owners, industry executives and 
government officials who participated in the 
NEMl game did not pursue such a system. 
Perhaps those very complexities preclude those 
with authority and responsibility from seeing the 
simple logic of a national technology delivery 
system that is apparent to those outside the 
current establishment. 

Students each dealt wiltr the conflict inherent 
in the gome - *a des, brevity, emotion ond 
complexity - in heir own woys. 

much of what goes on in f ie real world - 
especiaiy in pofitical ckles. 

The degree to which the students assumed their 
new roles correlated well with the nationality of 
the role as will be shown later. One potential 
disadvantage of playing a role that one is not 
familiar with is that 

7t was easy fo accept cetiain sfereovpe 
images for ourselves. fi13 way we closed 
some dooB to creafive fhoughf I t  was easy 
fo foiow &.pica1 paflerns and fhink there are 
rules or guidehes already estabkbed hr 
us. e 

The complexity of the game and the stress that it 
caused in some players also gave rise to varied 
responses and mitigating actions. 

Yust a quick note. I dreamed about #k a// 
nighf - ve/y resh'ess sleep. Sure sign l'm 
feeling sfressed Need fo not take it so 
seriously, tossed and fumed ain@hht; 

"As for my role.. . I fiink I stink. I became so 
hstrated because if just d d  nof seem like I 
was accompfishthg an@thg.* 

Some students found it easy to assume their new 
roles while others found it very difficult. 

7 have not &It fhis spitehl in a long time. / 
know irs just a game, but f ie crummy 
freahnent l received reatiygof fo me. 

"what made if unique was #e 
hcf fiaf ai paMc@ananfS 7 am too young fo be hehg 
responded to #e sifuations #e way I am, because of f ie 
and events not as fiemselveq. sfress I am expedencing ... I 
but entirely as f ie role &ich didn'f really fike cornplmi& 
fhey had assumed because I alwuys ike to have 

conkoL - 
"No one in f ie room has time 
fo be anyone o#er fian 77 had a] dualiv of emotions - 
hemselves. I was worned in my role I fet very fir/strated 
about how to assume a and wanted fo wokou~ 
Japanese mindset No time. .. especially when foolkit options hiled af 83% 

fand h@hed chance of success. I began to 
7 had a dficulf time geffing info #is role doubt the htegd? of fie game. However, 1 
since as a fill-time shdent I tend to &nore also know, as mysell hat #e game was 
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designed to create these emotions. i found 
myself taking mini-%ne-oufs' of I or 2 
minutes. 

7he game was very complex and dficult 
but f fee/ fiat was pad of f ie learning 
experhence. 

7 d d  like the chaotic pace of the game and 
the constanf new developments presented 
by the control team. a 

7 enjoyed fie chaotic aspect of the game 
because sometimes that is real& Iy 

The importonce of prepamtion and strategic 
planning was reflected in those roles fhot 
controlled the flow ofthe game. 

The first hour of the first session of play was set 
aside in the schedule for each role to determine 
their own strategic objectives and set priorities 
based on their initial challenges. After this hour, 
each player was required to hand in their initial 
strategies and priorities with the reasoning 
behind their decisions. Close examination of the 
strategies indicates that the majority of them 
were short-term rather than long-term (5 years or 
more). Those students who invested little time or 
effort into preparation for the game and long- 
term strategic planning in the game context were 
at a disadvantage and played the game in a 

shwtegy for success. One player was so 
focusAd on one pa&ular group that she 
ignored many o#ergroups. 

Although the private toolkit options were 
intended to provide potential mechanisms for 
players to achieve progress, they were not 
intended to represent full-blown strategies. 
However, several players used the private toolkit 
options as a fallback position rather than 
developing original strategies. 

71 fdt rushed to develop sfrafegy - so 11 just 
went wi# #e privafe toolkt option. You put 
words in my mouth. 

Approximately one-third of the strategies did not 
deal in any manner with the initial challenges 
given the role. The more abstract issues and 
challenges (those that required creativity and a 
proactive stance to fully construct) were largely 
ignored. 

By contrast, Mechatronics and, to a lesser extent, 
Infomatics, both developed robust long-term 
strategies that allowed them to have great 
influence over their own futures. As stated by 
one Mechatronics executive: 

70 begin f ie Prosp~w Game, I think hat if 
is importanf to conduct a thorough si&afional 
anaIys~3 in order to determine where we are 

reactive fashion. now four position1 and where 
we'd like fo be in five or fen 

7 feel completeely unprepared years. Our sfrafegy and 
to begin thkgame bn@hL J tacrics wil. then be used to 
wish Sd had more time to accompfish our mission/ 

see in greafer detail how they are 
hferconnecfed wifi mhe. I fiink it will be Later in the game this same player described 
dficulf fo develop an effecrive sfrafegy what they had done and how they were 
wfiouf this know'edge and undersfandng. f approaching the future. 
hope l'm nof the on& one who feels fhis way! 
iguess his is fruly like reaffih. @ Vgrows as itgoes'/s fie1 best summary of 

our emerging sfrategy We negotiated a 
"some people rushed to form coafitions deal series of conkads and alliances to meet our 
by deal rather fian building an overall short-ferm need' and will develop our 

sfudy fie various roles and goak. 
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sfrategy as the time progresses.. . Due to the 
furbulent and complm environment if3 
important to not get too mechunktic in your 
sfrafegy. Our approach was organic and 
ffmible enabling us to adap f to trends. * 

A Sandia staff analyst commented on 
Mechatronics' strategy. 

7n #e initid phases of f ie gume #e 
Mechakonics team exercised a considerable 
amount of if fien hhkfng. Ihey idenfified a 
number of possWe scenalrios to solve their 
cash flow problem, arranged them in order 
of most benefit.. Most of the scenarios 
involved points of contingency.. . I noticed a 
hidy strong commihenf to objedves which 
had been developed eady. " 

The final step in implementing Mechatronics' 
strategy was to form a merger with Infomatics. 

"Mechatronics had a large suq~lus of hnds 
and no potential oufets or aniangements in 
the work to spend it.. . The reason for f ie 
merger was lnhmaks' large assef base, 
Mechakonics' large cupifal resewes, and the 
apparent ineMable convergence of the two 
companies'misions. 

Just as in the NEMl game, Mechatronics 
overcame a precarious initial position with a 
strong long-term strategic plan followed up by 
consistent and well thought-out implementation. 

A 'status' order subtly dictated some feelings 
and intemctions. 

In general, roles with less status had to initiate 
interactions with 
roles with 
perceived higher 
status. 

"Not so many people care to inferacf with me 
as a US worker. .. in fadpracfical7yno one!" 

14 

"As a Senafor I found fiat I was pursued by 
several people for money. I found this to be 
very interesting because previously fwhen i 
was fie US Worked if seemed fiat I was the 
one doing f ie pursuing. I* 

Some felt that due to the status of their role, they 
had little to contribute to the game. 

7 lost f ie e/edon by a very narow murgin. 
Now l'm just your average, evewday US 
workex 

However, there were others who ignored status. 

7 learned through past experience fiat any 
role can control negotiation sihmtions 
regardless of size, provided it knows enough 
about he ofier roles and their interests. * 

The game may have turned out much differently 
if this person had played one of the roles with 
perceived lower status. 

Proposed role switches ore met WM great 
resistonce. 

The Control Team decided to hold an election for 
the US Senator and Representative roles during 
the second session of play. Both incumbents 
had been implicated (without substantiation) in 
shady dealings. Control Team members pulsed 
all of the US role players to find candidates to run 
against the incumbents, with little success. 

7 chose not fo run for eifier because I don7 
fiink l'd ever Lke to hold pubk offce. Also, I 
dd not want to change my role in f ie  
Prospen;fy Game more han halfway into it 

This was particularly true among those roles 
where team bonding had occurred. Bonding 
occurs very quickly on these teams among 
players who had little or no interaction before the 
game. For example, on one team where a team 
member had spent most of her time working 



with another organization, one of the remaining 
team members stated: 

7 helkke we have been ubundoned by one 
of our teum members. * 

This rapid bonding among team members and 
resistance to role switches has been seen in 
other games as well.' Two players finally 
consented to run for office. One did so, however, 
under false pretense. 

%innk;;ng fiuf I could muinfuh fie hvo 
positions simultaneous& I decided to run, 
since f ie US financial sector could use 
congressional supporf. * 

Role switches serve an educational purpose by 
allowing people to see others' viewpoints and 
learn about others' assumptions. Yet any 
change comes at a price in that working issues 
may get lost in the switch. 

"io poky passed down - po/icissLnitiatives 
being starfed were lefi hanging us pur? of f ie 
polticulmachine. 

Role switching also introduces overhead in 
coming up to speed in the new role. 

"Now if became confusing, because I now 
had to learn and understund a brand new 
role. This was u8er fnul?v becoming hmiiar 
wfi my oldrole.N 

From a practical standpoint, if role switches are 
desired, it is easier to facilitate between 
individual rather than team roles, especially if 
one sees this as a way to increase status or 
power in the game. 

"The swifh was interesting because there 
was a sbi8 in my influence and power h 

~~ ~ ~~ 

Marshall Berman et ai., Environmental prosperitY 
Gome, Sandia National Laboratories, SAND95-2701, 
December 1995. 

pursuing policy options. As u Senutor I 
became more of uplayeL 

Influence became as or more valuable than 
money in negotiations and Toolkit 
investments. 

Each role was initially given money and/or 
inff uence credits to use on Toolkit investments. At 
the beginning of the game, the influence credits 
were largely ignored by those that didn't have 
them (companies and most government officials] 
since they were only applicable to policy options. 

7t seems Me all of f ie companies are 
phw-?y concerned wfh secuhg 
technology options now and other opfions 
wll be addressed later. fiey are not 
realizing we could increase their success 
rate 10% on each option.- 

Yet, over the course of the game, many of the 
students came to the realization that influence, 

whether in the 
form of credits or 
negotiating 
stance, was as 
powerful a tool 
as money. 

"The class was very interesting-.. I was igh f ,  
credts became more valuable than money. * 

prosperitY Games have great value in 
tead\ing and pmnoiing change. 

"The Game Iheory simulution was byhg to 
get individat's to fiink outside f ie lines und 
look at the b@ picture, 1 think it worked 

"Perhaps f ie btggesf payback comes fiom 
spanning fiose boundodes which are fie 
most uncombttuble io deal wit$. 

"Alfiough I find game theory very interesting 
I know lime about if, but I do see it as being a 
vuid way to unaf'e internafional economic 



relations. ln &reign polc~  we are ofien so 
determined to see our side win fiat we end 
up in a win-lose, lose-win, or even lose-lose 
sihation when a win-win sihation is 
possible. Berckes such as fiis sbouldshow 
bow fie international arena can be rnodfied 
to promote win-win results in negotiations. 

In the words of the professor in whose class we 
conducted the game: 

7he Universiily Prosperiw Game is an 
oufstandhg pedagogical tool to have 
pati?c@anfs actuaffy experience isk; 
unceHain& fie cbalenges of biXater.1 
negotafion, and the bene& of multi-pa~ 
negotiation.. . The Game was a creative way 
to stimulafe mulfi-dmensional learning. . . All 
in all an exceffenf simulaflon fiut acbieved 
leurning objectives befler fhan any 
alternatives I have used 

Changes from Previous Games 

Several parts of the University Prosperity Game 
represented major changes from previous 
games. 

For the first time in a Prosperity Game, roles were 
assigned to individuals as well as to teams. This 
made necessary other changes as well. Rather 
than have active facilitation of each team, as had 
been done in previous games, each role was 
largely self-facilitated. Information was relayed 
back to the Control Team for post-game analysis 
through journals kept by each student. The 
journals provided a wealth of information, not 
only about the interactions that occurred, but also 
about the feelings of the participants. A team of 
five Sandia staff played the Control Team and 
acted as roving facilitators where necessary to 
get things rolling for a team or individual during 
the game play. 

In this game, sessions were spaced one week 
apart due to class meeting time constraints, 
rather than continuously in time. The total 

amount of time for play was roughly equal to thai 
in a full one-day game. The week between 
sessions allowed the students to assimilate 
information from the first session's play and 
prepare for the second session. 

Mr. Manabu Eto, a visiting scholar and Mlll 
official from Japan, was available for consultation 
during the game. Although not officially a player 
in the game, he directed some interactions 
among the Japanese role players in the second 
session based on his knowledge of how the 
Japanese system works. 

Due to the shortness of time in the game, Toolkit 
investments were not required at one specific 
time, as has been done in previous games, but 
were accepted continuously on a first-come, first- 
served basis. Of course, teams and individuals 
could team and leverage their investments 
before coming to the Control Team to determine 
the result of the investment. Influence credits as 
well as money were used in the Toolkit. 
Influence credits were necessary to pass policy 
options, and multiple credits added 10% 
additional probability of success per credit 
invested. 

The Toolkit calculation was also modified during 
the second session to reflect a higher degree of 
uncertainly in the results of investment. The 
probability curve was flattened slightly by 
changing the standard deviation from 0.5 times 
the mean to 1.0 times the mean. In addition, a 
uniform distribution was superimposed at the 
point of investment which could change the 
probability of success by as much as +16 / -32%. 

Toolkit lnveshnenis 

Roles could alter their futures in three ways: By 
directly investing their funds internally or 
externally; by negotiating agreements with other 
teams; and by investing in the Toolkit options, 
separately or jointly with other roles. The Toolkit 
technology and policy options available in this 
game were a subset of the options developed in 
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the NEMl roadmap-making exercise, and are 
listed in detail in Appendix C. In addition, private 
options were developed for most of the roles in 
this game, and are also listed in Appendix C. 
The private options were not given to all players, 
but only to those to whom they applied. The 
roles' Toolkit investment strategies and 
associated outcomes (determined 
probabilisticallyl are shown in Table 1. 

Two technology, two policy, and four private 
options succeeded during the first session on 
April 11. However, one of the technology options 
(Hi-resolution 30 flat panel displays for $150 
each) was later disallowed to lnfomatics because 
they had overspent their budget for that session. 

Policy options on the US side were notable in that 
they showed some teaming early in the game 
between government and industry. The four 
private options were exercised late during the 
first session and showed little evidence of 
teaming. The final three, all from Japanese 
interests, were win-lose options with the intent of 
gaining at someone else's expense. 

Toolkit investments during the second session, 
April 18, were generally more successful. Six 
technology options became available, several of 
them new options suggested by the players. The 
critical nature of the display technology was 
apparent to many in the game, as evidenced by 
the fact that three different companies, 
Infomatics, Horioka and Viewall, invested in that 
technology. The first two attempts, by lnfomatics 
and Horioka, failed, and Viewall was able to 
keep the technology for itself. The lack of 
teaming on the Japanese side is again evident 
here in that Horioka and Viewall, presumably 
members of the same keiretsu, did not know that 
their partners were investing in the same 
technology. If they had teamed, it is nearly 
certain that they could have developed the same 
technology with a much smaller investment. 

Teaming on the US side was evident from their 
investments, both in the technologies 

spearheaded by Technology for America, and in 
the US workforce training program, which had 
broad support from government and industry. 
Additionally, a broad consortium of roles 
supported an environmental initiative by 
lnfomatics to develop clean technologies. 

The details of all Toolkit investments and other 
agreements are available in Appendix D. 

Comparison W O W  NEMl Game 

Although the NEMI game was played by industry 
and government officials familiar with the 
technical aspects of the electronics industry, and 
this University game was played by students with 
little technical knowledge, there are many 
similarities in the results of the two games. 

Many Toolkit options and issues were important 
in both games: Players invested in breakthrough 
rather than incremental technologies, display 
technologies, and sofhrvare advances. On the 
policy side, implementation of the NEMI 
roadmap, improvement in the regulatory/ 
compliance area, and educational initiatives 
such as regional workforce training were 
important in both games. In fact, in this 
University game, workforce training programs 
were developed by both countries. Players at the 
NEMl game exercised more policy options, 
including about ten of them that they invented. 
By contrast, the students did not create any new 
policy options. 

In both games, Mechatronics was in the worst 
business position, yet did very well. Several of 
the highlights from the NEMI game centered 
around the Mechatronics team and how it had 
turned a nearly hopeless situation around and 
created a very strong company after several 
years. The key to their success was strong 
leadership applied to a solid strategy that 
addressed both short- and long-term needs? 

Marshall Berman et al., prosperitY Game for the 
Notional Eledronics Manufuchnsng Initiative, Sandia 
National Laboratories, SAND95-0724, May 1995. 
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TOOLKIT OPTIONS SUCCESSlFAlLURE CALCULATION AS A FUNCTION OF TOTAL DOLLARS INVESTED 
Investments made ADrill8.1995 - Stan1 

Japanese industry-government partnership 
:50 creates infrastructure for virtual enterprises 300 200 0.69 0.79 0.55 Pass 

Japanese gov't subsidizes every school child with 
50 a PDA and a m s s  to Internet 400 240 0.75 0.88 0.66Pass 

I PRIVATE OPTIONS I 
:05 1 1  3 2 0.69 0.85 0.59 Fail 
:20 I INFO: Develop dean technologies I 2951 250) 0.97) 0.951 0.92)Pass 

April 18,1995 Totals ($) 3521 

Grand Totals ($) 5866 



The University game had a similar outcome, in 
which the Mechatronics team became very 
successful due to robust yet flexible short- and 
long-term strategies and successful 
implementation of those strategies. In both 
games if-then (contingency) thinking was 
observed, primarily in conjunction with the 
Mechatronics team and those with tangential 
arrangements. 

Horioka, the large Japanese original equipment 
manufacturer, was relatively immobile in both 
games. The common factor here is likely the 
secure position of a very large company. 
Horioka had sufficient capital to dominate the 
game, but chose not to, either by active choice or 
by the indecision that comes from a lack of 
motivation to take risks. In the words of one of 
the Horioka players: 

"lt probably would require substantial 
mismunugement to cause he  company to 
fail. 1 hink the setunify of Honoka's financial 
posifion, i f s  low fisk profile and fie breadh of 
opportuniify available represenfs a 
tremendous burden to overcome before 
tafing aaion. 

One consequence of this sluggish play by a large 
and powerful entity is that it can slow down the 
progress of its country in the game setting. 
Presumably, in the business world there are 
sufficient numbers of companies and 
competition that one large company could not 
affect an industry in that way. 
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GAME EVALUATIONS 

Interdependence 
The students were polled twice for their feelings 
on interdependence and trust, once at the 
opening briefing on April 4, and again at the 
players' briefing on April 25. Three questions 
addressed the willingness of people to take 
advantage of interdependence beyond existing 
adversarial relationships that might exist 
between 1) different companies; 2) industry and 
government; and 3) different regions of the 
world. Responses were based on a scale of 1 = 
very little to 5 = very much. 

The students were neutral regarding company- 
to-company interdependence, with little change 
between the initial and final pollings. Thus, the 
game did liffle to change the students' opinions 
about the ability of companies to engage in win- 
win interaction. In the final poll only 42% voted a 
4 or 5, with an average response of 3.23. This is 
somewhat less than the 3.56 average from 
industry and government officials after 
participation in the NEMl game. 

~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Nillingness of others to consider interdepen- 
dence W e e n  dffererrt companies. 
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For the final poll, USIJapanese role demo- 
graphics were available. The US role players 
were more optimistic about company-to- 
company interdependence (average = 3.47) than 
were the Japanese role players (average = 2.93). 
This difference is significant to a 92% confidence 

level, and reflects the students' game experience 
rather than reality. One would expect the true 
company-to-company interdependence to be 
higher in Japan than in the US due to the 
communitarian culture and keiretsu structure 
found there. 

Neutrality was also felt by the students regarding 
industry-to-government interdependence, again 
with little change between the initial and final 
pollings. In the final poll, 45% voted a 4 or 5, with 
an average response of 3.29. This is significantly 
less than the 4.0 average from the NEMl game, 
indicating that industry and government officials 
are either more optimistic or more sophisticated 
about their understanding of interdependence of 
their groups than were the students. 

Mllingness of others to consider interdepen- 
dence between industry and government. 
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As in the NEMl game, the average vote for the 
willingness of different regions to cooperate was 
less than 3.0, and decreased significantly from 
the initial poll to the final poll. This correlates well 
with remarks from the students that there was 
very little US-Japan interaction in the game. 

The students also rated their own willingness to 
be interdependent. The game had a significant 
impact on the students' perceptions of their own 
interdependence, with the average increasing 
from 3.54 to 3.93, and the number voting a 4 or 
5 increasing from 51% to 75%. This is in contrast 
with the Environmental Prosperity Game, where 
the average was higher (4.2) but did not change 
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as a result of participation. It is also interesting 
that in both Environmental games and in this 
University game, perceived interdependence of 
self was much higher than that of others. 

Wllingness of others to consider interdepen- 
dence beiween d i i  regions. 

15 

Player msponse (I =very lime to 5 =very v 
~~ 

Peesonof willingness to take advantage of 
inkdependence. 
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Table 2 shows the average responses for the 
initial and final polls. The students' responses 
indicate that they had less than average trust for 
politicians, foreign governments, and media 
information; average trust in business people; 
and higher than average trust for 
environmentalists and their peers. 

Table 2. Avemge hvstresponses. 

GrouD hit idEiMl 

Politicians 2.21 2.26 
Foreign governments 2.50 2.48 
Business people 3.00 3.13 
Environmentalists 3.56 3.90 
Peers 3.62 3.81 
Media information 2.48 2.60 

~~ ~ ~ ~ 

Trust and Importance 

Five questions addressed the students' trust in 
the following groups of people to do the right 
things ethically, politically, and socially: 
politicians, foreign governments, business 
people, environmentalists, and their peers. An 
additional question assessed their trust in 
information presented in the media. The 
students were also asked how important ethical, 
political, and environmental issues were to them. 
Responses were a scale of 1 = very little to 5 = 
very much. 
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The only significant change from the initial to the 
final polling was an increase in the students' trust 
of environmentalists (to 95% confidence). It is not 
clear what caused this change or if it can be 
related to anything in the game. 

In general, the students trusted others more than 
did those who participated in the Environmental 
Prosperity Game. Specifically, the students' 
average responses were higher for business 
people, environmentalists, and media 
information by 0.5,1.3, and 0.6, respectively. 

Twst in peers for US and Japanese des. 

t 
3 



The final poll also showed that those playing US 
roles ended up trusting their peers more than did 
those playing Japanese roles [averages = 4.07 
and 3.53, respectively). This certainly reflects the 
cooperative attitude that was evident on the US 
side of the game. 

Regarding importance, the students' responses 
indicate that ethical and environmental issues 
are extremely important, as shown by the 
averages in Table 3. Political issues were less 
important, but were stili felt to be of higher than 
average importance. The students' assertions of 
their own personal ethics correlated positively 
with their feelings of the importance of ethical 
issues. 

Table 3. Avemge importance responses. 

Question l n i t i a lE ioa l  

Ethical issues 4.33 4.37 
Political issues 3.67 3.73 
Environmental issues N/A 4.43 
How ethical are you? 4.17 4.23 

Although the average responses to the impor- 
tance of issues indicates little change between 
the initial and final pollings, the distributions of 
responses show that some polarization occurred 
as a result of lhe game. In each case more 
students voted a 2 or 5 in the final poll than in the 
initial poll, indicating ' that the experience 
changed the perceptions of some students. 

The game also changed some students feelings 
of where they stand on an economic scale 
ranging from strong socialist (1) to strong 
capitalist (5). 35% considered themselves strong 
capitalists at the final poll compared to only 11% 
at the initial poll. Only 79b considered themselves 
socialists. 

Importance of ethical issues. 
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w-assessment of economic leaning. 

As in previous games, during the final poll the 
players were asked to evaluate how well this 
game accomplished the generic objectives of the 
Prosperity Games. Answers to this set of 
questions allow us to continue to improve the 
quality of the games. 

Demographics allow us to determine if the 
responses were different based on US or 
Japanese roles. Gwen the small sample size of 
15 responses ti-om each nationality, the averages 
had to differ by more than 0.5 to be statistically 
different to 95% confidence. 

To the question asking if the players had a 
rewarding experience, 27 of 31 responses were 
a 4 or 5. The average score was 4.32. There 



was no significant difference between the US 
and Japanese average responses. 

When asked if the game simulated real life, 25 of 
31 responses were a 4 or 5, with an average of 
3.94. There was a significant difference in the US 
and Japanese averages of 4.27 and 3.60, 
respectively. 

Did you have a rewarding experience? 

Japan 

Game simulated real life? 

Japan 

When asked if the game broadened perspec- 
tives and introduced new ideas, 28 of 31 
responses were a 4 or 5, with an average of 
4.19. The US and Japanese roles voted differently 
with averages of 4.53 and 3.87, respectively. 

When asked if they felt the game met the 
sponsors' (Professor Logsdon and Sandia) 

objectives, 20 of 30 students voted a 4 or 5, with 
an average of 3.80. The US and Japanese roles 
voted differently with averages of 4.14 and 3.47, 
respectively. 

When asked if they felt the game met their own 
objectives, 19 of 30 students voted a 4 or 5, with 
an overall average of 3.77. The US and 
Japanese roles again voted differently with 
averages of 4.21 and 3.40, respectively. 

Game broadened your Perspective? 

5 > 

Gome accomplished sponsors' obi- 

Japan 

G > 

To the extent that the game maintained their 
interest and enthusiasm, 26 of 30 responses 
were a 4 or 5, with an average of 4.27. There 
was a statistical difference in the US and 
Japanese averages here as well (4.57 and 4.00, 
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respectively), that is somewhat surprising since it 
was expected that the results here would 
correlate with those of the first - question 
regarding a rewarding experience. 

To the question asking if the game stimulated 
thinking on Mure technology and public policy, 
20 of 31 responses were a 4 or 5, with an 
average of 3.84. The difference in US and 
Japanese responses was significant, with 
averages of 4.20 and 3.47, respectively. 

Game accomplished your obiectives? 

Japan 

s > 

-~ ~~ ~ 

Game maintained interest and enlhusiasrn? 

Japan 

5 > 

When asked if the game explored long-term 
thinking and planning, 18 of 31 responses were a 
4 or 5, with an average of 3.52. This number is 
somewhat less than the 3.89 average at the 
NEMl game, and is consistent with the notion that 
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students may not be as used to long-term 
thinking as are corporate executives and 
government officials. The difference between US 
and Japanese averages was again significant at 
l.80 and 3.27, respectively. 

Game stimulated thinking on future 
technology and policy? 

Japan 

5 > 

Game explored long-term thinking? 

Japan 

6 > 

To the extent that the game enhanced their 
understanding of the roles and relationships 
among players, 21 of 30 players voted a 4 or 5, 
with an average of 3.93. There was no 
significant difference between the US and 
Japanese averages. 

When asked if the game was worth the time 
spent on it, 26 of 31 students voted a 4 or 5, with 
an average of 4.32. The difference between the 



US and Japanese averages was not statistically 
significant. 

3.73 to 4.29. The difference between the US 
(3.33) and Japanese (2.73) scores was again 
significant. 

Game helped understonding of roles and 
relotionships among groups? 

5 > 

Was the game wo* the lime spent? 

1 

Japan 

The players gave relatively low scores to the 
format of the games, compared to those of other 
recent games (which ranged from 3.72 to 4.25). 
15 of 31 responses were a 4 or 5, with an 
average of 3.29. The difference between the US 
(3.53) and Japanese (3.00) averages was 
significant. 

The players also gave low scores to the Players' 
Handbook. Only 7 of 31 responses were a 4 or 5, 
with an average of 3.03. This is much less than 
those at other recent games which ranged from 

Rate the format of ihe game. 

Japan 

6 > 

I Rote h e  Players' Handbook. 

6 > 

The low scores given to both the game format 
and Players' Handbook correlate well, and were 
contributed to by the confusion felt by the 
students during the initial stages of play. In 
addition, the handbook was not written explicitly 
to a student audience, but was more suited to a 
technical audience, thus contributing to the 
confusion. 

Table 4 compares the players' evaluations for 
this game (UNM) to those from the three 
electronics manufacfuring games (EIA, AEA, and 
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Table 4. Average evaluation scores for the Ea# Am# NEMI, Environmental 
and Univedy (UNM) Prosperity Games. 

QUESTlON 

Did you have a rewarding experience? 
Did the game simulate real life? 
Broadened your perspective? 
Accomplished sponsors‘ objectives 
Accomplished your objectives 
Maintained interest and enthusiasm 

Stimulated thinking (future policy, etc.) 
Facilitated understanding of relationships among players 
Explored long-term thinking and planning 
Worth the time spent 

Format of the games 
Players‘ Hand book 

Prosperity Games staff helpfulness 
Able to play assigned role effectively 
Players controlled the content 

4.17 
3.63 
3.38 
3.43 
3.61 
4.02 

4.07 3.68 3.83 3.37 
3.33 3.05 3.94 3.64 
4.02 3.68 3.89 2.69 
3.74 3.95 3.n 

3.31 2.68 4.25 3.73 
2.87 3.00 4.29 3.91 

4.09 4.53 4.79 4.88 
2.96 3.11 3.93 
4.38 4.42 4.59 3.66 

4.32 
3.94 
4.19 
3.80 
3.77 
4.27 

3.84 
3.93 
3.52 
4.32 

3.29 
3.03 

3.94 
4.00 
3.94 

NEMI) and the environmental game (ENV). Note 
that the first two electronics manufacturing 
games (EIA and AEA) did not use the NEMI 
format, but were oriented toward Presidential 
panel-type discussions and policy decisions. 
Comparisons of evaluation scores from game to 
game are a metric which allows the game 
designers to focus on continual improvements to 
the process of game design. 

Role Nationality 

Much of the above discussion has been related 
to differences in feelings between the US and 

’ Marshall Berman and J. Pace VanDevender, 
Prosperity Games Rat0)Yping with We Board of 
Governors of the Eleckonk Industries Assodation, 
lRO-21/94, Sandia National Laboratories, SAND94- 
0841, August 1994. 
* Marshall Bennan and J. Pace VanDevender, 
Prosperity Games prat0)Yping wiih the American 
Electronics Assodation, 3/8-9/94, Sandia National 
Laboratories, SAND94-1710, August 1994. 
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Japanese role players. The level of significance 
between US and Japanese responses has been 
calculated for each polling question based on 
the test of equality of iwo means, with the 
assumption that the variances were known. 
Table 5 gives the mean responses to eleven of 
these questions. Only those questions where the 
difference in the means was significant to 
greater than 90% are shown in the table. 

The significant differences between US and 
Japanese mean responses is a strong indicator 
that the difficulty of playing foreign roles 
negatively affeas the perceived effectiveness of 
the game to those who play them. The US 
players found it much easier to assume their 
roles and showed great creativity as the game 
progressed. Conversely, those who assumed 
Japanese roles found it difficult to act like 
Japanese and were frustrated in many 
instances. This corroborates well with the 
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Table 5. Mean responses to polling questions from US and Japanese role players 
and level of significance. 

1. Did the game broaden your perspective? 
2. How well did the game meet your objectives? 
3. Did the game stimulate future thinking? 
4. Did the game simulate real life? 
5. Rate the Player's Handbook. 
6. How well did the game meet the sponsors' objectives? 
7. How much do you trust your peers (classmates)? 
8. Did the game maintain your interest and enthusiasm? 
9. Rate the game format. 
10. Did the game explore long-term planning? 
11. How willing were people to consider company to company 

interdependence despite potentially adversarial relationships? 

4.53 3.87 0.66 pc0.001 
4.21 3.40 0.81 pc0.01 
4.20 3.47 0.73 ~ ~ 0 . 0 1  
4.27 3.60 0.67 ~ ~ 0 . 0 1  
3.33 2.73 0.60 pc0.05 
4.14 3.47 0.67 p<0.05 
4.07 3.53 0.54 ~ ~ 0 . 0 5  
4.57 4.00 0.57 ~ ~ 0 . 0 5  
3.53 3.00 0.53 pc0.05 
3.80 3.27 0.53 ~ ~ 0 . 1 0  

3.47 2,93 0.54 pc0.10 

student comments given in a previous section of 
this report. 

Particularly interesting are the responses to 
questions four, seven and eleven. Each of these 
questions reflects primarily on the interactions 
within regions, since there was very little inter- 
regional negotiation during the game. In life, the 
keiretsu structure in Japan presumes that 
company to company interdependence and trust 
among peers in that culture would be high. 
However, in the game, the students found it 
difficult to create that structure given their 
predominantly American heritage and 
nonexperience of Japanese culture, despite the 
presence of Mr. Eto, who was available to 
answer questions and organize the Japanese 
effort. By contrast, without the pressure of 
playing a role by foreign rules, the American role 
players worked together more and developed a 
higher level of trust. 

Questions five and nine reflect on the quality of 
information and comfort level for each 
nationality. The US roles were slightly more 
refined due to the greater availability of 
information and the familiarity of the game 
designers with American culture. 
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LESSONS LEARNED 

In a game as complex and ambitious as this 
one, there are many areas of improvement of the 
game format and content. This is particularly 
true if the use of this game (or a derivative) 
becomes widespread in University business 
education. Comments were received from the 
players concerning perceived successes and 
flaws in the simulation. Following are edited 
highlights of perceived problems, general 
comments and suggestions for improvement, 
grouped by topic. 

FINANCES 

Money and credit flow need to be improved and 
explained better. 

Clarify spending - should you spend all, can you, 
when will you get more? 

One problem I saw was little understanding of 
the money situation and how much we received 
over the long term. 

The credits and money need to be explained 
more and how they work, i.e. credits are not 
money and money not credits. Also can you 
obtain more credit or what you start with is what 
you have for the whole game. 

I liked how the game was open for us to create 
our own rules and make the game interesting. 

Roles need a little more rules with them. 

Too much information, too confusing. 

Need to design game to reward look-ahead 
strategies. 

Need penalties for mistakes so that people will 
learn. 

Although I hated that I did not have more info on 
my role and others' roles, I understand now that 
there was a purpose to this - made the game 
more real. 

Group roles should have been told to get 
together before the first session to discuss 
strategy, so that inter-organizational negotiation 
could begin from the start. 

HANDBOOK 

Handbook needs to be written to audience. 

I agree that the technical terms were a little too 
much. 

Need more info in Players' handbook. 

FORMAT More background info on the roles would help. 

More explanation up front, 20 minute overview 
doesn't cut it. 

Needed to explain entire game and starting 
interactions to students. 

importance of non-monetary agreements needs 
to be stressed. 

Updates are needed more often. 

Need more information and/or updates during 
the week. 

More info on role - however this is a double- 
edged sword - it makes for more reading, more 
to remember, there was already a large amount 
of info to digest. 

Put something in handbook fully explaining 
credits, rules, and the importance of a keiretsu. 

I would suggest a more clearly written manual. It 
jumped into the game fast without enough 
background. I think it could have been 
simplified. 



You might give more background on typical 
Japanese business practice or structure the 
game so that the Japanese side is forced to work 
together. 

ROLES 

I would only suggest fewer roles. 

Need fewer roles. 

Minimum of 2 persons per team (less than that 
could be lonesome, but incentive to team) 

Consider an international mediator role (i.e. UN). 

Possibly too many interest groups and too few 
companies. 

Perhaps run Prosperity Game over 4-week 
period (2 weeks in class, 2 weeks out of class) 
with weekly printouts or status reports. 

Not enough time actually spent on game; would 
have liked more time (more classes). 

TOOLKIT 

Toolkit needs to be explained better, including 
how to suggest new options. 

The toolkit options should be numbered for 
easier inclusion and comprehension in 
agreements. 

More policy toolkit options! 

You should let people know from the start that 
they can develop their own toolkit options. 

SUCCESSES 

All in all it was Q very educational game. 

I think the game was a great idea! It truly 
increased my awareness of the issues involved 
with the social, political, ethical, and 
environmental organization. I hope you will 
continue this in future classes. 

Good simulation. I learned that dealing with 
others can be a complex task. There are a lot of 
greedy people out there who are only looking out 
for themselves. 

Great learning tool. 

Overall this was fun and interesting - a great 
learning experience. 

A very good exercise in negotiating strategy. 

Overall the game is fun and informative. 

GAME DESIGNEKS THOUGHTS 

Language of agreements is very important. 
Verbal agreements are not traceable, and often 
different parties have different views of what the 
verbal agreement was. Agreement should be 
very specific about what each party gives and 
receives. Time pressures are not an excuse for 
bad agreements. 

The effects of gaining a technology were not 
clearly understood. Different parties thought they 
were getting different things. 

A new STRATEGIES form would be helpful. 
Five year objectives 
One year objectives 
Planned interactions 
Position on challenges 
Reasoning 

I learned a lot about the wheeling and dealing in 
companies, and the uncertainty of it all. Thanks." 
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APPENDIX A - UST OF PLAYERS AND STAFF 

I SR/denf 
I Alsup, James 
Ashley, David 
Baird. Isabelle 
Ballantine, Eric 
Barr. Andrew 

Duran, Danielle 
England, Mathew 
Gallegos, Anthony 
Garcia, Camillia 
Gillelte, Gavin 
Goldberg, Marie 
Gregory, John 
Grilton, Paul 
Gutierrez, Luisa 
Hammonds, Catherine 
Harvey, Britian 
Heckler, Catherine 
Hendrickson, Noel 
Hoogendoorn, Erik 
Newell, Michael 
Nielsen, David 
Pouges, Byron 
Rossbach, Dianne 
Rouillard, Laurie 
Rowell, Monica 
Skinner, Cynthia 
Tibbeits, Dawn 
Wang, Yong 
Zimolzak, Tom 

Role 
US Media 
JaPanese Media 
US Distributor 
Japanese Distributor 
US Worker 
Japanese Media 
US Lab/Univ. 
Japanese Banker 
US Dept. of Commerce 
MITI: Machinery and Information Industries Bureau 
US Finance 
MITI: International Trade Policy Bureau 
US WVDOD/ARPA 
MITI: Industrial Policy Bureau 
US ReDresentative INMI 
Japanese Ministry of Finance 
US Senator ICA) 
Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications 
US Media 
Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
US Activist 
Viewall 
Mechatronics 
Viewall 
Mechatronics 
Management Consultant / Rootska 
Viewall 
Mechatronics 
Horinko 

~ ~ ~ 

Rootska 
Infomatics 
Horioka 
lnfomatics 
Horioka 
lnfomatics 
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APPENDIX B - AGENDA, SCHEDULE OF PLAY, AND COURSE READtNGS 

Schedule for Tuesday, Apnl4,1995 

730 pm Introduction to the topic of competitiveness 

8:30 pm Briefing on Japanese business culture, etc., by Manabu Eto 

8:50 pm lnbriefing to the Prosperity Game with questions and answers 
Players' Handbooks distributed. 

9:30 pm Class dismissed. 

Activities outside of class to be completed before the beginning of the following class period: 

Purchase reading packet from Alphagraphics on Lomas. 

Read and digest the introductory readings. 

Read and understand the Players' Handbook. 

3:OO pm Sunday, April 9,1995. Role assignments will be disiribuied by Email. 

Read and understand the detailed information about your role from Appendix B of the 
Players' Handbook. Begin formulating strategy and priorities if you desire. 

Begin your journal. 

Schedule for Tuesday, April 11, 1995 
. .  7:OO pm Game fim@ is Yeur 7995 

Determine the nature, financial and technical condition, assets, liabilities, and goals of your 
individual or team role. Understand the nature of other roles that affect your role's future. 
Develop a set of strategic objectives consistent with your role and the culture of your country. 
Determine negotiation priorities to advance your strategy. 

Review Challenges and Options facing your role as described in the Players' Handbook. 
Develop a set of priorities. 

Determine the Technology and Policy Toolkit Options that you wish to advance with your 
initial budget allocations. You may also invent options of your own (limit of one per role). The 
Control Team will estimate the 50% probability cost of any invented options. 

8:OO pm Playen submit strategies and prio* including reasoning to the Conhpl Team in 
Writing. finalize budget allocations for Technology and Policy Toolkit options. Teaming 
together on allocation of budget is encouraged. 

Open negotiations between all individuals and teams are allowed. Deals are made. Form 
groups and alliances as you feel necessary. Any formal agreements must include date, 
time, and the signatures of a designated team member from each party; agreements are 
reported to the Control Team for tabulating of financial commitments. Public posting of each 
deal is preferred, but optional. 
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8:30 pm lndiiduals and teams submit initial Toolkit budget aUodons to the Control Team. 
Control Team tabulates toolkit options and calculates successes and failures based on 
probabilities. Note: Toolkit allocations may be submitted any time from this time until 8:30 
on Tuesday, April 18. 

. .  9:OO pm _Gcrmee IS Year J99Z 
Results of Toolkit options are given to all players. Control Team provides revised estimate of 
SAMSON market (based on probabilistic estimates) and any other relevant information. 

Open negotiation to advance strategies continues. 

9:30 pm Class dismissed. 

Suggested activities outside of class to be completed before the beginning of the following class 
period: 

Read articles assigned by the instructor. 

Continue your journal. 

Open negotiation outside the classroom between all individuals and teams is encouraged. 

Agreements made during the week may be submitted to the Control Team by E-mail. 
Any agreements submitted by 8:OO Monday morning will be reflected in the update given at 
the beginning of class Tuesday evening. Agreements submitted after that time will be 
reflected in subsequent updates. 

8:OO pm Monday, April 17,1995. Scenario updote will be diibuted by Emdl. 

Schedule for Tuesday, April 18,1995 

7:OO pm Individuals and teams submit any new agreements to the Control Team for review. 
Open negotiation to advance strategies continues. 

. .  7:30 pm Game m e  IS Year J99Q. 
Control Team provides revised estimate of SAMSON market (based on probabilistic 
estimates) and any other relevant information. 

8:OO pm Control Team revises scenario (with new technology and policy events). 
individuals and teams determine impact of revised scenario. New plans are developed. 
New agreements or revisions of previous agreements are discussed. Toolkit options are 
reconsidered in light of the revised scenario. 

8:30 pm Final TodkitinvestmentS are submitted to the Control Team. 
Open negotiation to advance strategies continues. 

. .  9:OO pm Liane fime IS Year 7001. 
Results of final Toolkit options are given to all players. Control Team provides revised 
estimate of SAMSON market (based on recent agreements and Toolkit successes and 
failures) and any other relevant information. 

9:30 pm Class dismissed. 
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I 
I Continued negotiation outside the classroom is encouraged. 

Continue your iournal. 

Agreements made during the week may be subm*M to ihe Control Team by E-mail. 
Agreements will be accepted until 8:OO am Monday morning. 
All individuals and teams prepare 3-5 minute briefing to shore with entire class. This 
briefing should focus on lessons learned, insighis gained. Teams should desiinote one 
spokesperson to presentthe information. 

8:OO am Monday, April 24, 1995. GAME ENDS. NegotiCrtions cease. 

Schedule for Tuesday, April 25,1995 

7:OO pm Control Team provides final balance sheets to individuals and teams. 

7:lO pm Student debriefing. 

9:15 pm Debriefing ends. Students enter final comments and insights gained into their game 
journals. 

9:30 pm Class dismissed. 

Schedule for Tuesday, May 2,1995 

700 pm Control Team debriefing of lessons learned and final outcomes. 

8:OO pm End of Control Team debriefing. Wrap-up by Professor Logsdon. 

READINGS 

Lodge, George C. "Roles and Relationships of Business and Government." R u s i m  

Anchordoguy, Marie. "Mastering the Market: Japanese Government Targeting of the Computer 
--, v. 1 (Winter 1989): 93-108. 

Industry." In George C. Lodge led.], --Government lZel&um ' .Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1990. 

Berkeley, (3% University of California Press, 1992. 
US General Accounting Office. "The Business Environment in the United States." Qm@twms 

124. Washington DC: Government Printing Office, August 1993. 
Thomton, Emily. "50 Fateful Years." Fm-ne, v. 123 (Dec. 16,19911: 126-134. 
Irwin, Steven M. "American Precedents and the Politics of Technology." Jechnnlogy Policy and 

€to, Mana bu, Wierengo, Danielle, and Rogers, Everett M. "Technology Transfer from Government R&D 

. .  Gerlach, Michael L. "The Organization of Japanese Business Networks." glliance Ccipikkm , p. 63-92. 
.. 

and G e r m .  GAO/GGD-93- 

ture, p. 79-103. New York, NY St. Martin's Press, 1993. 

Laboratories in the United States and Japan." Unpublished manuscript, 1995. 
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APPENDIX C - TOOLKIT INVESTMENTS - DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF INITIAL 
TECHNOLOGY, POUCY AND PRIVATE OPTIONS 

Indicate the number of US dollars and and/or influence credits your role wants to spend for each 
option. The offer by all roles will be added for each option to get a total offering. The probability of an 
option being implemented increases with the total offering for that option so influencing other roles to 
add their offers to yours will pay. Please circle your role. 

Note: A policy option must have at least one influence credit to be submitted. Additional influence 
credits over the initial one will increase probability of implementation by 10% each. Technology options 
do not require influence credits to be submitted. 

credits credits 
e MmIM$lRole 

lnfomatics ......................................... $800 ............. 
Mechatronics ...................................... 180 ............. 
US Senator .......................................... 250 ............. 
US Representative ............................. 250 ............. 
DOE/DOD/ARPA ................................ .150.. ........... 
DOC.. ................................................... .150.. ........... 
US Activist ............................................................ 2 
US Media ............................................................ .2 
US Finance ........................................................... 2 
US La b/Univ ......................................................... 2 
US Worker/Consumer ........................................ 2 
US Distributor ...................................................... 2 

Horioka ........................................... $2000 ............. 
Viewall ................................................ 320 ............. 
MITI: IPB ............................................... 150 ............. 
MITI: ITPB ............................................. 100 ........... 1 
MITI: MllB ............................................. 150 ............. 
Min. of Finance ................................... 150 ............. 
Min. of Posts & Telecom .................... 150 ............. 
Min. of Foreign Affairs ........................ 100 ........... 1 
Japanese Banker ............................................... 3 
Japanese Media ................................................ 3 
Japanese Distributor .......................................... 3 

Technology Options Cost (M$ for Your 
50% chance offer 

Substrates, Boord Assembly and Packaging 

Recently patented robotic controllers for electronics manufacturing enable 
precision alignment for high-density board assembly at 70% greater speed, 
55% less cost per board, and 3% higher yields than currently implemented 
process can provide. fipecfed outcome: lower costs andprices, increased 
demand 

Board Assembly breakthrough lets electronics be packaged directly on the 
display for a 50% reduction in size and weight. fipecfed outcome: lower 
dsphy cos& andprices, increased demand 

150 

100 

Packaging breakthrough lets electronics be packaged cost effectively on 
diamond substrates to double the computing power with good thermal 
management. fipeci'ed outcome: higherpower/cost hcreased demand and 
market share 100 
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Patented, automatically controllable, continuously variable transmission 
enables the feeding of thin laminate substrates through high-speed electronics 
manufacturing devices for a 30% improvement in yield for a 3% increase in the 
cost of the line. fipected outcome: lower costs andprices, hcreaseddemand 100 

Manufoctun'ng Information and Management Systems 

Intelligent-agent software demonstrated 30% more effective education and 
training throughout the factory, managers and employees, at 20% less cost 
per employee. Beta testing demonstrated a sustainable and affordable 
increase in worker productivity by 6% per year. Bpecfedoutcome: lower 
prices, higher profits 100 

ARPA program in manufacturing information systems provides validated 
computer models for accelerated engineering of electronic products without 
the need for extensive prototyping and testing. Design cycle time is reduced by 
404b. Expected outcome: hster to market increased market share 160 

Validated simulation and modeling tools for electronics design and 
development have been integrated into an intuitive synthetic environment 
system that reduces the design time for manufacturing cycle of complex 
electro-mechanical devices from 15 months to 4 months. kpeded outcome: 
lower overhead and costs, faster to market increased market share 140 

Photonics and Displays 

New, 0.2 micron precision assembly technology for electro-optic devices 
demonstrated 30% improved yields ( from 70% to 93%) and corresponding cost 
reductions in the manufacture of high-volume photonics components. 
Expecfed outcome: lower costs and prices, increased demand 180 

High resolution, 3-D, flat panel display (20 cm by 25 cm) becomes available for 
$150 each. 140 

High resolution, 3-D, direct retinal projection display becomes available at 
$500/unit. fipecfed outcome: competitive advantage, new markeb 200 

Software 

Inference engine for artificial intelligence software allows practical adaptive 
learning in computer driven devices. Expected outcome: compeMVe 
advantage, licensing potential 200 

Policy (Nm-Technology) Options Cost (MQ for Your 
50% chance offe!r 

The implementation of the National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI) 
Roadmap is institutionalized by an industry-led and government-partnered 
entity, co-funded at the rate of $300M per year (through ARPA's special 
procurement authority) in the form of a virtual entity with an accountable 
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program management leadership and staff managing pre-competitive 
research and development performed in industry labs, national labs, and 
universities as the NEMl managers deem appropriate. The goal is to make the 
US the location of choice for electronics manufacturing. 

Formal keiretsu initiative in Japan with the goal of making Japanese 
companies the companies of choice for global business and consumer 
electronics. 

Government establishes a comprehensive and flexible policy on intellectual 
properly rights for all government agencies (ministries). 

Industry associations and government environmental agencies form 
partnership and improve effectiveness [performance and cost) of 
environmental regulation and implementation in electronics manufacturing 
industry, reducing the environmental compliance cost by 50%. 

Abusive shareholder suits over stock fluctuations are curbed by government 
action. They have been inhibiting companies' going public; high-tech 
companies were especially vulnerable. 

Government establishes a focal point for foreign technology monitoring and 
assessment. 

Government establishes lifelong training policy and practice. 

Regional agency establishes workforce training programs; assures focus on 
high skill requirements needed for domestic electronics manufacturing. 

Regional alliances, industry associations and consortia work with state and 
federal agencies to share information vital for increasing economic prosperity. 

Government decides foreign participation in government-industry co-funded 
projects is allowed if domestic economic activity is enhanced sufficiently to 
iustify government investment. 

Industry-government partnership creates infrastructure for virtual enterprises to 
facilitate prod uct rea I iza tion. 

Glass Act is repealed to enable banks to hold equity in corporations and 
increase availability of low cost capital (US only). 

Companies do not have to give government intellectual property rights for 
commercial applications of innovations developed with in-house funds when 
used on government contracts. 

200 

200 

120 

160 

80 

80 

160 

120 

40 

160 

200 

200 

140 

Industries that are critical to defense, energy, health care, agriculture, the 
transportation and communication infrastructures, or the environment, are 
encouraged to pursue industry-led and govemment-parhered and co-funded 
[through ARPA's special procurement authority) consortia with national 



laboratories whose core competencies are enabling to the industry. In this 
manner, industry gains precompetitive technology under industry program 
management, the government gains closer ties with critical commercial 
technology for spin-on application to its public missions, and the national labs 
are de facto re-engineered by the industry influence without forfeiting their 
responsibilities to the public missions. 200 

Government subsidizes school boards to provide every child (10 to 18) a 
personal data assistant and free access to the Internet. 240 

Private Options (given only to role indicated) Cost (Mrg) for Your 
50% chance offer 

Infomatics: You are able to persuade the two chief engineers who have 
developed the Horioka robotics system to disappear from Japan and develop 
a next-generation robotics system for Infomatics. 300 

Infomatics. Your research department develops new clean manufacturing 
techniques that allow you to approach zero emissions. (Each influence credit 
from the US activist is worth $lOOM for this option only) 250 

Horioka: You are able to lure three eccentric hot shot operating system 
developers away from Infomatics to work for a small software venture to be 
located in the US, and whose connected with Horioka is unknown. These 
developers will wriie a new world-class OS within two years. 400 

Horioka Your research department develops new clean manufacturing 
techniques that allow you to approach zero emissions. (Each influence credit 
from the Japanese banker is worth $lOOM toward this option only) 

Mechatronics: Industrial espionage yields you key information on deficiencies 
in the Horioka robotics systems, that you can capitalize on to improve your 
robots and discredit Horioka's. 

Mewall: industrial espionage yields you key information on the electro-optic 
array modifications currently under development at Eurolaser, a European firm. 
With this information, you can obtain the US and Japanese patents on their 
proposed technology before they do. 

US Senaior: Your reelection in the election one year from now is assured 
(requires one influence credit in addition to money). 

US Representalk Your reelection in the election one year from now is 
assured (requires one influence credit in addition to money). 

Ml"k Your lobbyists have been able to persuade (bribe) one Senator to vote in 
favor of all Japanese interests over the next two years (requires one influence 
credit in addition to money) 

250 

200 

200 

100 

100 

100 
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Mm: You have gained the favor of the Diet in your battle with MPT over control 
of information infrastructure development and have thus taken the lead role. 

MPT: You have gained the favor of the Diet in your battle with MlTl over control 
of information infrastructure development and have thus taken the lead role. 

US Media: Your Horioka informant has come forward to the Department of 
Commerce in return for US citizenship, thus taking the heat off you. 

Japanese Media: You are provided with a new informant within the Ministry 
of Finance. 

US Distributor: Your company representatives discover compromising 
information about lnfomatics that you are able to leverage into a shared profits 
and future pricing, thus securing your future as lead distributor for SAMSON 
products. 

Japanese Distributor: You are able to buy Horioka goods from the US 
businessman without Horioka finding out, thus puiting much more profit in 
your pocket. 

US Finance: Continued appreciation of the yen has made Japanese money 
more scarce in the US, allowing you to raise interest rates, and therefore 
profits. 

Japanese Banker: Despite the appreciation in the yen, you realize a very low 
default rate on loans to smaller businesses and individuals, enhancing your 
profits and ranking within the finance community 

US Activist: You obtain proof of environmental violations at the lnfomatics 
California plant and they are forced to close until the problems are resolved. 

US WodeerKonsumer: If Techworld (the US Distributor} dumps Japanese 
products on the market, you organize a consumer group to boycott their 
stores, effectively reducing their revenue by 20%. 

US LabAJniv.: You are able to convince lawmakers that an industrial 
competifieness and support role is proper for the labs, and gain a funding 
increase of 5% per year. 

100 

100 

1 credit 

1 credit 

2 credits 

3 credits 

2 credits 

2 credits 

2 credits 

2 credits 

2 credits 
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P 
13 

Q AGREEMENTS and ACTIONS 4/11 

CA Senator secures $100M funding for Mechatronics in exchange for 
Mechatronics spending $50M to repeal Glass-Steagall. (Dice never rolled on 

13 Glass-Steaaall reoeal. since it was not clear that roll was authorized.) I 9 : l  

Joint funding of Policy toolkit option to 'Implement NEMl roadmap." DOE $20M, 
14 DOC $70M, Infomatics $1 10M, US Worker I influence credit. FAILED 50% 9:2 

lnfornatics funds Technology toolkit option "High-res 3-D flat panel displays 
15 becomes available at $150 each' at $180M. PASSED 72% but disallowed. 9:2 

lnfomalics fund Technology toolkit option "Packaging on diamond substrates" at 
16 $145M. FAlLED82% 9:2 

Japanese media will trade 1 credit for exclusive inside information from the 
Ministry of Finance -source will not be revealed. Source will also give 

17 information about MPT and MFA when available. 1 9 : 3  

Joint funding to exercise Viewall private toolkit option "Spying gets you key info 
on Eurolaser's electro-optic array. You can get US and Japanese patents before 

18 they do." Viewall $320M, MlTl$80M. PASSED 98% I 9 : 3  

Ministry of Finance will buy 1 influence credit from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
19 for$35M. I 9:3 

MITI bureaus combine funding of $1 20M on policy option "Agency establishes 

MlTl bureas combine funding of $200M on private option to "Gain favor of Diet 
!1 over MPT on NIL" PASSED 98% 9:4 

MPT, MFA and Min. Finance tried to jointly fund option to "Gain favor of Diet over 
MlTl on NII,' but were too late by 2 minutes. Option not even rolled. Money 

!2 returned. 

Horloka exercised priiate toolkit option to "Lure three Infomatics OS developers 
!3 away who will deveioD new OS within 2 vears." Horioka $540M. PASSED 76% 

!O workforce training programs ..." PASSED 50% 9:4 

9:4 

TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 4/11 

AMOUNTS REMAINING 411 1 

.- 8 
c 

51 

.110 

-180 

.145 

.960 101 

-160 2 8  100 0 8 

LlZk 

8 
5 

2 2  
E $  

-54 

0 -74 

100 126 



I I IAGREEMENTS and ACTIONS 4/18 rlME 
)$AMOUNT AVAILABLE 4/18 1 O( 

.- 
35 

7:21 

Clarification on US Rep/Mechatronics deal of 4/11. Mechatronics invests $80M ir 
policy option to help US Activist. (Money was deducted 411 1, see #6. See #28 

7:2I 
Clarification on DOE/lnfomatics development of super-capacitors, lnfomatics 

- 74' 

7:5r 

US and Japanese Distributors agree to merge existing companies (all assets) to 
form "Electronics Distributor" for the US, Japan, and global distribution. All 

29 decisions to be made jointly. 
30 Ministry of Finance buys 1 credit from Japanese Distributor for $20M. P 

0 

7:5f 
7:5! 

Ministry of Finance invests 3 credits in Japanese Bankers private toolkit oplion to 
31 realize a very low loan default rate despite appreciating yen. FAILED 59% 

Viewall buys 1 credit from Japanese Distributor for $25M. Japanese distributor 
will aid Viewall in expanding inrl market for 3-D displays and will work with MofF 

32 to depreciate yen, and sell current 3-D product to Infomatics at 10% markup. 

Continuation: Future 3-0 retinal display technology will be made available to all 
buyers at an equal price. 

33 lnfomatics invests $350M to get 3-D retinal display technology. FAILED 83% 

Horioka contracts with US Univ to develop 3-D retinal display technology (toolkit) 
within one year. Horioka to spend $400M and have an exclusive license to the 

34 technology for 5 years. FAILED 94% 

8:Ot 

8:l: 

8% 

8: l i  

Japanese media donates 1 credit to Viewall to pursue 3-D retinal display 
35 technology. 

MITI:MIIB issues Japanese patent to Viewall for electro-optic laser technology for 
36 $ l M  and promise that Viewall will sell to Horioka at a discount. 

8:lf 
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AGREEMENTS and ACTIONS 4/18 

lDOD/DOE invests $120M in Tech of America for future projects in return for veta 
49 Dower on anv deals in the interest of national securitv. 
50 I DOC invests $50M in Tech of America. 

]US Congress allocates $100M of taxpayer money to Tech for America to improv 
51 inrl competitiveness. 

US Activist transfers 1 credit to Tech for America in return for a lifetime seat on 
the board, and assurance that they will promote environmentally safe tech. US 

52 Activist retains veto power for environmental reasons. 

"The Electronics Distributor" is sole distributor of Horioke SAMSON products, 
getting volume pricing at 10% above cost for existing tech. Future tech 

53 negotiable. Distributor transfers 2 credits to Horioka. 

lnfotronics issues 1 million shares new stock to US Finance ($6 per share value) 
54 for 1 credit. 

US Media transfers 1 credit to Tech for America (TFA) in return for a lifetime sea 
on the board. Tech for AM will donate money to business and journalism 

j5 schools. US Media veto power. TFA will spend $10M on US Media initiatives. 

Joint venture funds US Lab to develop VR glove with $30M from Tech for 
America, $26M from Infotronics, $5.6M investment capital from US finance. 

Toolkit investment in VR technology Including remote, gloves, surround-sound, 
TVlcompNCR compat, climate rooms. Horioka spends $400M on toolkit, and ar 

i7 additional $200M to Viewall for research. PASSED 60% 

US Univ forms academic consortiaftask force to meet monthly. Addresses 
barriers to US competitiveness. Includes US Univ, US Lab, US Rep, Infotronics, 

58 US Finance, DOE. 

Joint funding for high-res brainwave 3-0 projection display at $450/unit. Tech fo 
59 AM $150M 2CR, lnfotronics $100M, US Senate $50M. PASSED 56% 

j6 PASSED91% 

--____ 

US Government (DOD) siezes brainwave technology in the interest of national 
$0 securitv until further study can be comdeted. 

- 

'IME __ 
__ 
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c AGREEMENTS and ACTIONS 4/18 

TFA, US Senate, US Congress, US Activist all request access to brainwave 
technology due to public funding in development. Rejection of request could 

US Senate appropriates $50M to Tech for America for a seat on the board and 

Rootska licenses adaptive learning AI software to Viewall for 2 years for @OM. 
63 veto power. 

64 Non-exclusive agreement. 

Tech for America invests $50M in US technology firms at the request of US I I  65 Finance. 

4/20 - Control Team upholds DOD suppression of brainwave technology as 
66 classified information, and suggests further negotiation. ci-- 

I 
ITOTAL TRANSACTIONS 4/18 

I IAMOUNTS REMAINING 4/18 

is 
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APPENDIX E - FORMS 

STRATEGIES, PRIORITIES, AND REASONING 

Name: 

Role: 

Strategy: 

Priorities: 

Reasoning : 
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AGREEMENT 
THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN NEGOTIATED AND 
AGREED TO BY: 

NAME OF ROLE 

NAME OF ROLE 

& 
NAME OF ROLE 

& 
NAME OF ROLE 

ON 
DATE 

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT ARE AS FOLLOWS : 

Funds transferred to and from: 

- 
Signed--Desig nated Role Time 

- 
Signed--Designated Role Time 

- 
Sig ned--Designated Role Time 

- 
Signed--Designated Role Time 

Received by: 
Control Team Date 
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Time 



APPENDIX F - ROLES: INITIAL DESCRIPTIONS, STRATEGIES, ACTIONS, AND 
JOURNALS 

INFOiVlATICS, INC.: US Computer Manufacturer 

lnfomatics is a leader in sales of high-tech personal computers, entertainment and communication devices. It is 
pioneering, in the US, a new class of devices utilizing virtual reality concepts, global positioning and world 
connectivity (generically called SAMSON). lnfomatics had S B  in sales last year with profits of $200M and invests 
$300M annually in R&D. It has a US Government contract totaling $3M, annually, to develop advanced displays 
and other bio-interfaces. 

lnfomatics assembles 30% of its products on-shore. Four years ago it was forced to heavily automate assembly 
and has invested $75M in robotics for assembly. This equipment is in need of a major up-grade. Some of the 
best automation equipment for assembly is manufactured by its direct competitor, (Horioka, Ltd., a Japanese 
company with 40% market share of early SAMSON devices, in comparison to your 45% market share). A key 
component, namely 3-D displays, are manufactured exclusively by Viewall, Inc., another Japanese company. 
lnfomatics owns key patents and intellectual property in software and architecture. These key patents have been 
licensed to Horioka to obtain these high-tech robotics. These license agreements with the Japanese competitor, 
Horioka, are due to expire in 18 months. 

The lnfomatics research department has been working on advanced 3-D displays with an annual budget of $15M. 
Infomatics has some good technology, but cannot keep up with the $lMM R&D in displays being spent by its 
competitors. lnfomatics has submitted several white papers for government funding of its display technology and 
may shut down the operation if no federal funding is obtained. 

Key challenges are: 
11 
2) Better display technology 
31 Better software 
4) Location of production 
51 Activists demanding zero emissions in California plant 

Advanced automated assembly and packaging 

STRA EGB- PRfOMa AND REASONING 

Innovate SAMSON device ahead of competitors in an efficient manner, increasing . .  
market share, thereby creating profits for reinvestment in technology. 

Smkgiy 11 Create agreements with key stakeholders; 21 generate technological advancement through joint 
ventures (using toolkit1 and government funding; 3) upgrade automation of facilities; 4) work on getting Glass- 
Steagall Act repealed to allow banks to invest in us directly; 5) reduce emissions for good PR with US activist and 
public. 

&asm&g lnfomatics cannot reach its objective without acheiving the above strategies. 

PIA AGRFFMFNTS AND AC77ONS 

4/11/95 8:30 PM 
InfomoticS, US Lab 

lnfomatics funds development of supercapacitors at JNL for $65M (Clarification at 4/18/95 7:411. 



4/11/95 8:30 PM 
Infomatics, US Senotor, US Rep- ,DOE,USLslb 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Encouragement of critical industries consortia with national labs.' US Lab 
invests one influence credit, DOE $lOOM, lnfomatics $50M, US Sen. $50M, US Rep. $50M. SUCCE#"L ut 
69%. Immediate benefits given by Control: DOE funding up 5%; US legislators private option costs reduced by 
half; lnfomatics given 1.5 factor multiplier for any technology toolkit option. 

4/11/95 9:OO PM 
Infomatics, ARPA 

Joint funding of technology toolkit option 'ARPA program in manufacturing information systems provides 
validated computer models for accelerated engineering of electronics ...' lnfomatics invests $140M, ARPA 
$2OM, 1.5 multiplier applied. U/WUCcMsA/L &a%. 

4/11/95 9:03 PM 
Mechotronics, Infomaiks 

lnfomatics pays Mechatronics $30M for operating expenses. 

4/11/95 9:07 PM 
Infoma&, Mechalronics 

lnfomatics invests $50M yearly for three years with Mechatronics to develop robotics technology for SAMSON 
in return for exclusive use of the technology. Control assumes that Mechatronics spends the $150M. 

4/11/95 9:11 PM 
Infomaties, US Finance 

Joint funding of technology toolka option 'Validated simulation and modeling tools reduce design time from 15 
to 4 months.' lnfomatics invests $90M, US Finance $50M investment based on return potential. If measure 
fails, lnfomatics will fund $25M toward finance venture. SlJCC€SSWL ut5tW. 

4/11/95 9:22 PM 
DOE, DOC, InfomoW, US Worker 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Implement NEMl roadmap.' DOE invests $20M, DOC $70M, lnfomatics 
$llOM, US Worker 1 influence credit. UMUCCSSWL ut5a. 

4/11/95 9:28 PM 
InfofIlaiiCS 

Infomatics invests $180M in technology toolkit option 'High-res 3-D flat panel displays becomes available at 
$150 each.' SMCES5.L ut72% but /dka&ddue fo ownpendhg. 

4/11/95 9:28 PM 
Infomatics 

lnfomatics invests $145M in technology toolkit option 'Packaging on diamond substrates. ' UMMCE5SW' ut 
82%. 

4/18/95 741 PM 
us hb, lnfOmaficS 

Clarification on US Lab/lnfomatics development of supercapacitors of 4/11/95 at 8:30. lnfomatics gets 
exclusive rights to overall developments for 17 years. 

4/18/95 8:15 PM 
InfofIlOiiCS 

lnfomatics invests $350M in technology toolkit option 'High-res 3-D direct retinal projection display available 
at $500 each.' UWCCESSWL ut&?%. 

4/18/95 8:20 PM 
Infomatics, US Finance, US Sencrfor, US Activisl, US Media, US Wotker 
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Joint funding of Infomatics’ private toolkit option to ‘Develop clean manufacturing techniques to approach zero 
emissions.‘ lnfomatics invests $45M, US Finance $lOOM, US Sen. %OM, US Activist 1 credit (=$lOOM for this 
option only), US Media 3 credits, US Worker 1 credit. SUCCSSWL ut H%. 

4/18/95 8:30 PM 
Infomatics, US Senator, US Representotnre , US Lab, DODIARPA, US Finance 

Formation of “Technology for America,” a consortium between public and private sectors to strengthen US 
R&D in world competition. It will also provide jobs through US Labs. First priority will be photonics and display 
technology development. lnfomatics will have access to this. Technology will be available to US companies 
only. US Senate invests $100M, ARPA $50M, US Finance $50M, US Lab 1 credit. 

4/18/95 8:31 PM 
US Senator, US Rep- 0 US Worker, DOC, Mechcrtronics, Infornotics 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to ‘Establish regional agency for workforce training programs.‘ US Senate 
invests $30M, US Rep. $50M, DOC $70M, Mechatronics $24M, Infomatics $20M, US Worker 1 credit. 
~ ~ S . . L  ot54%. 

4/18/95 8:35 PM 
Mechotronics, lnfomatks 

Merger of Infomatics and Mechatronics to form Infotronics. lnfomatics has assets, Mechatronics has 
operating capital to pass necessary toolkit options. All previous agreements continue; all employees 
maintain executive positions; no funds transferred; 50/50 profits for each former company. 

NFOA44ZD JOURNAL FXCfRPTS 

Have been assigned to the lnfomatics team with Monica Rowell and Dawn Tibbeits. Challenges include; I) 
advanced automated assembly and packaging; 21 better display technology; 3) better software (entertainment 
and communication?); 4) location of production (new automation?); 5) zero emissions in CA (is this our only 
location?). 

Question: 
Question: 
Question: 
Question: 
Question: 
Question: 
Question: 

What about the government research grant? 
$200M in profits, why not increase R&D to $100M on 3-D? 
Sell 4 year old robotics and reinvest? Sell to Viewall? 
What are current emissions from 30% on-shore facilities? 
What will options/needs be after 18 month license to Horioka expires? 
If no government funding, what are repercussions if no 3-0 R&D? 
Is there more opportunity for growth in specialized software? i.e. Architecture - 

1) Top market share 
2) Bestdevice 
3) Make machine in 5 years (changes) 
4) Cut cost/weight/power of Samson (beat Horioka) 
5) Increase revenue - financing and R&D for Samson 
6 )  Robotics - need upgrades (address issue of Mechatronics finances) 
7) Zero-emissions? (California) 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - DOE investment should generate battery technology. Need to work on emissions, labor, and 
display technology. Japan has huge investment capital. Will be very hard to compete. Technology benefit, 1.5X 
on toolkit. Behind on schedule - best way to achieve goals by using other peoples money and influence. US 
Media not reporting on activist inability to support our emission package. We can get our product to market, but is 
it inferior? 
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Our first year was mixed. We have a 3 year investment with Mechatronics - 2nd year must automate w/robotics. 
Photonics advances helps take Viewall out of the picture. Big time trouble with emissions - 2 year goal to use 
special toolkit and get 2 credits support. . 

What we have: 3-0, battery, technology (~1.51, good labor, senator, DOE, Mechatronics relations. 
What we need: year 2 - emissions, robotics, software, jobs! 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Who controls the control team. E-mail says we went over budget $16OM - we only operated 
on figures given to us directly by control team - must reverse control team decision. Unclear on budget - under 
impression, as are other groups, that $800M budget - not investment capital -we thought we had to spend full 
years budget in 4/11 class - must clarify. $250M budget (+16M control mistake) not much - special toolkit + 2 
credit can take care of pollution. Probably need more money for robotics. Need co-investment in software. 

Environmental toolkit - 1 credit US activist is $100M - can count on new senator, count on Dept. of commerce, US 
media - should be able to sell benefits of approaching zero emissions to many stakeholders. 

Outcome - actually only kicked in 845M of a total $600M deal - only token gesture in case of failure - learned 
ability/importance of using influence and external sources to achieve major success! 

Robotics - Mechatronics good deal - if we can convince them to join in on software quest we will kick butt! 

Technology for America - comparison to MITI - advantage to US - we can reclaim visual capacities and 
advancements with limited capital and eliminate Viewall as a necessity. 

Sunday, 4/23/95 - What has been accomplished by creation of Infotronics? We gain necessary investment 
capital since we have used all self owned monies. Co-exec's sometimes more interested in just buying what we 
need. 

Huge environmental success achieved with token funding - must utilize the resources given to us. Merger lets our 
goals be achieved singularly - we got $$ - Mechatronics gets resources - their plant won't close. With the 
combined benefits of the merger and FA, we should do well in the debriefing. We should have robotics, 
packaging, 3-D displays (interactive VR technology), 1st generation Russian software, solid combined assets, 
approaching zero emissions, super battery technology. This achieves lightweight, long battery, ultra new display 
technology - These were the goals of SAMSON. 

GCY-U/ Wr- What did we achieve? 
All the basic criteria of the SAMSON project were accomplished in accordance with the initial design. Market 
share for the SAMSON product dramatically improved increasing revenue and eventually increasing facilities. All 
investment capitol was depleted, but revenues should be increasing. - 
1. Automated assembly with state of the art robotics acquired through Mechatronics. 
2. Better display technology (previously repossessed) achieved through Technology of America joint venture 

including 3-d photonics, flat screen, and interactive glove. 
3. Better software acquired through joint venture yields first generation Russian software able to speed 

production. 
4. Location of productionCalifornia plant in positive press, new growth of market share and merger of 2 

American companies will yield larger or new facilities. 
5. Special tool-kit option allowing CA plant to approach zero-emissions, a standard in the industry which will 

leech into all Infomatics facilities. 

sn-ofeoies: Long term-achieved 5 challenges, increased market share, produced SAMSON per specifications 
through utilizing internal factors of investment funds, defined goals, division of labor and duties, consensus, and 
toolkii option selection. External players such as DOE, US commerce, Govt. officials, US Commerce, US worker, 
Mechatronics, US media, US activist, and US Labs all were utilized in an effort to achieve win/win situations of 
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positive and mutual orientation. The team effort on the American side evolved more in the second class as lines 
were dissolved and necessity played a larger role. 

Short term-goals seemed to be governed by successes and failures in relationships with stakeholders or in toolkit 
failures. Actions taken by our competitors warranted response by our company in a reactive fashion unlike a long 
term strategy governing pro-active response. Initially, it seemed our company and other players relied on self- 
financing any options rather than to use mutual exchange. 

L&sen&m The first class seemed to be confused, but almost as a response to shyness and uneasiness over 
having to foster relationships with strangers assuming strange rolls. As the atmosphere became more friendly, 
and successes built confidence, players were more able to assume their roles more readily. The prevailing US / 
THEM syndrome never truly eroded except for minimal media crossovers, and of course those involved in 
marketing. A strong orientation towards national origin pervaded all groups. Surprising no slander suits were 
filed against the media, and few of the frequent ethical lapses were reported. 

past relations and expenditures. Break the game up into 5 class periods. The first and last a full class, and the 
middle three meet for only 1 hour during the first part of class. This would provide for a longer game, more 
interaction, and a more interesting in depth game. 
Have companies/individuals write a brochure selling the company and allowing for decisions on disclosure and 
other related issues. 

for The Gum Provide copies of the game agreements to groups for a more adequate paper trail of 

Final Journal Naks: 
News should have time set like 1O:OO news. 3 people a good number for all companies. 
Vote: used all the money and influence from Dept. of commerce, so getting him into NM congress was greed 
motivated. 
Agreements without money? 
increased toolkit multiplier for more people on agreement. 
Money = bargaining chip. 
INFOMATICS WINS. 
Importance of non-monetary agreements should be stressed. 

Sunday, 4/9/95 4:OO PM - ouf of role - A fiend hel&dme access E-Md to obtain my role in game. A fier nine 
fries, I final& rememberedmy password and found out my role. I am a member of lnfomaticcs, lnc. I am acfualy 
refieved fiat I was placed on a team, so I could work wi& ofher indi~duals. 

la30 PM - ouf of role - I finkbed reading preliminmy information from handbook There is a lot of informa~on to 
take in, anal'e and remembeL I am very conksec$ however, t am lookng forward to playng f ie game so I can 
see how if w o r -  and ho w if ends up. I am so ve/y relieved #at I am part of a team. 

Tuesday, 4Al/9S 7:lO PM - ouf of role - I am more excited aboufstan7ng the game d e r  f ie Control Team 
k h e r  discussed the game. 

7:20 PM - in role - Tom, Monica and I introduced one another and got busy developing our Mission 
Statement/Objective, Strategies, Priorities and Reasoning: 

Innovate SAMSON device ahead of competitors in an efficient manner, increasing market . .  
share, thereby creating profits for reinvestment in technology. 

Smlegks 1) Create agreements with key stakeholders; 2) Generate technological advancement through join1 
ventures (using Toolkit) and government funding; and 31 Upgrade automation of facilities. 

p/iorities: 1,2 and 3 (same as above); 4) Work on getting Glass-Steagall Act repealed to allow bank to invest in our 
company directly; and 5) Reduce emissions for good PR with US activist and public. 
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ReoSonina: lnfomatics cannot reach its Mission Statement (Objective) without achieving the above strategies and 
priorities. 

The companies/individuals we will have the most interaction with include: Mechatronics (automation, $, 
technology, CA Senator's brother); CA Senator (economic agendas, jobs, environment); Commerce Official (Japan 
basher); Japan's MlTl (upset about Mewall and lnfomatics); US Finance (wants capital for Mechatronics); US Activist 
(ties to CA Senator, media and control group); US Media (emissions, jobs, revenue, made in America); US Public 
(Jobs); US Distributor (necessary for distributing our product); Viewall (keep on our side; watch for MITI; watch for 
Horioka); Glass/Steagall Act (repealing a d  will cause more equality among players). 

We finally completed our strategies, etc. and are ready to really begin interacting. It seemed to take us a while 
longer to finish this task so we lost some headway, a lot of individuals approached us and, because we had not 
finished our strategies, etc., we could not interacthegotiate with them. This will probably take us awhile to catch 
up. (It did.) 

We were approached by the CA Senator, DOE, US Finance, the Distributor and US Commerce to make decisions 
all at once. It seems to me that most of these were taking on a Win-Win attitude. No one is really out to get the 
best for themselves while taking advantage of others. It seems like decisions are being made to benefit all 
involved parties. 

We agree to give money to DOE/ARPA for its consortia UNL developmentl. A lot of individuals are involved in this. 
If it passes it will give lnfomatics exclusive rights to a new battery which could be used in SAMSON. We decide to 
go with this decision, because it does not require a whole lot of money and will be very beneficial to our company. 
It also will allow us to be involved with a lot of other companies in a combined team effort. (This passes.) 
Both US Commerce and US Finance approach us looking for teaming opportunities. However, because we are so 
engrossed in other decisions, these individuals are brushed aside as not having a high priority. 

We think it will be a good idea to form a beneficial relationship with the CA Senator, because she will probably 
have an impact on our present and future actions and she may be able to help us reach some of our future goals 
by providing some political pull. She is very receptive to our suggestions of somehow developing a beneficial 
agreement between us, her, the activist and any other interested participants. 

We also decide to pursue an agreement of some type with the activist. We feel this is extremely important 
because of the present concern over environmental issues. The Environmentalist is very interested in forming a 
relationship; however, she is very cautious and is going to take her time to make a decision. We feel that we need 
to form a strong relationship with her, because she can cause a lot of individuals/companies to turn against us if 
we are not careful. This is a Self-Protection strategy. We eventually sign a mutually beneficial agreement with the 
activist and others, reducing the environmental compliance cost by 50%. 

9:oO PM - Things are getting really fast paced at this time. I definitely feel that we do not have enough time. 

We decide to dedicate quite a bit of money to the ARPA program in MIS providing validated computer models ... I 
am not sure why we are making this decision. It is made very quickly. It fails and discourages us all. I am 
worried about the outcome, because we did not give this decision a lot of thought. 

We decide to give money for simulation and modeling tools for electronics design ... We feel this will give us some 
type of advantage over our competition. This one passes. 

We decide to give a lot of money to the 3-D, FPD. The passage of this will give us a maior advantage over our 
competition. (It passes. Yeah.) 

Mechatronics approaches us with an espionage option. We (Infomatics) agree that it is not something in which 
we would like to be involved. It goes against our companvs ethical principles. 

19.00 PM - out of role - Ton@brs class went by very quicMy I recr//ygot info my role as fime went by 



Wednesday, 4/12/95 9:OO PM - out ofrole - Jhinkng back abouf last n~hrsgame p l a y h ~  if is vey evdent 
how imporfant it is during this game and in my role to be a team playeL We have fo learn to dscuss foge ther and 
make decisions together. Team work really makes the dfference. If one member gets impatient and makes 
decisions without consulting oher team members it is a dsaster and we end up loshg a lot of money. Patience, 
teamwork and collaboration are key. 

If is interesting how many people reallygot info their role playing. It was kind of lznny at times, but1 acfually 
thought it wasgreat how theyrea1,puf hek all hto if 

Sometimes we had to join wih others in what was key and impodanf to them s5 that they would later supporf us 
on some of our realy imporfant issues. Jhe game is veypoLtical& oriented Even if I do not agree with some 
choices loo%, I supporf them to form beneficial re fationships. If3 a Wn- Win strategy. 
lhlf the game's first night ofplay was totally poliricly and financiallygrounded Not many long-term skafegies 
were made. 

Tuesdoy, 411885 7:lO PM - in role - I am extremely disappointed our team did not keep better track of our 
spending during last Tuesdays game playing. We lost one of our most important successes because we 
overspent. Because of the fast pace of the game and because too many companies/individuals are approaching 
us at the same time, we want to talk with everyone and get the most for our money. However, because of the 
quickness of the game it sometimes causes us to make decisions on our own without reaching consensus, and 
bad decisions end up being made. 

We now have much less money available to us. This will cause a maior problem. We do not feel we have 
enough money to be able to really achieve anything. 

The NM Congresswoman announces that lnfomatics and Mechatronics may join together to build a plant in NM. 
This is the first I have heard of this. Interesting. 

7:30 PM - I keep getting approached by US Commerce for an agreement on workers' rights. However, I finally 
tell her to wait awhile, because we have little money to spend, and I must concentrate on other areas. 

It is hard for me to believe that although our company has an 80% market share, we only have $400 million to 
spend. 

815 PM - I am experiencing major confusion at this point. I am getting approached by many 
companies/individuals who, now being more aggressive, are in the game definitely for their own advantage. 

We are currently making numerous different decisions at the same time and I am losing track. So I go off to find 
the DOE representative, so I can get an agreement signed to allow us exclusive rights to the battery that was 
previously developed and passed IJNLI. The agreement is accepted and acknowledged. 

I am working with DOE and the Ukrainians for rights to their software. I do not want to make this decision on my 
own, but it is hard to track down my team members to get their input. They are very involved with their own 
dealings at this time. We also do not have a lot of money left over and I have to find other means to come up with 
funding. I went ahead and left this up to DOE to do with the Ukrainians. 

We go ahead and spend all of our money in several different agreements (I cannot remember at this point what 
they were). However, one of the decisions we make also fails, so we were involved in three maior decisions, each 
one requiring a lot of money and they all fail. I find this very discouraging and hard to accept. I know this is only 
supposed to be a game, but one always wants to do good in games and when it gets so discouraging, you kind 
of just want to give up. 

8BO PM - We merge with Mechatronics to form Infotronics. This decision causes me to be a little uncomfortable, 
because I always get the feeling that Mechatronics cannot be trusted 1005. However, other team members 
decide to go ahead so I too go along. This will be very interesting to see how it works out. Kind of a cape diem 
attitude, although it may not be too smart. 
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9:OO PM - Monica decides to become very involved in Technology for America, so she starts to spend a lot of 
time developing that concept. It is great she is so intent on that role; however, I feel like we have been 
abandoned by one of our team members. It seems that the game is kind of winding down and losing steam. I 
know I am ready to move on into the next stage of the game. 

9:OO PM - ouf of role - US Commerce and I dscuss sfress and how I am io0 young E81 fo be kehg h e  way I 
am, because of the sfress I am experiencing. 

Sunday, 4/23/95 9:OO PM - out ofro/e - /t will& interessfing to see bow the game turns out 

Looking back ... I wish we would have assigned roles within our group. These roles would have assigned to us 
different parties for which we would have been responsible. Each team member would have to form draft 
agreements wifh those companieslindividuals for which fhey were responsible, then give a brief report to all team 
members and get each member's signature. This way, I think we would have stayed on top of things a little 
better. 

Teamwork is so important in this game. Just like in the real business world. Major decisions have to be made 
and agreed upon by all involved parties. If consensus is not reached, some people do not feel they 'own' the 
decision and eventually do not end up supporting it (even though they should for the good of the business). 
Consensus needs to be reached by all team members. 

It was great to see so much enthusiasm in so many players. I wish I could have role played a little better. 
Tom somewhat became the leader of our group. 

I regret I never went over to the Japan side of the game to discuss things with them and to try to understand their 
roles, dilemmas and decisions. Our team just ran out of time and did not get the chance to really get involved 
with them. It was such an atmosphere of US support that I concentrated my efforts here instead of Japan. 

I wish we would have had more time to play the game. I would have felt I had gotten more out of it. It was fun 
overall and it was interesting to see how the game paralleled the occurrings that happen in the real business 
world. 

Most game participants seemed to start the game with a Win-Win attitude; however, towards the end of the 
game, it was a Me-Me attitude. 

I wonder how to approach the presentation for Tuesdays class. Should it be approached from a general or 
specific manner? In a general manner, I would like to talk about internal and external (to the firm) relationships 
and, in a specific manner, I would like to talk about particular decisions that our team made. 

Monday, 4/24/95 1O.OOAM - I spoke with Tom. We are going to meet to develop our presentation for 
tomorrow night's class. We think we are going to approach it from an internakternal manner (from above) and 
from specific decisions our team made. Monica will be presenting information regarding Technology for America, 
so she will not be directly involved with our presentation. 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 54.5 PM - Met with Tom to discuss presentation. It became obvious Tom is very technically 
oriented, while I am very human relations oriented. My thoughts were based on human interactions (see 
attached notes for presentation). I envy Tom; he seems to have understood and gotten out of this game way 
more than I did. I feel I missed out a lot of major 'happenings' our f i n  was involved with. 

9:30 PM - I understand more about individual roles now once I was debriefed by everyone. Its nice to know that 
I was not the only one who occasionally felt frustrated and confused. I didn't really like complexity, because I 
always like to have control. Overall, it was great. Thanks. 

Internal to company 
Positive 
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group dynamics important 
more than 1 making choice = diffusion of responsibility 
teamwork important 

decisions made without consensus (assign different groups to work with] 
discouragement in game 
no time to analyze choice 
didn't work with Japan in widwin 

Negative 

We played it safe for the majority of our decisions; team up with Mechatronics was carpe diem of sorts. Should 
have assigned responsibilities? 

External to company 
Positive 

enthusiasm in roles 
team player mentality in US; us versus them (US vs. Japan) 
Made in America important 
widwin 63 beginning 

too fast moving; no time to think 
companies out for their own good @ others costs (me/me; win/lose) 
game lost steam toward end of 2nd night 

Negative 

HORIOKA, LTD.: Japanese Computer Manufacturer 

Horioka Ltd. is a major supplier of these high-tech, SAMSON entertainmentkommunication devices with 40% 
market share. Its factories are highly automated, utilizing equipment developed internally. Horioka is a large 
diversified BlOB company. Last year, sales of SAMSON products totaled MOM and company executives expect 
new SAMSON sales to exceed $SOOM within 3 years of their introduction. Horioka invests WOOM annually in 
electronics R&D. It has license agreements with lnfomatics for elements of SAMSON which cover only the first 
generation, and is developing new technologies to circumvent the patent issues. However, the Infomatics- 
proprietary operating system leaves Horioka with liffle choice but to negotiate a new license agreement, or try to 
introduce a new operating system which may not have wide acceptance. 

Horioka has obtained the patent rights in the past, due to its strong position in automated assembly. Horioka's 
high levels of automation allow it to manufacture products at a lower cost with higher profit margin than 
Infomatics. This automated assembly equipment is manufactured and sold worldwide by Horioka's Advanced 
Automation Division, which supplies automation equipment for the semiconductor and electronics industries with 
annual sales of about $700M. 

Horioka is also a manufacturer of CPUs and DRAM'S. Horioka purchases 3-D displays from the same Japanese 
company (viewall, Inc.) as Infomatics. Horioka is a member of the same maior keiretsu organization that the 
Japanese bank belongs to. 

Key challenges are: 
1) 
2) Better display technology 
3) Better software 
4) Location of Production 
51 Accused of illegally obtaining state-of-the-art robotics design software from a small US firm 

Advanced automated assembly and packaging 
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Sla&gc Superior product image and name recognition; increase market share for SAMSON; improve net income 
through cost lowering; stronger presence in US. 

,!?&.&x 11 Funding through MlTl credit; 21 increase distribution of SAMSON in Japan and US; 31 funding through 
Japanese banker; 4) improve SAMSON and bring to market; 5) funding purchase of Mechatronics; 6) look for 
American distribution. 

Reumi&p Viewing device through Viewall will improve. Funding will solve licensing and US distribution. Solving 
robotics and package issues through funding. 

4/11/95 9:15 PM 
Horiokq Japanese Banker 

Horioka will fund the Japanese banker $200M for software purchases. In return the banker will provide 
Horioka 2 influence credits to pass policies. 

4/11/95 9:46 PM 
HoriOka 

Horioka invests $540M in private toolkit option to 'Lure three lnfomatics OS developers away who will develop 
new OS within 2 years.' SMCSSWL oi76%. 

4/18/95 8:17 PM 
Horioka, US Univ. 

Horioka contracts with US Univ. to develop 3-D retinal display technology (toolkit) within one year. Horioka to 
spend $400M and have an exclusive license to the technology for 5 years. UhSUCcusR/L ut94%. 

4/18/95 8:45 PM 
Horioka, viewall 

In return for Viewall giving the new retinal display to Horioka at a 60:40 ratio in relation to US market, Horioka 
has agreed to fund at NOOM for the next technology which is virtual reality. If that is successful, Viewall has 
agreed to exclusively sell the VR technology through Horioka for 2 years (see 4/18/95 at 9:13 for finalization). 

4/18/95 9:05 PM 
Hwbka, The Electronics Distributor 

Volume prices for existing and future products. 10% above cost for existing technology. Sole distributor for 
Horioka now and in the future. Open for future negotiation of new products. Transfer of 2 credits from The 
Electronics Distributor to Horioka. 

4/18/95 9:13 PM 
Viewall, Horioka 

Horioka invests MOOM for Viewall to develop (through a new toolkit option) virtual reality technology including 
remote, gloves, surround-sound, lV/computerNCR compatible, climate rooms. This agreement will not 
affect the previous agreement with the distributor. Horioka commits an additional $ZOOM to Viewall for 
research. SM'FUL &bo%. 

Sunday, 4/9/95 - E-mail Notes: 
My role is member of Horioka team. 
1. Need to identify Cindy Skinner & Yong Wang. 
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2. Will I be able to identify key players during class sessions? 
3. JLOGSDON@BOOTES.UNM.EDU 

Monday, M O D 5  - Players' Handbook Notes: 
Horioka - end product manufacturer of SAMSON device. 

financially sound company 
debt to equity ratio is the same as lnfomatics 
not as liquid as lnfomatics 
adequate capital to initiate strategies suggested in handbook 
technological opportunity in robotics 
technological challenge in 30 displays & supercapacitors 
SAMSON = ???? unknown potential 

Scenario has tremendous detail to assimilate on competing needs for players and mechanisms for business 
transactions. Handbook says "Read and understand the detailed information" ... no kidding! Horioka 
transactions could become very complicated very quickly, by trying to wheel and deal with too many interests at a 
time. 

Horioka is big enough not to have to move very fast; check out how the other groups interact. Will the setting be 
like a trading floor or will groups align for strength? SAMSON represents only 4% of Horioka's sales currently. 
How important is the fledgling product to the play of the game? 

Draw a model of the relationships between the roles. 
Compare interests and priorities to see who has similarities that can be useful. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - Reading Notes: 
Japan is a Communitarian state; governmental power is coherent & centralized. Remember M. Eto's comment ... 
"Everybody go same way." 
1. Japan ... strong government = virtue 
2. US ... strong government = evil 
Japanese business structure is also communitarian; management, buyers, sellers are tied by consensus. 
Cooperation is directed and subsidized by MITI. Affiliated companies (Keiretsu), industry associations, individual 
businesses IKeidanren) engage in joint planning with the government. 
Pressure of foreign competition is bringing US domestic competitors together. 

&me P- for Hotkzb 
1. 
2. Stronger presence in America. 
3 
4. Lower production cost. 
5. Produce a superior product. 

Maintain leadership in computer related products with 3 year goal of $SOOM 

Gain majority market share of SAMSON. 

Confracfs/Aoreemenfs 
1. The Horioka team is very concerned about consumer acceptance of a new operating system; lnfomatics 

seems the better route. 
2. Japanese bank is willing to give one influence credit if we continue to develop markets abroad. 
3. Promised Japanese distributor we would lower cost w/ restricted distribution of lnfomatics SAMSON. 
4. Offered Viewall twice current R&D funding in attempt to negotiate for 30 display. 
5. Offered Mechatronics $28M in attempt to buy company in total. 
6.  Received offer from Mechatronics of $100M at 11th hour; details uncertain. 

We identified winning strategies, but failed to implement them. Very hard to form a plan, let alone proceed with 
order. Negotiations with Viewall were difficult. Cindy was insulted that they didn't want to work with her. No give 
and take. They just don't know how to negotiate. They need a Negotiations class." 
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We can't seem to get anything done. Hard to agree how to do anything, Does delegation work in the context of 
consensus managemen t?... where the working parties are all equal? Constant flow of vendors, delegates, 
ministers, media at the door ... not easy to do information gathering. Control team suggested we assume the 
roles of CEO, COO, CFO in order to help us get organized. Maybe we need a front person to receive information 
and make command decisions, a scout to gather data, and a recorder just to keep track of the agreements. 

The 'consultant' came to visit twice playing a very sly image. Unable to see a great need to deal with patent or 
licensing scandal, since all expires soon anyway. He plays sneaky very well. The consultant came back again as 
a Ukrainian company who could save us in efforts to solve the SAMSON operating system problem. Again, he 
plays very close to the table. Il's all or nothing. Very creative solution to use the ministry as a go between to ease 
our discomfort about stealing SAMSON secrets to date. But again, when pressed for some contractual details for 
the paper that goes to the control team, he was unwilling to try to make us feel secure. To test the situation I went 
to him to see if he could get a device from America for us examine. He refused because it would be an unethical 
move. I approached him to see if he was tied to fhe Euro joint venture, so that we might at least bundle our risks 
and gains. A Control team member thought it would be wonderful if he also played that role. But then Horioka 
was again back to only Yes/No decisions within his arena. 

The Handbook did not indicate that there were critical distributor issues, but posed the question of locating in the 
US. I contacted the Japanese distributor to see if there was a trade off that Horioka needed to consider. Not 
much information ... suggested that he work with the US distributor and that it could be helpfvl to us to be able to 
lower our cost by efficiency gains in distribution. Not much to negotiate about. Visited the US distributor to explore 
the same issues ... her main concern was that I was 'dumping' product in the US. Couldn't get her to do anything 
but refer me to the media to solve my image problem. I assumed that though the handbook indicated the terms 
were too good to be true, I could assure her they were real. The US media agreed to announce the terms in the 
hope (and in such a light) that she would seem the fool not to accept such a deal. Next week? 

Japanese Banker very willing to work with us.. acted as information gatherer and negotiator to move the play 
along when we were unable to make choice. 

We're not making progress with our negotiations ... spent $$ on a dice throw for lnfomatics employees to solve our 
operating system issue. Successful. We wanted to spend money, but chose to finance with a roughly 80% 
chance of success. 

Wednesday, 4/12/95 - The Rest of the Story: 
This game is about TRUST. How do people make decisions..??..form contracts ... 
power ... in the middle of so much activity, tension and unknown factors? 

cooperate ... aggregate 

No one in the room last night has time to be anyone other than themselves. I was worried about how to assume 
a Japanese mindset. No time ... 

The Horioka team has set a leadership strategy that can't be measured in this game. Should we redefine our 
goals so that we can feel better about the play of the game? Seems like I've run into this strategy at work every 
now and again. 

Horioka financials-$10B company. SAMSON at $500M in 3 years still will not make or break this company. Only 
5% of total sales. Doesn't warrant a risky capital investment or strategy. No need to compete for position or 
negotiate for the long term. The contracts presented expire in the short run. The Horioka team is also reluctant to 
commit to long term agreements. We are insecure about structuring the terms to cover ourselves. Should we up 
the stakes so that we have a need to risk? 

International issues .... what can Horioka do for Japan? I should know this as a Japanese citizen, but my 
extended years in the US are clouding my vision. Check with Mm. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - NPR on my morning radio drive ... 
Japan provides 20% of worldwide Foreign Aid. 
Discussion of negotiating & business methods: US - apply external pressure 
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Japan - convert to your way of thinking 
Money is not the first, critical issue. 
Money is a 'contribution'..?? to the market system?? 

Leftover issues that need to be addressed from last week ... received no E-mail during the week, except the 
Control team update. No side deals for Horioka ... that I know of. This suits our consensus mode, anyway. 
1. Proposal to double R&D with 5% return unsuccessful. How about a more team oriented proposal. Cost 

sharing.. joint venture situation ... 
2. Bank will finance to unknown level ... wants us to work with Mechatronics ... offered an influence credit. What 

did Mechatronics want at the close of last week? 
3. MFA wants work force training initiative. Offered an influence credit. Very small $$ involved. Probably a 

'good deed' in any case. Will we get enough time to do 'good deeds?' 
4. Today's play options: 

Consider the Technology Options 
Sit back and watch 

another blur. Everybody deciding to cooperate. They need to do this because the game is almost over. 
People need to feel successful ... games require winning something. Not much praise available out there in the 
financial arena. Horioka has just made it through another day. Why couldn't we cooperate ahead of the game 
schedule? Guess I still wanted logical decisions. 

1. Cindy elected me as a spokesperson for the debriefing, but provided me with a quick set of notes to help me 
recap. She didn't communicate this to Yong, but he & I discussed the options and he seemed comfortable 
with this solution. She's a good team player; employed good 'school' strategy. Fair & efficient use of 
resources. This is a different decision making style from the one used in the game. Yong summed up the 
experience by saying he was amazed at Viewall's resistance to our offers. "Japanese firms don't make 
decisions that way." He trusted the fairness of Cindy's terms ... the offers to Viewall ... appeared to feel that 
Viewall ended the discussions too soon. Viewall must have felt it was critical to have solutions quickly, and 
therefore judged them on the surface facts instead of seeing them as initial offerings. 

2. We undoubtedly appeared uncooperative. We were timid decision makers, but our stress was from the 
operating mode not the critical needs of finances. 

3. Should we have solicited Yong's perspective on how to be successful Japanese business people? Did we use 
all our resources? We would have had to persuade the rest of the players in the Japanese group that they 
couldn't figure it out for themselves ... it would have embarrassed him to be the focal point. Still need to 
mention his perspective in the debriefing. 

1. Natural tendency for the Prosperity Game Scenario to be an opportunily to take sides. We all want to figure 
out how to win. Non competitive situations mean everybody gets to feel they've won, everybody cooperates 
to reach the goal. Still a focus on the prize, not a natural operating mode. 

2. Horioka team felt bombarded by other players. We should have recognized the stress would have been 
partially alleviated by doing an expectations or issues discussion before the first session. We needed to 
figure out how to operate as a team as well as get into the game. Because of this we probably seemed 
uncooperative or distant. 

3. Horioka didn't have a clear view of the product they were marketing. The detail within the handbook was not 
our design, so we operated as if it had it's future already mapped out. We were facilitators in this situation. 

4. We relied heavily on the advice of the Japanese bank, ministries, and MlTl to make decisions. We tried to 
make sure we each participated in decisions. Final agreements were clearly the work of the Japanese 
Banker and Mil. 

5. Yong's wrap-up regarding the way the players made decisions. "Japanese don't make decisions that way." 

Questions from the Control team ... 
Were you constrained by your role? The Control Team made note that certain roles have played out the same 
way before ... notably Horioka. 



I wonder, if the nationalities were reversed, would there be a significant change in the results. I don't think our 
team's timidity as decision makers was as much a condition of the nationality we played as of the business 
scenario. Horioka did not have a critical decision to make. The company made money from week 1 to week 2 
without trying. It probably would require substantial mismanagement to cause the company to fail. I think the 
security of Horioka's financial position, its low risk profile and the breadth of opportunity available represents a 
tremendous burden to overcome before taking action. The US media observed that there was too much chance 
and not enough logic evident in the play of the game. This should be restated as too much opportunity for 
Horioka. Ks difficult to make choices where there are a number of very good ones available. (Of course the time 
constraints would have prevented too much analysis.) 

This risk and opportunity issue may have affected other groups as well. The Japanese ministries said they had 
little to do after their handbook objectives had been fulfilled. 

Though we may not have individually felt constrained by a role, it was easy to accept certain stereotype images 
for ourselves. This way we closed some doors to creative thought. It was easy to follow typical patterns and think 
there are rules or guidelines already established for us. Is this balance of shortcuts in language and culture 
(stereotypes) and logical reasoning? Too much dependency on the former won't get you a clear picture, but too 
much time spent on the latter doesn't get much done. 

No ... we weren't constrained by outside influences. 

Horioka was mean! 
Wow, we took more criticism than I expected. I was certain we didn't seem open or generous or ready to make a 
deal, but I hadn't realized that it was as widespread a problem. I wasn't in on the negotiations with Viewall, so I 
don't know how things could have been handled differently. But it did seem like we really turned away many 
opportunities to meet with groups and individuals. A liffle more tact ... a liffle more grace..a liffle more E-mail ... 
and the 'take a number' system used in the catalog sales departments might have helped. 

Sundoy, 4/9/95 - Just checked my role assignment. Horioka - major amounts of reading. Can't even begin to 
assimilate all the information needed for Horioka, let alone the 20+ roles. Eash!! 

Tuesday, 44lllp5 - Well, just got home from class and I'm really wired. I did not enjoy my role assignment. I 
decided I do not want to be president of a big company. First, as soon as Control said, "You're President," the 
other two on my team started looking at me for decisions (like I know?). Then we were bombarded by every 
group asking us for money, but when we asked how we would benefit, What would be the return on the 
investment?) they would get mad. 

,!kmpks Japanese Distributor 
Japanese Distributor: "I want you to sell your product to me for a reduced rate." 
Horioka: "How will we benefit?" 
Japanese Distributor: "I will reduce my debt load and make more money." 
Horioka: "Again, how do we benefiP" 

Horioka: "We will give you $320 million towards R&D in exchange for a set above price and a percentage of the 

Viewall: "No deal." 
Horioka: "Bottom line, do you want to cut a deal, or do you just want us to hand over the money? We need to 

Viewall: We do not feel we should sell to you at a reduced rate, nor give you a percentage of the revenues." 
Horioka: "So you do not want to deal?" 
Viewall: "Guess not." 

revenues for X amount of years." 

make a return on our investment." 

It made me so frustrated that everybody expected us to hand out money. We did not get to be a big business 
without wise investment. We did not get to be a $2 billion dollar company by giving it all away, after all, we are a 
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business, not a foundation. But the scenario that really made me mad was the Ukraine person. I told him to write 
up an agreement he would like to see and we, as a team, would discuss it. At that point, Mechatronics came by 
to visit. The Ukraine guy said that I had three minutes to get back with him. I told him that it would be impossible 
to get back to him in three minutes (because I really wanted to talk to Mechatronics). He kind of got in my face 
and said "Three minutes or the deal's off." Well, I picked up the agreement, ripped in half, and said "Fine, go to 
our competitors." 

The other part that was so overwhelming was the constant barrage of people. We, as a team, never got three 
minutes to ourselves to think or discuss anything. I finally started sending people away, asking them to come 
back in a few minutes. When the evening ended, I'd felt we lost some good deals by not having the time to 
assess them. Japanese banks and ministry wanted us to do a deal with Viewall, but yet Viewall was very 
uncooperative. I need to read up in the book, but I'm ready to say to heck with Viewall and develop our own 
product to directly compete with them. 

We also would like to work out a deal with Mechatronics. 

Wednesday 4/12/95 AM - Just a quick note. I dreamed about this all night - very restless sleep. Sure sign I'm 
feeling stressed. Need to not take it so seriously, tossed and turned all night. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 afW7:OO PM - Ran into one of the Japanese Ministry (Daniellel. They said they really want 
us to work out an agreement with Viewall. I told her how uncooperative Viewall is being and she said we were 
being uncooperative, so I told her my version of the story. She said she would e-mail them and get back to me. 

Friday, 4/14/95 late aftemoon - Checked e-mail before heading home for the weekend. Message from 
Viewall asking about competitors in their market. I suggested they research the consultants position and if I got 
anything, I would get back to them. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - Just got the e-mail from control. Pretty interesting stuff. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Well, just got home from class and I must say that I enjoyed tonight a heck of a lot more than 
last week. Maybe because I'm taking Negotiations Strategy. I'm used to role play and it took the others a little 
longer to get into the role. I do remember that the first negotiation I had to do, I felt rather silly. But, it felt like 
people got more into their roles tonight. 

Japanese Ministry started getting the hang of the role of the Japanese government and began to exert pressure 
on Horioka and Viewall to work together. I wish we could have worked together last week We could have former 
a power house. At the last minute, we started doing well. It was funny. We were trying to work out a deal with 
Viewall (they were being stubborn as usual), when the Japanese Ministry walked up and said, "Oh, nice to see 
y'all working together." We1l;one of my team members, in frustration, said to Viewall, "You explain to them why 
you won't work with us." I had to laugh because I had been saying they weren't being cooperative. Oh well. I did 
enjoy it once we were being cooperative and working towards a winlwin. We started making some good 
investments that I feel will make the two groups leaders again. 

After we got all our agreements finished, a member of Viewall said, "Now we can relax." I looked and said, "No, 
we just got our edge back, we need to keep up the R&D to keep ahead." 

Someone said we need to try to write the journal through the perspective of the role. I found it very hard to be 
Japanese. After all, I am American. When 1 brought up the issue of return on investment, others in my group 
asked me if I was thinking in role. I said yes. They said no. Well, I still think the Japanese did not become brilliant 
businessman giving money away. 

Something else I learned about ten years ago when I spent a year overseas. You can read all you want about a 
culture, but you have to live it to truly understand and learn it. I don't mean a two week visit, I mean a few months. 
so I don't think reading some material truly gave me insight to the Japanese culture; therefore, I could not help but 
act with American mentality. 
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Tuesday, 4/25/95 
Media - Japanese media wanted people to utilize them more. So much information. Hard to focus on media. I 
was just trying to keep my head above water. I agree with their comments about how the game was structured. 
It was difficult, but as they said, it all pulled together in the end. US media - "Too much going on." Amen! 
US Activist - I definitely liked her environmental push. 
Japanese banker - We worked a lot with him. 
MITI- Horioka did not 'snub' them - we were too overwhelmed by all the people bombarding us asking for 
money. 
Viewall - I just decided that I would never like to work with those people - they kept making us look like the bad 
guys. In the very beginning we offered them lots of money for research and they turned it down. 

Once Horioka and Viewall started working together, I enjoyed this a whole lot more. I definitely like a win/win 
situation. After listening to viewall, I'm annoyed again. We decided in our presentation we weren't going to bring 
up specifics. 

Tuesday, 4/4/95 850 PM - Was introduced to the Prosperity Game. Sounds interesting and lot of work and 
reading. Not quite sure about the game. How are we going to play? 

Wednesday, 4/5/95 3:OO PM - Picked up the reading on International Competitiveness. A lot of reading. 

6m PM - start to read the paper by Lodge, G. C. of P and Government . This is a 
very good paper. The author developed a framework to examine the management of business-government 
relations within and between different nations. 

Japan is an example of communitarian government. US is a good example of individualistic government, in 
which the government role is limited. Japan's government is prestigious and authoritative. Traditional western 
economics is rooted in individualism. These differences should be kept in mind when we play the game. 

Monday, 4/lO/95 8:OO AM - Tried to get on the mainframe computer last night, but it was not working. Now 
everything seems working. My role will be in the Horioka team with the other two: Dianne Rossbach and Cindy 
Skinner. It is going to be interesting. 

6- PM - Reading the Players' Handbook, lots of information. I spent more time on the information related with 
Horioka company. The objectives associated with SAMSON development include: 
11 Obtain advanced automated assembly and packing ability 
2) Better display 
3) Software 

Objective 1 can be achieved in-house because Horioka has a good advanced automation division. 
For displays - need to get deal with Viewall company. 
For software - 1) go to Ukrainian or 2) Infomatics. Need to discuss these ideas with the team members. 

Tuesdoy, 4/11/95 7:OO PM - We started with discussion of Horioka's long term objectives and ways to achieve 
them. They include: 
1) Establish leadership in the SAMSON technology 
2) Increase market share 
3) Continue the leadership in the area of automatic assembly equipment manufacture - 
1) Research and cooperate in the SAMSON development with other Japanese companies 1e.g. Viewalll and 

possible US companies (e.g. Mechatronicsl. 
21 Contad MITI for assistance for finance, foreign affairs and cooperations. 
3) Contact Infomatics for license and other issues. 



We are bombed by other groups. We have difficulties to get together and discuss the issues. 

I approached Mechatronics and offered $3QM for buy out the company. They refused immediately. Apparently 
they have some deals with Infomatics. 

I approached Viewall, offered $300M for joint research on 3-D display. In return, we would like to have them 
provide 3-D displays at cost and 5% royalty. Viewall do not want to jump into the deal. They want M00M and no 
royalty. Viewall's attitude is not cooperative - not act like Japanese. That is probably due to people not familiar 
with Japanese custom and the power of Japanese regulation. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - Read again the handbook and articles. Understand the game better. It will be good idea if 
we have more time or some practice before the game to go through the materials and discuss issues within 
group. It will be also possible to reduce numbers of roles to focus more issues. The game is complex, most of us 
do not experience of business deal or not familiar with the extent or scope of the business world. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Game time is 1999. 
We discussed our objectives, problems, and approaches again. We established the priority issues: 
1) Get deal with Viewall for 3-D display 
2) Develop automated assembly and packaging in-house 
3) Approach Japanese government for help. 

At 8 PM it was announced that lnfomatics had 80% SAMSON market. Our operation is falling behind. We need to 
figure out something to recover from the problem. 

We discussed our approach and decided to develop new technology including 3-D virtual reality display, and 
direct retinal projection display to achieve competitive advantage and new market. 

Viewall has the retinal project. However, they immediately contracted to the US-Japan distributor, which left us 
with little room to deal with Viewall for new technology. We reached agreement that Viewall will affect the 
proportion of distribution between US and Japan (40/601. We also reached the agreement to develop 3-0 VR 
technology. 

I don't feel Viewall is acting like Japanese company. We cannot work together. 

Thursday, M O B S  - Overall, 1 like the game. I learned a lot of stuff about business operation and difficulties of 
making deals with people. I think the game would be played better if we can have more time to prepare, to go 
through the materials, issues, techniques because most of us do not have too much experience. The people who 
played Japanese roles did not act like Japanese. They should be more unified. The government should show 
more power in direct business operations. Japan is a country in which a government has the capability to create 
a consensus in society that is sufficient to allow government to design and implement goals for the community as 
a whole, change the behavior of important groups such as business, change the structure of society. 

The roles of MlTl are weak in the game. We have difficulties to deal with US roles, not easy to figure out the 
reason. They are unified better than Japanese roles. A video show before the game may be helpful for the 
successfulness of the game. More time allocation will also be helpful. 

problemsr 
Familiar with all roles 
Familiar with background of culture, business world of different culture 
Game vs. reality - culture, historical difference between countries 

Overall: the game is interesting and good practice. 
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MECHA'I!RONICS, INC.: US Robotics Manufacturer 

Mechatronics' business is automated assembly of printed circuit boards and automated wafer handling. It also 
supplies some robotics to the automotive industry. Additionally, it has developed some automated advanced 
packaging equipment but has seen few sales. Mechatronics has total annual sales of $75M, but its sales position 
has been slipping dramatically. Its' management hopes these new advanced packaging and robotic assembly 
tools will help them regain some lost business. However, even though SEMATECH has declared that 
Mechatronics' advanced packaging tools are the best in the field, they are still viewed as inferior to those 
available off-shore. Mechatronics has a $lM R&D program with SEMATECH to develop advanced robotics, and a 
9400K ARPA contract on CAD/CAM simulation and software development. Although Mechatronics has several 
R&D efforts which could have significant impact on its business, it lacks the capital to implement them. 

Mechatronics has proposed establishing a manufacturing/user consortium for the development and manufacture 
of advanced robotics. Additionally, it has approached lnfomatics about a joint development program. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Financial troubles 
2) Technology development 

1) Negotiate with lnfomatics and Horioka about Robo-APS; 2) invest additional $50M per 
year to develop equipment for SAMSON; 3) get word out about Robo-APS quality. 

pnb/ifies: Secure $ZOOM of investment capital to remain viable and an additional $50M per year for the next three 
years to develop the necessary equipment for SAMSON. 

ktxsmhg We have two plants, one is very profitable while the other isn't; therefore, Mechatronics would like to 
lower costs and prices at our Lexington plant to increase demand for Robo-APS. 

GAMF PLA V: AGRFFMENTS AND AC77ONS 

4/11/95 9:03PM 
Mecha)ronics, lnfomcltics 

lnfomatics pays Mechafronics $30M for operating expenses. 

4/11/95 9:03 PM 
us Rep- , Mechohpnics 

US Representative secures $100M in funding for Mechatronics; Mechatronics spends $80M on policy toolkit 
option 'Industry and government partnership to improve effectiveness of environmental regulation ...' 
(Calculation performed 4/18/95, see 728 and 754.) 

4/11/95 9:07 PM 
InfomCrtics, Mechatranits 

lnfomatics invests $50M yearly for three years with Mechatronics to develop robotics technology for SAMSON 
in return for exclusive use of the technology. Control assumes that Mechatronics spends the $150M. 

4/11/95 9:16 PM 
US senator, Mechatronics 

US Senator secures $lOOM funding for Mechatronics in exchange for Mechatronics spending $SOM to repeal 
the Glass-Steagall act. (Calculation never performed on repeal since it was not clearly authorized.) 
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4/18/95 7:28 PM 
US Representofive, Mechatronics 

Clarification on deal made 4/11/95 at 9:03. Mechatronics invests $80M to help support environmental 
legislation as outlined in previous agreement to aid US Activist. 

4/18/95 7:54 PM 
US Repmsentah e, US A-, Mechatronics 

Industry association and government environmental agencies form partnership to improve effectiveness 
(performance and cost) of environmental regulation and implementation ... In addition to the $80M already 
invested by Mechatronics, the US Representative invests $80M, US Activist invests 1 credit. UMUCCESSWf 
of57%. 

4/18/95 8:31 PM 
US Senator, US RepresenWw * 8 US Worker, DOC, MechotronicS, Infomatics 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to ‘Establish regional agency for workforce training programs.’ US Senator 
invests $30M, US Rep. $50M, DOC $70M, Mechatronics $24M, lnfomatics $20M, US Worker 1 credit. 
sUGBWf d54%. 

4/18/95 8:35 PM 
Mechalmdcs, InfomOtics 

Merger of lnfomatics and Mechatronics to form Infotronics. lnfomatics has assets, Mechatronics has 
operating capital to pass necessary toolkit options. All previous agreements continue; all employees 
maintain executive positions; no funds transferred; 50150 profits for each former company. 

4/18/95 8:40 PM 
1nfa)rOniCS 

lnfotronics asked if market share got them more resources. Control said yes, 10% increase or $45M. 

4/18/95 8:41 PM 
Rootd<a, Infotronics, US Finance 

lnfotronics gets exclusive rights to Rootska OS for 4 years in return for MOOM. Financing: lnfotronics $200M, 
US Finance $200M. Finance gets stock options From Infotronics, DOD gets access to this cutting edge 
technology for 1 year. Rootska will receive 2% of all Mure SAMSON sales that use the Rootska OS. 

4/18/95 9:08 PM 
Infolronics, US Finance 

US Finance trades 1 credit for virtual reality glove development in exchange for 1 million shares new stock at 
$6 par value. lnfotronics issues new shares. 

4/18/95 9:lO PM 
InfoironicS, US Finance, Technobgy for America, US lab 

Joint funding of US Labs to develop a virtual reality glove for SAMSON lthrough a new toolkit option). 
lnfotronics will have the patent for this leap-frog technology. TFA invests $30M, lnfotronics $26M, US Finance 
$5.6M. SUGCESSM at 97%. 

4/18/95 9:15 PM 
US Univ, US Lab, US sencr)or, US Rep- e, DOC, DOE, Infolronics, US Finance 

US Universities is forming a purely academic consortium of diverse interests relevant to the US industrial/ 
commercial competitiveness to meet monthly as a task force to address barriers to US competitiveness as 
outlined in the assigned class readings. The university will chair the meetings and hopes to have results on 
how to succeed better in global competitiveness within six months. 

4/18/95 9:18 PM 
Technology for America, Infotronia, US Senator, US RepmsenMve * ,DOE 



Joint funding for new technology toolkit option to develop 'Extremely high-resolution, 3-D, direct retinal and 
brainwave projection display becomes available at $450 each.' TFA invests $150M and 2 credits, lnfotronics 
$100M, US Senator $50M. SUCCSSFUf of56%. 

MFCHA RQh!ltCSfO( /RNA1 FXCFRPTS 

Monday, 4 A W S  1 0 S  PM - Thoughts about game scenario and roles - The Prosperity Game is a great way to 
stimulate thinking and teach global competitiveness. The handbook that contained brief descriptions about all the 
roles gave me a feel for the game, and helped me to prepare or determine likely strategies for several roles. Each 
role seems to have several ethical, political and social issues to deal with. As well as economic (business) issues. 
li's now time for me to find out my role. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 12:44 PM - Role assignment received by e-mail- I am part of Mechatronics, Inc. We develop 
manufacturing equipment and some robotics to the automotive industry. All ethical, political, social, and 
economic issues facing Mechatronics will be confronted by my associates - Cathy Heckler, Erik Hoogendoom, and 
myself. To begin the Prosperity Game, I think that it is important to conduct a thorough situational analysis in order 
to determine where we are now (our position), and where we'd like to be in five or ten years. Our strategy and 
tactics will then be used to accomplish our mission/goals. - 

Advanced diamond packaging system (Robo-APS) consider best in field 
R&D program (w/SEMATECHI to develop advanced robotics ($1M) 
ARPA contract on CADICAM simulation/software ($4OOK) 
Joint program developing advanced robotics concepts (MOOK) 
Several hopeful R&D breakthroughs possible 

Shaky financial position - lack capital to implement R&D breakthroughs 
Need financial assistance to remain viable 
Lack of awareness abouf Robo-APS 
Losing market share to competition 
Flint plant supporting losses at Lexington plant 

Seek financial assistance to remain viable 
Seek capital to develop SAMSON - Be first to market 
Publicize Robo-APS superiority 
Invest resources wisely in technology and policy toolkit options to gain competitive advantage 
Combine resources with other company or companies to achieve common goal - US economic 

weaknesses: 

competitiveness 
Threofs: 

Risks are high that Mechatronics will go out of business unless capital can be obtained quickly 
Espionage factor - how do we protect ourselves against other firms, countries 

Tuesday, 4A1/95 7.90 PM - Develop a set of strategic objectives consistent with role (Mechatronics) and the 
culture of the US - before we decided on our short-term and long-term strategy, we discussed these key issues: 
I) What should we do with our Lexington plant? Losing money. 
2) Where should we look for investment capital to keep Mechatronics viable? Bring new technology to market 

faster? 
3) Which technology and policy toolkit options are best for us? 

As a result, Mechatronics short-term strategy is to: 
1) Seek 8200M in investment capital in order to remain viable. Reason - we need to stabilize our financial 

situation so that we can concentrate on other issues. Best sources of capital include lnfomatics (possible ally) 
and the US government (since many jobs are likely to be lost by our going out of business). 
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2) Seek $50M per year over next three years to develop equipment for SAMSON. Reason - equipment can be 
manufactured at our Lexington plant efficiently. Once produced, SAMSON will be out on the market faster 
than other prototypes - capturing market share. Likely sources of capital include lnfomatics and Horioka (the 
two big computer manufacturers). 

3) Get the word out about Robo-AF5 and its superiority to others out on the market. Reason - Robo-APS is still 
viewed as inferior to those available off-shore. Possible sources to help us get the word out include the US 
and/or Japanese media. Also we will continue to have Robo-AB tool evaluation sales to hopefully increase 
our production level sales. 

Due to the very dynamic and unpredictable computer industry, Mechatronics' long-term strategy is to maximize 
our flexibility and adaptability to changing environmental demands. We can achieve this by: 
1) Efficient use of our resources - receive funds from other teams when possible to achieve goals 
2) Focus on boundary spanning, in order to respond quickly to competitive conditions, technological 

breakthroughs, and other environmental conditions. 

In our negotiations, we plan to use these priorities/guidelines to further our strategy: 
11 Begin with a positive attitude and reciprocate the other parties concession if possible 
21 Concentrate on the issues and situational facts 
3) Look below the surface of our opponents bargaining to try to determine their strategy 
4) Use power, if we have it, to guide our opponent toward an agreement 

Thoughts ouf of role - /think that its also crucial to follow these 3 c/teHon in negotiation: 
7J Cn'ferion of ufilarhn outcomes - basica& Mechafronics behmor should result in the greatest good for the 

greatest number of people 
2J Criterion of indvidua/rghts - Mechafronics should respect human rights of free consent free speech, 

fieedom of conscience, pr iwc~ and due process 
3J Cn'terion of diskibMve justice - Mechutfonics should freatpeople equitable and foirrly 

Wednesday, 4/12/95 7:oO PM - Review of negotiations to advance strategies: 
1) Stabilize financial situation - seek $200M to remain viable. We decided that the US legislators (Senator from 

CA and Member of Congress from NM] would be able to provide investment capital needed to help us 
remain viable. Reason we are three years away from developing SAMSON (a revolutionary product). If 
Mechatronics goes out of business, US economic competitiveness will most likely decline. Also, lots of jobs 
will be lost in both CA and NM (mentioned to NM Congresswoman that we are considering relocation of our 
Lexington plant if we can't turn things around quickly). Ethical issues include: (1) should taxpayers money be 
used to help Mechatronics remain viable, (2) tradeoff between jobs and overall competitiveness for SAMSON. 
The US legislators agreed to fund us $ZOOM to help Mechatronics survive and in turn we: 
(a) support the Senator's effort to repeal the Glass-Steagall act. Reason - a repeal of this act would allow 

banks to hold equity in corporations and would allow Mechatronics to obtain investment capital for some 
of our R&D efforts at a lower cost. As of now our only sources of capital are the US financier or Japanese 
bankers. 

continues to lose money, we may relocate to NM. We also contribute $50M to support the Rep's effort to 
form a partnership between industry associates and government agencies to improve effectiveness of 
environmental regulation and implementation in electronics manufacturing industry, reducing 
environmental compliance cost by 50%. Reason - protecting the environment by creating less pollution is 
necessary for sustainable development and a collaborative solution from business-government is 
needed. 

21 Seek $50M per year for next 3 years to develop equipment for SAMSON. Since Mechatronics has already 
been developing the necessary automation/test equipment with our own funds and with SEMATECH and 
ARPA contractors, we sought investment capital from infomatics to develop SAMSON. lnfomatics funded the 
development project and provided us with $30M for current operating expenses. In exchange we supplied 
all equipment for SAMSON to lnfomatics exclusively - and would have SAMSON ready and out on the market 
in 3 years, which would be at least 1 year before the Japanese competitors. Reason - we wanted to produce 
equipment within 3 years so that we could be faster to market SAMSON to capture market share - increasing 
our sales as a result of infomatics dominance. 

(b) support the NM Representative's efforts to expand high-tech business in NM. If our Lexington plant 
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31 Get the word out about Robo-APS superiority. lnfomatics is very satisfied with Robo-APS performance and it 
has been awarded best of breed by SEMATECH. Thus, we made sure to mention these points when 
interviewed by the US and Japanese media. 

Sunday, 4/16/95 12:45 PM - Negotiation outside of class - 'It grows as it goes' best summary of our emerging 
strategy. We negotiated a series of contracts and alliances to meet our short-term needs, and will develop our 
strategy as the time progresses. It's important to be flexible in conditions of chance and uncertainty. 

Thoughts out of role - Would be nice to have more fiequent fdback. Negotiations outside of class are dificullf. 
Probabilstic rates of success and hilures not clearly understood Seems a &Me ns@ - similar to gambhg. Need 
upduted in formution now to formulate shhgies ahead of competifofi. Also information {more inforrmafibnl as a 
toolht option would be a wise invesfment 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 7m PM - Scenario updates distributed by e-mail- we learned from our first couple of 
encounters with the media (especially Japanese) that what you say is not always reported correctly. Therefore we 
will be very careful in the future in our dealings with the media. 

As a result of our successful development project with Infomatics, they were able to capture 80% of the SAMSON 
market. Our exclusive technology allows them to assemble and market SAMSON one year sooner and at an 8% 
lower cost than competitors. 

Viewall and Rootska have revolutionary 3-D electro-optics laser technology that will leap-frog our technology, so 
we approached Rootska to see if they would like to combine forces with Mechatronics. Reason - Our ties to 
lnfomatics gives them a distribution channel for their product and gives lnfomatics and Mechatronics a reason not 
to develop the technology in house. Result - Rootska decided not to join forces with us so we approached 
lnfomatics to see if we could work together to leap-frog the technology held by Rootska and Viewall since the 
displays would be crucial to our competitiveness. 

Wednesday, 4/19/95 7:05 AM - Review of negotiations to advance strategies: 
11 Merged with lnfomatics - new company Infotronics. Reason - lnfomatics has market share and assets, but 

very little investment capital as a result of failures in many toolkit options. On the other hand, Mechatronics 
has ample investment capital to develop much needed technology, so we proposed a merger of the two 
companies and a profit sharing arrangement of future profits. An agreement was signed and lnfotronics - 
the biggest US leader in the computer manufacturing industry was born. 

21 Partner in Tech for America project. Reason - Felt that it was important to develop technical excellence in 
order to increase US economic competitiveness globally. Government and various business are working 
together to achieve the common goal. All resulting technology is shared by those companies who 
contributed funds to TFA. In turn, they fund technology ventures that are vital to the industry. For example, TFA 
supplied lnfotronics with $30M of investment capital we needed to develop leap-frog technology for the 
SAMSON - a virtual reality glove to be used with the revolutionary 3-0 display out on the market soon. A 3-D 
display system was developed by F A  to rival Rootska and Viewall displays - and will be utilized by all 
American companies who are members in F A .  A synergistic effect is realized by various companies pooling 
their funds and working with government. 

3) Improve lnfotronics Competitiveness globally. In the near future we look forward to forming joint ventures with 
foreign companies in order to share resources and risks; and to undertake mid-to-long term research and 
development. This will be a good way for us to gain access to different technologies (perhaps held by 
Horioka or Viewall). These joint ventures with foreign companies are an excellent way for us to improve 
relations with the Japanese and gain a foothold in the Japanese market. 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 945 PM - Final comments and insights gained from Prosperity Game. Due to the turbulent 
and complex environment, it's important to not get too mechanistic in your strategy. Our approach was organic, 
and flexible enabling us to adapt to trends. Our competitive advantage was our ability to get products quicker to 
market, take advantage of technological breakthroughs, and forecast environmentakompetitive trends before 
our competitors. Overall, the prosperity game was a great learning tool. I enjoyed the interaction with other roles, 
especially the negotiating and implementing strategies. 
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Sunday, 4/9/95 - out of role - As I began rwding over all the inbrmafion fiat we were given, I reabzed how 
much inbrmafion fiere was to r i d  and absoh. 1 was ve/y confusing because of f ie large quantiq of 
inbrtnafion It seems well thought out and very interesting. I see it as a good example of real fill?. 

/slowly son'ed through allthe names and details of each role. I fried to concenfrate on anfling thatrelated to 
Mechafronics, which was my role. I fried to evaluate our skengths and weaknesses as a company 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - We started out by talking about what our short term goals should be, since we were in 
financial trouble. We needed to secure some financial backers in order to remain in business. We convinced the 
Senator and Representative that the development of the SAMSON project was important to the US as a whole. 
They agreed to give us $100 million each in exchange for us helping them back two toolkit options, $50 million for 
The Glass Repeal Act and $80 million for option #8 under the policy options. 

We agreed to work with lnfomatics to develop the SAMSON project. They agreed to give us financial backing of 
$30 million for operations expenses and $50 million for 3 years ($150 million) to pay for development costs of the 
Samson project. We felt we could work together to develop better technology in the US. 

At one point, Horioka offered to buy our company for $20 million. We felt this was an insult, even though we were 
in financial trouble. We felt our Robotics APR was worth more than that alone. It was rated as best on the market 
by SEMATECH. We felt we would be quite a bargain at that price. We considered licensing our Robotics APR to 
Horioka or Infomatics. We learned that Horioka has design deficiencies in their robotics which could give us some 
leverage. 

Wednesday, 4/12/95 - out ofrole - As agroup we worked togefier to decide h a t  choices to make. niings 
went preffygood for us on our first night but we knew we had a lot to learn. It was sfill confusing as f ie day 
began, but we slowly triwlto achieve ourgoals in whatever way we could fihk of 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - We were unaware that getting financial backing from the Senator and the Representative 
would be viewed as possibly illegal. We felt that a joint effort between the government and our company to 
develop SAMSON project would benefit everyone. It was unfortunate that they were both voted out in the next 
election. 

We did get a lot accomplished throughout the evening, We started out by talking to Rootska about buying or 
licensing their newly developed software. We also considered purchasing Rootska. They were not interested in a 
buyout, and were still trying to get their software validated. We then considered the toolkit option for software 
development. 

We were discussing possible software options with Infomaties but since they were low on funds we decided to 
merge with them. We formed a new company called Infotronics. We went in on a deal with them to get the 
Rootska software if it was validated at a speed of 180% of present software. We put in $120 million and lnfomatics 
put in $80 million. The software was eventually validated. 

We then invested $100 million in Tech for America and they invested $30 million in our virtual reality glove toolkit 
option. We added an additional $26 million and 1 credit we received from the US finance in exchange for 1 million 
in shares at $6 a share. This option did pass, which gave us an advantage over the competition. 

We felt that we got a lot for our money and with our merger. lnfomatics needed spending money and our 
Robotics system. We needed financial backing to continue development of the SAMSON project. 

We found out that the computer industry is very competitive You may develop a product, but the next thing you 
know, your competition has a better, cheaper, faster product. You have to choose where to invest your money 
very carefully. It was hard to decide what to do and where to put your money. It is a very complicated process. 
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Wednesday, 4/19/95 - out of role - I thought fiis was a great learning experience. l realy enjoyed being apad 
of if. I can see how thk can help people become more aware of what is going on in the business emronment 
today h r e  are so many issues fiat businesses need to be dml wifi in order to sumve t d u ~  There is a lot fo 
learn if you want to be successkd You must be aware of what your compefjfjon is doing and try to create new, 
befferproduds to compete with fiem. Allin allitk a very complicatedprocess that requires a lot ofknowledge 
and fiorougb undersiundng of your business, your compefion and f ie environment you are compefjng in. 

I am anxious to hear what is said af #e debriefing. lkno w if wit be very in teres fing. We will learn a lot about the 
decisions fiat we and others made throughout f ie  Iwo weeks ofnegokvtions. Thank you forleMng uspahjmte 
in his game. I fiink it was a very w o h  while eyperience. 

H. 

The University Prosperity Game role-play situation we conducted in class proved to be a rather interesting study in 
social skills and business interactions. What made it unique was the fact that all participants responded to the 
situations and events not as themselves, but entirely as the role which they had assumed. My role was as an 
executive for Mechatronics, a small US robotics manufacturer. In presenting my observations from the game, it is 
easiest to analyze the experience at several different stages: Preparation, Day One 01 April 19951, Day Two (18 
April 19951, and Final Insights. Further, each stage will be analyzed from the point-of-view of the Mechatronics 
executive and the point-of-view of Erik. 

-- In preparing for the situation, an executive analysis of Mechatronics and its background, products, 
resources and financial position was necessary. The questions I asked included: what is our position?; who are 
potential competitors?; allies?; what are their positions?; what do we do?; how well?; with whom?; and, what are 
our future prospects? As such, I determined that Mechatronics had two primary issues to consider: the need for 
capital (money) for short-term needs-, and the need to determine how to achieve long-term viability, most likely 
how to properly utilize Robo-APS advanced packaging system technology. 

On a more personal level, my approach to the role-play may have had more of a dark edge. Because of my 
experience working for lwo years at the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School with negotiation role-play 
exercises, I was acutely aware of many of the issues and dynamics involved. My goal (hopefully not too sinister) 
was to play the game aggressively by throwing standard game rules to the wind. From my past experience, role- 
plays tend to approximate real life most closely when rules are made up not in advance, but as the situation 
unfolds. Furthermore, I learned through past experience that any role can control negotiation situations 
regardless of size, provided it knows enough about the other roles and their interests. I realized that 
Mechatronics was a small company, and I wanted to ensure that we avoid being exploited. This might be 
accomplished by outmaneuvering our fellow players with agreements that met our needs through offers to meet 
theirs. 

Tuesday, 4/ll/P5 - The role-play for Mechatronics began in earnest when class began on Tuesday, 11 April. At 
this time, Byron, Catherine and I met to discuss our role, the situation and our intended strategies. We began by 
agreeing to be a committee rather than have a leader-follower structure. Then, we conducted a S.W.O.T. analysis 
of our (Mechatronicsl strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. We determined these to be: 

Strengths: 
Weaknesses: Public Relations 

Opportunities: Exploit technology 

Threats: 

Rob0 APS advanced packaging system Technology and R&D agreements 

Consumer perceptions of Rob0 APS Lack of capital, especially for R&D 

Possible strategic alliances 
Dollar losses, especially with Lexington plant 
Risk of going out of business 

Need to diversify out of 85% reliance on automotive sector Horioka and industrial espionage 

We then determined possible strategies. In the short-term, we could sell-off Rob0 APS and use the funds to shore 
up our financial difficulties. Over the long-term, we could focus on SAMSON technology and/or license Rob0 APS 
to Horioka, Infomatics or any other interested buyer. 
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To begin, we split up and tested the waters for possible alliances. Byron spoke with lnfomatics while I spoke with 
Horioka. Catherine stayed at our corporate headquarters table to handle incoming groups. After our initial 
meetings and a less-than-accurate news release from the slanted Japanese media, our exact monetary needs 
were clarified by the control team. It was stated that we needed %OM for immediate-need operating expenses, 
$ZOOM for future viability and factory updating, and $150M for Samson development, to be used $50M for each of 
3 years. 

At this point, we discussed the multitude of sources that were available to us to acquire the needed funds, and the 
resources we had for use in bargaining. It was decided that, although the $30M was the most immediate need, it 
was the smallest amount and should be acquired last. We then surveyed funding sources: for the $200M, 
Infomatics, Horioka, or perhaps $lOOM from both the Senator and Representative, for the $15OM, the 
DOE/DOD/ARPA Representative or Infomatics; and for the $3OM, Infomatics. 

We pursued many avenues at once for fvnding, yet tried to maintain the upper hand in negotiations. Since we 
knew what we needed, we waited to see what our potential allies needed and worked our offers around those 
mutual needs. The deals we then secured were: 
1. $lOOM from the Senator, in exchange for $50M for the toolkit option to repeal the Glass Steagall Act. 
2. BlOOM from the US Representative, in exchange for $80M for the toolkit option to pass environmental reform 

leg is lation. 
3. $180M from lnfomatics [$30M up-front and $50M per year for 3 years), in exchange for a three year exclusive 

contract to Mechatronics' Samson technology. 

With finances thus shored up, our outlook changed. Our focus became future profits, especially exploitation of our 
SAMSON and Rob0 APS technologies through licensing or outright sale and divestiture. We also realized a need 
to pass beneficial toolkit options. 

Personally, I noticed the group interactions as the game unfolded. We assumed our roles within Mechatronics 
and quickly established a committee structure rather than an hierarchical one. Knowing that we needed money, I 
felt it best that we keep ourselves open to alternatives by testing the waters of all potential funding sources. We 
were then able to play off all sources with several simultaneous discussions and negotiations, allowing us to find 
the needs of our compatriots and then get the terms most favorable to us for our future goals and viability. 

With the control team trying to make the game more interesting and frenetic, we were at one point faced with a 
quick need for $3OM by a specific deadline or subject to bankruptcy and dissolution. Again, my inquiring mind 
contemplated the unique way we could alter - hopefully without sabotaging -the game by going bankrupt. it was 
then decided by the group that we could learn more in the game by keeping Mechatronics alive rather than 
having to assume new roles and putting the control team into a tizzy with the unexpected new developments. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - As thisnew day unfolded for Mechatronics, our financial situation was much improved from 
the previous session. With our newfound capital strength of 8350M, we decided to focus on Toolkit options and 
technology for our future growth. We then began our negotiations with Rootska, Infomatics, Government Officials 
and Tech for America. To begin the game, we were confronted with charges of impropriety in our deals with both 
the Senator and US Representative. All appearances of impropriety were false, however. The negative 
impressions were created because of misunderstandings by the control team of our deals from the first session. 
Since we did not know how to refer to specific, unnumbered Toolkit options, the deals were not properly recorded. 
For this reason, after long discussions with the control team, our first action was to finally pay for the $80M toward 
the environmental Toolkit option, which subsequently failed. 

Personally, I noticed that the dealmaking was fast and loose on the US side of the Pacific on the second day of the 
simulation. It seemed that from the collective US experiences with the Japanese participants in general and 
Horioka in specific, a true competition had developed between the two countries. Another possible reason may 
have been David Ashlevs controversial, humorous and never-quite-accurate Japanese media new reports. 
Mechatronics was in a position, financially, to play not only ibe game, but u game. Creativity and openness to 
suggestions and new options led to the receptivity of others to new ideas, as well as our continued drive to 
innovate. This week's attempt to make the game more interesting came through another stab ai changing the 
rules. This time it came at the point when Mechatronics had a large surplus of funds and no potential outlets or 
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arrangements in the works to spend it. Since we knew that lnfotronics was the key to our success, three options 
arose: 'who cares?', sell off the company and use the $100M each to retire to the tropics (as suggested by the 
friendly US media representative); buy out much-larger, yet faltering lnfomafics with cash and financing, or 
attempt a merger with Infomatics. 

The latter was chosen, much to the dismay of the control team due to the generous terms offered to Mechatronics. 
The reason for the merger was Infomatics' large asset base, Mechatronics' large capital reserves, and the 
apparent inevitable convergence of the two companys' missions. Although the terms may have been 
overwhelmingly to Mechatronics' advantage with a 50/50 split-ownership in the new company (Infotronics), this 
was a result rather than an intention. Time was of the essence. Otherwise, the deal would have been more 
equitable. The deal was hastily completed to allow the new entiiy to form and to give the participants time to work 
together and quickly pass new initiatives. Once the deal was completed with our amiable new partners, the new 
lnfotronics proceeded to deal like it was going out of style. It was entirely win-win oriented agreements between 
a conglomerate of US interests. 

Finolllnsiohfs- By being creative, Mechatronics did not have to give up control, as would normally be expected 
from a small company in such financial troubles. We and our co-players in the game all started with the same 
disadvantage: uncertainty for what shape the game would take. However, relationships were slowly established 
with the other organizations and interest-groups. Interestingly, those initial meetings and interactions proved to 
be accurate representations of eventual future relationships. For example, we approached Horioka for funding or 
a possible joint venture, yet were insulted by a minuscule buy-out offering of 920M for our entire company. From 
that point on, we never put much trust or credibility in future relations with them. On the other hand, our relations 
with Infomatics were positive from the start, setting the stage for our extensive future relations and eventual 
merger. 

I was open and receptive to the events in the game as they were unfolding, allowing me to use them to my 
advantage. However, I would have liked to have known more about how to prepare for this particular exercise. It 
was rather unclear to me how much of the packet I should read. Perhaps my past experience with role plays was 
a disadvantage in this respect. I am not used to having access to information on all roles in a role play simulafion. 
Rather, I am used to knowing, intentionally, only the information that is pertinent to my role, while discovering the 
specific characteristics and needs of the other roles as the game unfolds. Therefore, I concentrated my 
preparation on the Mechatronics role and gave only o cursory notice to the details of the other roles. 

I did like the chaotic pace of the game and the constant new developments presented by the control team. 
However, the frantic pace of dealmaking left one thing to be desired: more time to actually arrange and complete 
agreements, as well as better instructions on how to appropriately word them. This problem could probably be 
easily remedied with a simple numbering system for Toolkit options. 

In the end, however, the exercise proved to be a great experience. I finally got to meet all my fellow students. 
Further, we all got to see our true colors in a pressure cooker. It was especially interesting to see, as the game 
unfolded, that the Pacific Ocean tables really came to separate the US and Japanese groups. Individual 
negotiations and agreements tended to be win-win and collaborative on the US side, although the big picture 
came to be dominated by a win-lose, us-them focus in our US competition with Japan. All in all, it served to clarify 
for me just how my fellow classmates and I behave in group settings, and it forced me to look at how I behave 
when I have a specific role to play and how I can and will manipulate that role to fit my personality. 

The objective of this report is to record observations and insights I noted during the University Prosperity Games 
held in April, 1995, at the Anderson School of Management, University of New Mexico. It specifically is not a 
recording of the events of that exercise. My comments address both the content/events of the Game and its 
sfructvre/condud which might be useful in evaluating the Game and in designinglplanning Mure games. 
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Observafions pertaining to the content of the Game- 

1. At the outset I observed primarily the Mechatronics team as they assessed their situation and developed their 
strategy. In their before-class preparation, they had already determined that they were in trouble financially, but 
they were determined not to build their initial strategies purely on just staying alive. During the first session, they 
resisted considerable pressure to act quickly in solving their cash flow problem, and they ran considerable risk of 
getting caught at the deadline having not solved that problem. By taking this approach, they were able to effect a 
solution which met their immediate needs without compromising their future potential, e.g., mortgaging their 
future by borrowing. It was apparent in their postgame report that these students were well equipped to assess 
their situation and execute their plans. They were competent and self-confident, and they worked well as a team. 
Eric was very comfortable as the verbal leader and Byron and Cathy made valuable contributions in the team 
deliberations and in dealings with other teams/individuals. Within the team, there was no leadership structure or 
struggle. 

2. In the initial phases of the Game, the Mechatronics team exercised a considerable amount of if-then thinking. 
They identified a number of possible scenarios to solve their cash flow problem, arranged them in the order of 
most benefit to Mechatronics, and set out to make the contacts with others. Most of the scenarios involved points 
of contingency. The Rootska team also adopted a plan of action that met near term needs but preserved longer 
term options and opportunities. The Viewall team referred to a preferred plan of action but having a Plan B in 
case Plan A didn't work out. 

3. Especially for Mechatronics, but in some other teamsAndividuals as well, I noted a fairly strong commitment to 
objectives which had been developed early. Perhaps this was related to the specific assignment to file their 
strategies early in the first session. Students may pay better attention to "assignments" than others, or perhaps 
students' inexperience forces a more specific development of their objectives than would have been true for 
professionals. 

4. I noted a distinct difference in the "atmosphere" of the two sessions. Perhaps that difference was due to the 
students' uncertainty during the first session. Many of them referred to their initial discomfort with the amount of 
information they had about their own roles and those of the other players. At first, there seemed to be little focus 
to the activities, but as the game progressed it developed a flow and direction. As the students became more 
comfortable with their roles, they became more effective and creative, generating a lot more enthusiasm. 

5. Several of the players noted that they began the Game expecting others to come to them, but they found that 
they had to "market" themselves and their potential contributions. 

6. I thought the vigor with which the media teams took and embelished their roles contributed substantially to the 
players' involvement in their roles and the overall success of the Game. Important insight by US Media 
representative: I saw my role as both a muckraker and a facilitator of communication. If real media types could 
have that insight and keep those two roles separate and in perspective, there might be a lot more public trust of 
the media. 

7. US Lab player identified differences between profit-making and not-for-profit entities. 

8. The newly elected US Representative referred to two important insights: (1) He started out with high objectives 
but got "caught up in trying to be reelected. (2) "Ideas and policies started by an elected official are not passed 
along to his successor." 

9. In several of the reports it was apparent that culture cannot be effectively transferred by simple communication, 
it "has to be lived for a while." The information the students had been given was helpful in playing and 
understanding the roles of the Japanese interests, but it did not make the players representative Japanese. "It just 
wouldn't happen that way in Japan." 

10. The formation of Technology for America seemed to be a high point for the Game, illustrating the effectiveness 
of teaming and cooperation. However, it was interesting to note that the idea for TFA did not "spring fully grown." 



Rather, an embryonic version was proposed and the final product grew with synergistic ideas from several 
contributors. 

Observaaons pen'aining to the game sfrucfure-- 

1. East and West separated by the Pacific Ocean was an effective room layout to begin the exercise. 

2. It was apparent in several of the interactions involving the Mechatronics and lnfomatics players that they took 
actions in the game atmosphere that they knew would not occur in reality. For example, Mechatronics actively 
entertained the idea of letting themselves go bankrupt, iust to see how the Game reacted. The final merger of the 
two teams did not consider their relative values. The players were aware of that, but chose not to pursue it to get 
on with the Game. 

3. In their reports, several of the players referred to ethical issues that they had encountered. It was obvious that 
some of the players brought their own ethics into the game with them while others assumed an ethical 
environment they associated with their roles. The journals kept by the students might provide some insight into 
their feelings on these issues. 

4. This Game substantiated previous conclusions that it is traumatic to have a player change roles during a 
game. Two insights: (1) If a change is necessary, changing an individual role is easier than that of a team 
member because of the social aspects of the team, and (2) there needs to be a very attractive aspect in the 
second role, e.g., a position of power such as that attributed to Rootska. 

5. In this Game, I felt that the staff was significantly more involved in the content of the game-making 
suggestions, circulating rumors, etc. This may have been a result of this Game's role as a teaching tool. 

VIEWALL, INC.: Japanese display manufacturer 

Viewall, Inc., manufactures 95% of the worlds 3-D displays for which Viewall and MITI have invested $250M in 
their R&D. Viewall is currently selling without prejudice to all US, European and Japanese companies. Its annual 
sales of all displays is $le. Sales of 3-D displays at present is only $12M annually, but is expected to grow to 
$300M in 3 years. Viewall spends $100M annually in R&D and is developing bio-interfaces and sensors that 
could revolutionize the industry. This new technology is 3-5 years away. Viewall displays are performance limited 
by the electro-optic laser arrays manufactured in a subsidiary plant. Viewall is interested in acquiring electro-optic 
array technology from a European company, but has no deal pending. Viewall is a member of the same maior 
keiretsu organization that the Japanese bank belongs to. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Obtain financing for the development of the color displays 
2) Decide how to proceed with development of color 3-D displays 
3) Work to assure continuing leadership in displays 

Stzzkgg We will be going after the European technology. Our strategy includes staying competitive by trying to 
gain the new technology for ourselves. If all else fails, we will form a joint venture with another company to share 
in the R&D costs. Before this happens, we will seek financing from within Japan (MITI, bank). Our sales have been 
increasing and our goal is to continue this upward-moving trend. We have 95% of the market currently; we will 
maintain or increase this. 
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prion'fies: We will endeavor to keep the technology in the country. One of the main priorities will be to the keiretsu. 
Once the technology is acquired, Japanese industry will have the first crack at it. 
l&xmahg We must stay on top of our given field while realizing we are not big enough to do it alone. 

GAME PIA V: AGRFFMFNT.3 ANI7 ACnONS 

4/11/95 9:30 PM 
vie~aii, Mm 

Joint funding of Viewall's private toolkit option 'Industrial espionage yields you key information on Eurolaset's 
electro-optic array. You can obtain US and Japanese patents before they do.' Viewall invests $320M, MITI 
980M. SUCCBRJ.. of98%. 

4/11/95 7:24 PM 
Viewall 

Viewall pays 92M to obtain US patent on electro-optic laser technology. 

4/18/95 8:13 PM 
Viewall, Japanese D'sttibulor 

Viewall agrees to pay $25M to the Japanese distributor to aid him in expanding his corporation to allow for 
larger international distribution. Additionally, the Japanese distributor has agreed to work with the Japanese 
Minister of Finance to try to depreciate the yen. In return for the rights to distribute Viewall's incredible 3-0 
technology, the Japanese distributor agrees to give Viewall 1 credit. The Japanese distributor agrees to sell 
Viewall's 3-0 product at a 10% markup to Infomaiics. Viewall agrees to sell the future 3-0 retinal technology 
to the Japanese distributor, allowing him to sell to all buyers at an equal price. 

4/18/95 8:18 PM 
Japanese Media, Vewall 

Japanese media donates 1 credit to Viewall to pursue 3-D retinal display technology. 

4/18/95 8:18 PM 
Mrn, vie~aii 

MITI:MIIB issues Japanese patent to Viewall for electro-optic laser technology for $1M and the promise that 
Viewall will sell to Horioka at a discount. 

4/18/95 8:25 PM 
Viewall 

Viewall invests 9300M and 2 credits in technology toolkit option 'High-res 3-D direct retinal projection display 
available at $500 each.' SUCCESRJ.1 ut&?%. 

4/18/95 8:45 PM 
Horioka, viewall 

In return for Viewall giving the new retinal display to Horioka at a 60:40 ratio in relation to US market, Horioka 
has agreed to fund at 94OOM for the next technology which is virtual reality. If that is successful, Viewall has 
agreed to exclusively sell the VR technology through Horioka for 2 years (see 4/18/95 at 9:13 for finalization). 

4/18/95 9:13 PM 
Viewall, Horioka 

Horioka invests SOOM for Viewall to develop (through a new toolkit option) virtual reality technology including 
remote, gloves, surround-sound, W/computerNCR compatible, climate rooms. This agreement will not 
affect the previous agreement with the distributor. Horioka commits an additional 9200M to Viewall for 
research. SUC-1 ot60%. 

4/18/95 9:28 PM 
Roo)ska, V i a l l  
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Rootska agrees to license the adaptive learning AI software to Viewall for 2 years for $bOM. Non-exclusive 
agreement. 

Tuesday0 4/4/95 9:15 PM - After hearing about the game, my first thought were of confusion. The people 
(control team) from Sandia Labs just explained the entire game in about 10 minutes and I don't have a clue as to 
what the outcome should be or how much manipulation can occur during the game. Apparently, on Wednesday 
we will be given roles for the game. My hope on this stage is that I will be given a team role. I also work so much 
better in a group and feel I can add greater insight as a team player. This entry will be short due to my 
knowledge of the situation at this stage of the game. 

Tuesdcly, 4/11/95 6 3 0  PM - I am about to go to class to begin the first of two days of game playing. I read the 
entire booklet and now feel that I have a better understanding of the players. The fogginess comes in - when, 
how the game is played. My thoughts on this matter are that a greater level of vagueness should be applied to 
the 'how' the game is played. My role as a team member of the Japanese-based 3-D display company Viewall 
sounds like it will be a good position from which to gain insight into this exercise. 

7:oO PM .. The exercise has begun and by role as a member of the Viewall corporation has just taken a first seat. 

7:30 PM - Viewall appears to be a major player in this game. Due to our location in the room and our proximity 
to MITI, we have begun negotiations to get influence points and money from MITI. 

9:30 PM - The first night of the game has ended and it was incredible! We began the game by negotiating with 
Mll. This proved prosperous as they provided us with MOM and 1 influence credit. Talks with MlTl became nearly 
impossible as other teams such as Horioka came over to gain our 3-D display technology. The press for the US 
and Japan came over and were prying into our business in an effort to gain additional insight in our future 
business dealings. The Minister of Finance for Japan sat down with us, but seemed ill-prepared to discuss his 
situation or even ours. I think the best way to list my views of each of the players will be to allocate a paragraph to 
each of the players/teams viewall dealt with. 

Due to the fact that Horioka was a major player and in our same keiretsu, it was important for us to try to aid them 
and give them first rights to our display technology. We headed over as representatives of Viewall and began to 
negotiate for cash to purchase the right to buy espionage information. Horioka rudely stated that they wanted 
10% of all our royalties and that we had to sell to them at a 20% reduced cost. We absolutely could not believe 
this company, our brother company, was basically trying to rob our livelihood. The offer was so absurd we 
immediately got up and went back to our area. As expected, about 30 minutes later Horioka came over with a 
new and improved offer: 5% of royalties and a 10% reduced cost. This was still not even plausible. I couldn't 
believe that we (Viewall) in the kindness of hearts were offering our 3-D display technology to Horioka at a 
reduced cost, and they wanted so much more. After the second meeting Viewall decided, as a group, that other 
financial backers would have to be found. 

MITI was our second target for financial backing. They were helpful, reasonable, and overall were looking our for 
the best interest of Japan. We explained that Horioka was asking for way too many concessions for a mere 
$200M financial support. MlTl then discussed with Horioka why they wanted so much. Mm, after deciding that 
Horioka had gone bonkers, agreed to give Viewall $80M and 1 influence credit to purchase our espionage 
information. Our only concession is that we would keep the 3-0 technology production based in Japan. We 
promptly agreed and Mm deposited $80M in our account. 

The bank of Japan came over in an effort to lend us money on the stipulation that we would give Horioka a break. 
We sent him walking after about 2 minutes of negotiation. 
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To my surprise, we did not talk with one team from America, not one. We understood that everyone needed our 
technology, so why weren't the greedy Americans coming to us? 

We talked with the Japanese media several times to try to use the press to gain several objectives: 
1) Let the Americans know we were close to getting 3-D technology and they better start talking big money now 

if they ever wanted our product. 
2) Let the Japanese public know that we were trying to work with our keiretsu, but they were the ones who 

refused to offer a decent deal to us. 

By the end of the night we had managed to spend $400M to buy $300M worth of technology smuggled out of 
Europe. The effort was successful as the information helped us in gaining the technology we needed. We now 
felt that we were in the drivers seat and next time we met for the game, companies would be knocking down our 
door to b y  the rights to our product. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 430 PM - Thinking about the game and about what opinions I now have, I realize I needed 
to submerge myself into my role and be more aggressive. 

9:OO PM - The game is over, and I've learned tons. So much goes on in a business deal such as viewall's 3-D 
technology and I now realize to what extent one must go to get desired results. 

Having spent all of our money on our espionage ploy (8320M1, the Control team allocated an additional $350M to 
our cause. We immediately went over to MlTl to gain additional funding for the new display technology. We 
heard through the media that both Horioka and lnfomatics had tried to get the technology but both failed. We 
realized they might try again, so time was of the essence. MITI allocated $lOOM and we got an additional $50M 
from the US distributor. We went to the Control team with MOOM and a 64% chance of success. We got it [the 3D 
direct retinal technologyl. 

When Horioka found out that we had the new technology, they immediately ran over. Since we were definitely 
running the show now, we decided to be real generous and began negoiiations with our brother company. 
The Japanese media reported that Horioka had lost a significant market share and they were at least a year 
behind the technology of Infomatics. 

Because we were in the same keiretsu we felt that now was a good time to aid our country and bring the 
Japanese back on top. 

Our effort to bring Japan back began with a rumor. Gossip had led us to believe that virtual reality was going to 
be the new and improved technology. 

Although there was no sheet or listing for this technology, we devised our own. Our virtual reality system would 
have the following: glove and boots, climate controlled booths, multi-media capability, scratch and break 
resistant, ~$500. We went to the Control group with MOOM and got it! Although we never found out how this 
would ultimately affect Japan's position in the SAMSON market we all felt it was definitely an excellent step. 

Soon after we received our VR technology we were offered some VR software with a '2 year licensing agreement. 
Viewall snapped it up as we had with all decent offers placed on our table. The software agreement turned out to 
be our last. Overall, viewall was extremely successful with the actions we had taken. Our successes were 
numerous and our failures few. 

As a student of EPSI, I felt this exercise was extremely helpful and insightful. Additionally, it seemed to bring the 
class together in a more communicative manner. 

1) Longer, more detailed description of game 
2) More updates by media 
3) 3 nights instead of 2 for game length 
4) Printouts by control team of game adions-events 
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5) Discussion of players (Viewall, Infomatics, etc.) roles before game begins 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 7:OO PM - The presentations were very helpful in understanding the reactions of our team 
members. The aggressive nature of this game was a bit overwhelming at first, but once we got into the groove, it 
really seemed to flow. The media criticisms were very true, and our team had similar concerns. We also felt in 
retrospect that the media could be better utilized to aid in our efforts. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 7:OO PM - The meeting begins. Jumble of ideas going every which way. Not sure what goals 
are to be. Decided to run company in the best interest of Japan. Media Report wasn’t too important to us. MlTl 
showed up curious to see if our goals would line up with theirs. 

7:SO PM - Horioka showed up offering to match our R&D expenditures to get us to sell them our future product at 
cost along with royalties from other sales. We flatly refused. Japanese Media makes appearance. We discuss 
our strategies promoting Japan. We approach MITI. 

8- PM - News Flash. Doesn‘t really affect us at all. 
8:lO PM - Ministry of Finance shows up, we talk, nothing is decided. 
8:20 PM - Trying desperately to strike a deal with Horioka, but they insist on the former deal. We can’t give in to 
them because our own company must come first. They are trying to kill us. 

8:45 PM - News Broadcast. More interesting because it was concerning the Japanese scene. It still didn’t have 
any bearing on operations. 
850 PM - US Media shows up to snoop. We have no comment. Negotiations with Mm’s Machinery and Info. 
Ind. Bureau (unbearably cute] are commencing. Further negotiations with the other two MITI divisions underway, 
outcome starting to look promising. 

905 PM - CNN broadcast about a new power source which doesn‘t affect us. 
9:20 PM - Prospects looking bad all of a sudden. Doesn’t look like we will get the backing for a chance at the 
European technology. 
9:30 PM - All three MlTl divisions pulled together to lend us the needed 80 million. Agreement signed. Put 400 
million into option to acquire European technology and with the role of the die we got it. No money left but with 
this new technology we should have a bargaining chip to use to get the financing we need to bring the 3D 
display to market. 

Wednesday, 4/)2/95 6:OO PM - Hatched plot to use Japanese media to get further cooperation from Japanese 
financiers. Media will say that we are negotiating with a key US player for the new technology. This will hopefully 
scare all the Japanese players into backing us so the technology doesn’t fall into the hands of the US e-mailed 
partners to make sure they will back this ploy. 
6:20 PM - E-mailed CEO of Horioka to drop hint that we had the European technology. Nothing specific, just to 
make them think. 
6:30 PM - Thanked Mm officials via E-mail for their support. Felt it was the ethical thing to do and thought they 
would remember us next time we needed money. 

Thursday0 4/13/95 4:OO PM - Got E-mail from Japanese distributor looking to make a deal with us possibly to 
the tune of 300 million. Replied that we’d be happy to discuss terms. Received E-mail from one partner agreeing 
to go along with ploy to get more backing from Japanese investors. 
4:30 PM - Discussed our plan with MITI-Machinery & Info so MlTI’s wouldn’t think we were after US backing as our 
ploy suggests. This is important because they lent us the 80 million assuming we would run our business to 
benefit the Japanese economy, not the US’S. 
11:OO PM - On my way to bed I just realized that even though we have acquired this laser optic array technology 
from the Europeans, we do not own the patents in either the US or Japan. Must find out how to go about getting 
them (cost?!?). 
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Fridcly, 4/14/95 3:30 PM - Discussed getting patents with Prof. Logsdon. Nothing definite yet. 
4:OO PM - Checked E-mail. Noel working on deal with Japanese Banker who is looking to invest in us because 
Horioka is being so difficult to work with. Relayed message to Brit. E-mailed Japanese Banker encouraging the 
facilitation of some kind of mutually beneficial agreement. Received E-mail from CEO of Horioka concerning my 
little hint sent on 4/12/95. Horioka didn’t catch the hint, meaning that they have no idea that we have this new 
technology. Decided to leave them in the dark until 4/18/95 (class time) to let the Japanese media drop the bomb 
on them. 

Monday, 4/17/95 3:30 PM - Received E-mail update from control. Our position so far looks grand. Will start to 
formulate strategies for tomorrow night‘s game, 

1 ANAL K!% 77#/SFAR - I’ve drawn up some observations prior to Tuesdavs, the 18th’s, game. It seems 
that so far it has been a battle between the two countries. Within that it seems that everyone is out for themselves 
and is not really pulling together. Of course, this is just from a Japanese perspective since we have not really 
worked with anyone on the US side yet. I guess this ’out for blood‘ altitude should be expected. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t seem to be in keeping with the Japanese style of business. We have been given an advantage over the 
US side by having a number of the key Japanese players belonging to the same keiretsu. This alone should 
prompt teamwork. It hasn’t. I think the Japanese players are trying to incorporate American ideals and concepts 
into their roles instead of just thinking like the Japanese. I may, of course, be reading too much into this. But this 
may explain why the Japanese side has had a lot of trouble making much needed deals(Horioka and Viewall) 
and the deals on the American side were flying. This is evidenced by Infomatics increased market position. If the 
Japanese don’t get moving, they will be completely knocked out of the SAMSON race. 

I have made another observation, in the light of the recent developments concerning the method by which we 
acquired our new technology. I believe purchasing stolen technology to be ethically wrong. Period. But at the 
time, it seemed like the only course of action open to us. We had our back against the wall because no one 
wanted to help finance our research into newer technologies. Now that Infomatics has jumped ahead with 
SAMX)N development (luckily failing to get the same technology we were after), I feel that the decision to get the 
stolen technology to have been the correct move to make. If we hadn’t, we could have lost our market of displays 
to the larger Infomatics. Since we do want to work with Horioka, this will give them an edge over Infomatics. The 
question this raises is whether or not it is possible for an unethical action to be the right action or do the needs of 
the many (Viewall, Horioka, Japanese economy, etc.) outweigh the needs of the few (the European company from 
which it was stolen)? Keeping in mind that the information was not stolen by us but was just made available to 
us. Do two wrongs make a right in this case? They might if someone else got their greedy little hands on this 
technology before us. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 3:15 PM - Received E-mail from MM-Machinery & Info discussing patents. Hope to get 
them (Japan patent) for free. 

NOTE: 
of what happened before my brain eXpoded 

Due to the hectic events during game time from 7:OOpm to 9:30pm, I can only give a general description 

7m PM - Across the Pacific Ocean over the country of Japan, it was a dark and stormy night. At Viewall 
Company headquarters, plans were made and plots were hatched. The three executives of Viewall waited for 
news from the Japanese media. If all went well, and their plan worked, they would be able to forge a tentative 
alliance with Horioka and the Japanese government. The Japanese media David Ashley-sanl took center stage 
(to the sounds of unrelenting laughter) and announced to the world that Viewall was dealing with a key US player 
to obtain financial backing in exchange for the new technology they had secretly acquired. The hall was rented, 
the music was playing, now it was time to see if Viewall could dance ... 

From the beginning we had offers coming in from the other Japanese players. We had acquired the US patent 
and had struck a deal with MITI to obtain the Japanese patent. From there the offers just snowballed. We had 
deals with everyone it seemed. The sudden urgency of Infomatics position and then the buyout of Infomatics by 
Mechatronics forced the Japanese side into action. I also believe that our one key technology and the threat of 
our giving it to the Americans helped motivate the other players into cooperating. Credit must also be given to 
MITI who did help, through the use of threats, to force some cooperation between Horioka and our group. In the 
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end we had a good deal with the Japanese distributor, strong backing from Horioka which led to the 
development of two more relevant technologies, and even a last minute deal with the Russian software 
manufacturer. All in all it was a successful day for Japan, although maybe not quite as successful as the US side 
Fech for America). 

flMf ANALYSIS- Overall I must say that I had an enjoyable, if not a bit frustrating, time playing this game. It 
presented quite a challenge, especially after starting off in a rather a poor position. It was amazing how deep 
some of the deals could go to satisfy so many parties. It was a nice feeling to finally get everyone to somehow 
work together there at the end. It was definitely a different experience, worthy of being repeated. Two thumbs up. 

Monday, M O B 5  - As a member of the Viewall team I feel that our initial strategic focus should be on 
technology advances, financial backing and alliances that could further our position. 

Since the ultimate consumer version of SAMSON is envisioned to have full color 3-0 displays and bio-sensor 
interfaces I feel that it would be in our interests to be the company that could brings these aspects to market first. 

We should use the toolkit initially to develop manufacturing systems that enable us to get the product faster to 
market and also increase our market share. If we can get the 3-D color version to market first then we won't have 
to worry as much about costs and demand because we will be the only source. 

With respect to the color 3-D displays, both of the two big companies are either working on this technology or plan 
on it. I feel that we should negotiate with Horioka so that they don't invest in this and thereby reap the rewards. 
Their money could best be used elsewhere since this is something our company has been working on for a while. 
One avenue that is open to us is giving them our support in negotiations with the Japanese distributor. Horioka 
should be lobbying for loyalty with their distributor since the distributor has a beginning offer on the table from an 
American company to buy the Horioka products from him. If that is worked out then the next thing is to beat 
lnfomatics to market with it. 

Negotiations with MRl need to take place in order to facilitate financial backing for the color displays. On a 
different level the negotiations with Mm need to also focus on their concerns which run counter to ours. Namely 
Mm's position on the dual use of this technology (military and commercial). The best option for us is to align with 
Horioka on this issue since its also in their best interests to stop any legal entanglements on the military 
application. 

Negotiations with the Japanese banks need to occur since they are considering reducing financing to Japanese 
business because of the appreciation of the Yen. We also would like to talk them out of financing our competitor 
Mechatronics unless of course we decide to buy them out. I'm sure that as the game progresses that more 
options will present themselves and ideas that I've talked of here will change. 

Tuesday, MlI'95 10.00 PM - A couple of my initial ideas came to pass however the overall structure of the 
game has been completely changed now. The Japanese are acting like the Americans by working independently 
and the Americans seem to be working together. 

Our first attempt was to line up financing to develop the new display technology. our initial idea was use Mm first 
since that funding can be viewed as free money. Next was the Japanese bank and finally Horioka. If none of 
those avenues worked we were going to the Americans. Our strategy in the first class focused on gaining the 
display technology at all costs. We were presented with a secret option to use underground channels to get it 
from the Europeans. This is the avenue we decided to pursue. We attempted numerous discussions with Horioka 
and at the end of each we reached the conclusion that they wanted to take advantage of us and the technology. 
They offered to fund it if we sold it to them at cost but if that went through they would dominate the market and our 
only profits would come from very limited sources for quite a while. Negotiations totally broke down with Horioka 
to the point where we are now confrontational toward them. We did have good intentions initially toward Horioka 
but you can only be offered a ludicrous deal so many times before you start pursuing other options which is what 
we did. We were able to line up financing from MITI and at the very end of the first session we learned that our 
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secret toolkit option was successful meaning we had the technology first. This was crucial for us since Hotioka 
and most likely the Americans were trying to obtain the same thing and if any had succeeded before us then our 
position would have been seriously diminished. As it stands now we are in the driers seat, both Horioka and the 
Americans would have to go through us to use the 3-D technology. 

I had a couple conversations after class with the Japanese distributor and Japanese banker. It appears that both 
agree with our position toward Horioka in that they believe Horioka was negotiating unreasonably toward us. 
More importantly both parties are now firmly in our favor and I assume we will be able to line up funding for future 
projects quite easily and thereby will stay one step ahead of our past ally and current competitor Horioka. 

Tuesday, M8/95 la00 PM - So many things happened this last class session that I'm not sure I'll be able to 
recall all the deals, side deals and negotiations. The session started with us in a stronger position as a result of 
the new 3-D display technology we picked up last class. Our first step was to secure patents from both the US 
and Japan. In continuing the backwards cycle that was started in the first class the patent from the US was quick 
and easy and the Japanese patent involved extensive negotiations with Mill whereby they pulled out of us a deal 
for Horioka that would reduce our price to the Japanese company. 

With the patents behind us we were able to line up a deal with the Japanese distributor. He gave us an influence 
credit in return for 25 million and agreed to distribute our product internationally with no prejudice. Later, our 
enthusiasm at having gained the technology and patents was dampened by the quick pace of the game. It was 
only a few minutes before we were updated by the control team that when time clock moved next our technology 
would be outdated. Therefore, we needed to invest in an R&D toolkit option to get the next technology stage; the 
3-0 direct retinal projection display. 

Funding for this option was once again obtained from MlTl. Funding was easier to obtain this time because at this 
point in the game it was apparent that Horioka was slipping versus the Americans and we were able to convince 
Mm that the mere fact that a Japanese company could be and should be first with the new technology was 
enough to persuade them to help fund it. As with all out previous efforts we were successful and also able to 
obtain it ahead of both Horioka (which bypassed us in favor of funding it themselves) and Infomatics. After our 
obtainment of this technology it was announced that Infomatics at that point controlled 80% of the market for the 
SAMSON device. 

This tum of events in combination with threats from MlTl and the Japanese bank led Horioka back to the 
negotiating table with us. Once again we were put in a very favorable position as we controlled a key element to 
SAMSON and Horioka was slipping on the world stage quickly. A rare win/win deal was struck with Horioka in an 
effort to bring Japan back against the Americans. This was the first time we were able to work a deal with 
Horioka in the entire game. The circumstances that led to the deal were not optimal for Japan but our team 
previously was belting that if we were to continue to stay one step ahead with our technology then the world 
would beat a path to our door. This past view was good for us but not for Horioka and Japan as a whole. 

The deal that was struck involved Horioka completely funding the newest technological advance (virtual reality) 
and kicking in an additional $200 million for R&D after development. As before the option for this was successful 
but this time it wasn't just successful lust for us but also for Horioka. 

It was this kind of cooperation that should have taken place from the beginning of the game. By concentrating on 
individual profits and market share the overall good of Japan was put to the side. There was too much focus, on 
the Japanese side, on competitive advantage instead of group advantage. It probably only took one hour or so in 
the first class session for both our team and Horioka to completely abandon the idea of the keiretsu and to go it 
alone. I feel that the deal that was struck with Horioka in the end would have been the harbinger of things to 
come if the game had continued. 

Overall 1 was quite satisfied with the game. The only problems that I saw had to do with instructions. When the 
game first started I couldn't find anyone that had a real clear sense of what the first step was. For the first thirty 
minutes of class no one was walking around, this was because we had to discuss amongst ourselves how each 
of us felt the game was supposed to be played. There were a number of procedural rules that were either 
unexplained or vague at best. On the plus side it was a good way to facilitate interactions within the class that 
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never would have developed. Not only do I feel a received a lot from the simulation but I also enjoyed 
participating. It was a unique experience that I would recommend continuing in the future. 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 930 PM - I have to agree with the consensus that there should have been more instruction. 
I especially like the idea of 3 major companies and less peripheral players. Another aspect that was difficult 
which could be made easier was the confusing techno-jargon. If that had been reduced it could have flowed 
more smoothly. 

US LEGISLATORS (Senator and Representative) 

There is one Senator from California as well as one Member of Congress from New Mexico. Each promotes 
political, social, military and economic agendas in the interests of the US citizenry, as well as protecting certain 
interests in their home states. 

The California Senator is a veteran of three terms who has influence on vital issues in the Senate. However, his 
or her approval ratings back home have dipped due to the perception that he has not done enough to stem the 
rising rate of unemployment in the State. The Senator is up for reelection in one year, and feels he can win if he 
can bring more jobs to the State. His best opportunity of doing this is to persuade lnfomatics to expand their 
California facility rather than locating elsewhere. This would also augment the local transportation industry, which 
is very important to the State. Among the most vocal opponents of the Senator is an activist group that has rallied 
some of the citizenry to push for zero emissions at the lnfomatics plant. The Senator has been a practical 
supporter of environmental issues in the past but has aroused the ire of the activist group due to his non-support 
of zero emissions. 

The Senator has a brother working for Mechatronics who has been pressing him to use his influence with 
powerful financiers to help obtain new capital for Mechatronics. He has some feelings against repealing the 
Glass-Steagall Act (a repeal would allow banks to hold equity in corporations), but might be able to help 
Mechatronics in return for his support in repealing Glass-Steagall. 

Key challenges for the California Senator are: 
1) Persuade Infomatics to expand production in California 
2) Do I run again? 
3) Trade vote/influence on repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act for help for Mechatronics from financial friends? 

The New Mexico Representative is a former business owner who was elected to his first term by a very large 
margin. He was the heir apparent to the former Representative who just retired. However, his political 
experience is very limited; he is very frustrated with the legislative process and is trying to push his ideas in the 
bullying fashion. The Representative was recently the subject of a scathing editorial in which accusaiions were 
made about environmental improprieties of his former business. Local environmentalists have called for a full 
investigation and are already mobilizing forces to assure that the Representative is not reelected. In addition, the 
Representative has actively sought the expansion of high-tech business in New Mexico, particularly from Horioka, 
a large Japanese OEM. 

Key challenges for the New Mexico Representative are: 
1) Deal with accusations and their effect on his political standing 
21 Continue lobbying Horioka to locate in New Mexico or not 

California Senator 
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2ikdegc 11 Convince lnfomatics to expand its plant in CA and find funding for this endeavor; 2) support activist in 
improving the effectiveness of environmental regulation. 

,!?&d&& 11 Bring jobs to CA; 2) convince activist to lower expectations for zero emissions. 

Reasoniag: 1) Rising unemployment in CA and increase chance for reelection; 21 gain support for reelection and 
push to improve air quality in CA. 

New Mexico Represen)ative 
Shzkgc Must find methods of creating and sustaining jobs for NM while keeping taxes and spending in check. 

p/io/ifiesr 11 Jobs to NM; 21 clear name and seek reelection; 31 support environmental issues - work with press and 
activist. 

W& the concerns of activists and the voters/constituents of New Mexico, the greatest priority is given 
to attracting maior investments in manufacturing to create more jobs and broaden the tax base. 

4/11/95 8:30 PM 
InbmCrtics, US Senatw, US Representatnre ,DOE,USLclb 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Encouragement of critical industries consortia with national labs.' US Lab 
invests one influence credit, DOE $lOOM, lnfomatics $50M, US Sen. $50M, US Rep. $50M. SUCC;OSfUL ut 
69%. Immediate benefits given by Control: DOE funding up 5%; US legislators private option costs reduced by 
half; lnfomatics given 1.5 factor multiplier for any technology toolkit option. 

4/11/95 9:03 PM 
us RepresenMw ,Mecho)ronics 

US Representative secures $1OOM in funding for Mechatronics; Mechatronics spends $80M on policy toolkit 
option 'Industry and government partnership to improve effectiveness of environmental regulation ...' 
(Calculation performed 4A8/95, see 728 and 754.1 

4/11/95 9:06 PM ' 

US Activis), US Representcrtnr ' e  
US Activist gives one influence credit to US Representative to promote industrial environmental association. 

4/11/95 9:16 PM 
US Senaior, Mechatronics 

US Senator secures $lOOM funding for Mechatronics in exchange for Mechatronics spending $50M to repeal 
the Glass-Steagall act. (Calculation never performed on repeal since it was not clearly authorized.) 

4/18/95 72% PM 
us Rep- , Mechcl)ronics 

Clarification on deal made 4/11/95 at 9:03. Mechatronics invests $80M to help support environmental 
legislation as outlined in previous agreement to aid US Activist. 

4/18/95 745 PM 
US Senalor, US Representative, US Worker, US Finance 

Both incumbents were defeated in the 1998 elections. The US Senator was defeated by the former US Worker, 
and the US Representative was defeated by the former US Financier. Role switches were done at this time. 

4/18/95 7:50 PM 
US Senator, US Representative 

Control gives newly elected officials an additional $1OOM each. 



4/18/95 7:54 PM 
us Rap- * , US A M ,  Medrohonics 

Industry association and government environmental agencies form partnership to improve effectiveness 
(performance and cost) of environmental regulation and implementation ... In addition to the $80M already 
invested by Mechatronics, the US Representatiie invests $80M, US Activist invests 1 credit. UM5UCCESSFUf 
rrt57%. 

4/18/95 8:20 PM 
InfomaticS, US finance, US Senator, US A W ,  US Media, US Worker 

Joint funding of Infomatics' private toolkit option to 'Develop clean manufacturing techniques to approach zero 
emissions.' Infomatics invests $45M, US Finance $lOOM, US Sen. $50M, US Activist 1 credit I=$lOOM for this 
option only), US Media 3 credits, US Worker 1 credit. SUCCSSFUf at 92%. 

4/18/95 8:30 PM 
InfomOtKs *   us^#^^^ , US Lob, DOD/ARPA, US Finance 

Formation of Technology for America," a consortium between public and private sectors to strengthen US 
R&D in world competition. It will also provide jobs through US Labs. First priority will be photonics and display 
technology development. lnfomatics will have access to fhis. Technology will be available to US companies 
only. US Senator invests $1OOM, ARPA $50M, US Finance $50M, US Lab 1 credit. 

4/18/95 8:31 PM 
US Sendor, US Rep- 8 US Worker, DOC, M e c h ~ i c s ,  Infomatics 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Establish regional agency for workforce training programs.' US Senator 
invests $30M, US Rep. $50M, DOC $70M, Mechatronics $24M, lnfomatics $20M, US Worker 1 credit. 
SUCCSSFUL ot54%. 

4/18/95 9:OO PM 
=Rep- , Technology for America 

US Congress allocates $100M of taxpayer money to develop US technologies to improve our international 
competitiveness and reinstate US dominance. 

4/18/95 9:15 PM 
US Univ., US Lab, US Sencrtor, US Rep- 0 m 0  DOE, Infahpnics, US finance 

US Universities is forming a purely academic consortium of diverse interests relevant to the US industrial/ 
commercial competitiveness to meet monthly as a task force to address barriers to US competitiveness as 
outlined in the assigned class readings. The university will chair the meetings and hopes to have results on 
how to succeed better in global competitiveness within six months. 

4/18/95 918 PM 
Technology for America, Infotroni~, US senator, US Rep- * ,DOE 

Joint funding for new technology toolkit option to develop 'Extremely high-resolution, 3-D, direct retinal and 
brainwave projection display becomes available at $450 each.' TFA invests 9150M and 2 credits, lnfotronics 
$100M, US Senator $50M. SKCESSFUL ot56%. 

4/18/95 9:25 PM 
Technology for America, US Senator, US Representotnre . , US Aciivist, US Media 

We request access to the brainwave technology for private use because both public and private funding was 
used for the R&D. Rejection of this request could result in withdrawal of private sector support and confidence 
in TFA, and thus its downfall. 

4/18/95 925 PM 
us TechnologyforAmerkx~ 

Transfer of 1 credit from US Representative to F A .  
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4/18/95 928 PM 
US Senator, Technology for America 

US Senator appropriates 950M to TFA in exchange for a seat on the board with veto power for any issue 
averse to California. 

Monday, 4/10/95 9:OO PM - Received my role today at work on e-mail. Here I am a Senator and know SQ little 
about politics. Read through the game booklet - will try to map out some of the relationships as they apply to me: 

Stakeholders: Infomatics; citizens of CA; local transportation industry; environmental groups; my brother; 
Mechatronics; US banks; human rights activists; military. 

Customers: citizens of CA; Mechatronics; US citizens. 

Suppliers: CA voters; financiers. 

Issues to consider: 
Rising unemployment in CA (talk to someone at the Dept. of Transportation about Infomatics expansion!) 
Run again for office? 
Zero emissions (unrealistic!) 
Mechatronics needs help - what will everyone think since my brother works for them? 
Glass-Steagall Act - what effect would repeal have on everything else? 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 12:OO PM - lnfomatics needs federal funding of its display technology or may have to shut 
down. I will approach them about expanding their California plant -this could help ease the unemployment 
problem. 

4:37 PM - out of role - I fee/ completely unprepared to begin fhs game tonight 1 wish l'd had more time to study 
the various roles and see in greater detail how fbey are interconnected with mine. I #ink if wil be dficult to 
develop an effective stategy &ouf this hodedge and undersfandng. I bope l'm not the on& one who fek 
this way? lguess this is &&like 'reallife: 

655 PM - out of role - Everyone is rninng around outside the classroom and #ey seem a M e  anxious, a lime 
apprehensive fike me$. We're asking eacb other what our roles are. I reuize that if will be an effort for me to take 
on an aggrssivdasseflve role opposite f ie sometimes shy, quietperson thaf I am find of scary4? Sometimes I 
guess /'d rather be an observer #an apark@anf fdepnds on the situatioe of course) 

7:OO PM - Notes scribbled during play - $50M agreed, DOE + Labs/Univ. Want money, develop 3-D displays, 
research keep people employed in CA in labs and universities. Will help Mechatronics and Infomatics develop 
new technology. US Activist - 1 credit. US Finance - will help Mechatronics in exchange for repeal of Glass Act - I 
need one credit + MOOM to guarantee I8200M for 50% chance). Mechatronics - 830M operating expenses, 
$ZOOM improve future viability, 850Wyear for 3 years SAMSON development. Agreed to 81OOM - will give me 
850M for repeal of Glass-Steagall Act. lnfomatics - 850M toward environmental policy. Get report from EPA on 
allegations. 

Talk to lnfomatics about $for Glass Act, then talk to US Finance about credit. 

Wednesday, 4/12/95 12:OO PM - out ofrole - lcannotbe/ieve bow compkatedeveryfhing was lastnight1 No 
mMer what decision you make, it w71 probably make someone mad or at the very lwst someone will Mist it 
around f i e  medaJ lys dficultto take into account ewqhing that willbe affectedby a decision. ?he SEPEmber 
modelmakes more sense fian ever now. 
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Thursday, 4A3/95 7:OO PM - ouf ofrole - While watching the nafionalnews last night I reahzedhowmuch 
more aware and analflical I have become about so many ksues. fiis class has Wly been mind expandng rm 
much more interested in cerfan issues than I used to be, such as pokfics economics, envkonment fmaybe 
because rm statfing to understand some of iPJ and I reakze how fruly interrelated everything 13. Because of our 
game rm ulso more aware fhat you can? ulways believe &at f ie media sup 

Monday, 4A7/95 1QOO AM - Received game updates just now via e-mail. I know the funding of Mechatronics 
would find its way back to me eventually. Thai‘s what I get for being nice and trying to help people. I honestly did 
not do it to benefit my brother, but who‘s going to believe that? Okay, time to regroup. The election is right around 
the corner, but I’m about to be impeached. At least I still have some money. I need to figure out how to try to 
accomplish some of my goals quickly, such as repealing the Glass-Steagall Act, but is this what I really want? I 
wish I knew more about it, or had the time to learn more about it. In looking over the updates on everyone else, I 
try to pick out those things I can influence or that can influence me. Unfortunately, I don’t have much time before 
the election to get much done. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 7 6 5  PM - The election is now underway. I just had an interview with the Japanese media 
and I don’t think I held up too well (maybe its that darn accent!). I just received the following note from the ARPA 
official Wou can have my vote if you commit to help avoid future funding cuts to DOVDOD.]. 

8:OO PM - I lost the election by a very narrow margin; well, okay, it wasn’t that narrow. Who is this guy that beat 
me anyway? Nowl’mjustyouraverage, everyday&’’ worker. Oh well, maybe this will give me a new perspective 
on everything. 

900 PM - Not so many people care to interact with me as a US worker ... in fact practically no one! A journalist 
did come and ask me if I’d heard any good rumors lately, though. I guess you have a lot more influence when 
you have power and money. Money is undoubtedly an incentive to negotiate deals; who’d have thought? 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 925 PM - out ofrole - final thoughts: 
I/ You don7 get something for nothing 
2J Whars h if for me? 
3J You can7 win - dficult to have widwn situafion 
4‘) The media suck, but1 needthem 
5/ Money = po wer 
6J Aufhoriily = inffuence 
7/ Money + ahoflily = populaflw 
8) Need to fhihk things through thoroughly before making a decision, buf many times there wasn ‘f enough fime 

to thnk #ings #rough 
9J Game taugh f me to think more critical@ 

Communication is cifical I vofed hr myself fnaturalk I wanhd to stay in powerl. I realy enjoyed fhis evenhgs 
class and heaflng everyone’s percep fions and aupeiences @he teasing was fvnl. The game was very complw 
and dficu/.? but/ fee/ that was pa# of ffie learning mperknce 

Tuesday8 4/11/95 - Worked with activists for environmental initiative: industry associations and govt. 
environmental agencies form partnerships and improve effectiveness (performance and cost) of environmental 
regulation and implementation in electronics manufacturing industry, reducing the environmental compliance cost 
by 50%. US activist - 1 credit; Mechatronics - $80M; lnfomatics - 080M. 

Gave $lOOM to Mechatronics to keep a viable job base for Americans in return will work for job cooperative 
venture to be located in New Mexico. 

Gave $50M to industries critical to defense, energy, health care, agriculture, transportation and communication 
infrastructure or environment to encourage industry-led and govt. parhered and co-funded consortia with 
national labs. 
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Analysis of people with contact with US Rep.: 
Congress - budget deficits, voters determined to reduce taxation and spending, declining US manufacturing and 
rising deficits 
Horioka - location of production up in air, accused of stealing patents - but denied 
Personal - accusations effect on political standing, continue lobbying Horioka? 
Dept. of Commerce - interests of US citizens, deal with Horioka on robotics issue 
US activist - recently supported NM Rep, now allegations, wants full investigation; work to discredit NM Rep. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 7:OO PM - Press conference with Japan press for reelection bid - clear misrepresentation of 
misappropriation of funds. 
7:25 PM - Press conference to rebut against new candidate Dante. 
730 PM - Vote - ousted; now become US finance/wall street player. 
Learning curve - somewhat slow - needed to find out what previous role player was involved in and need to 
decide if they are still viable to roles' goals. Was working with DOE/DOC at time - promised $50M for FA.  
750 PM - Tech for America, coalition of US god. entitiedprivate sectodhigh-tech firms to develop new US 
technologies for US by US to fund varieties of projects. 
8:30 PM - $200M to co-fund lnfomatics merger. 
9:OO PM - US finance virtual reality glove - given 1 credit to Infotronics, will be positive since own stock options. 
9:05 PM - Academic consortia of diverse interest relevant to the US industrial/commerciaI competitiveness - part 
of board. Includes board of NM Rep, Infotronics, Labs/Univ, US Finance, DOE, DOC. 
9:30 PM - Talk to board members for $50M to invest in US companies on stock market. 

Press conference in Japan - flop! why do one - Japan doesn't vote for us! 
US press should have worked with more, however as Senator/Rep it is a scary/nervous proposition 
Who else could have helped? 
Needed to work with lnfomatics more for US nationalistic sentiment. 
7:30 ousted - feelings of inappreciation for policies accomplished such as the environmental package and what 
policies were being worked on. Is this the fickleness of the public or an internalization of the power of the office? 
No policy passed down - policiedinitiatives being started were left hanging as part of the political machine. 
US Finance/wall street position - new, on financing circuit; more freedom and power as a dealer; can become 
more of a player in decisions; still had to get a cohesive group together to work on initiatives 

Altogether game was informative and dynamic. The choice of the two countries may have slowed the dynamics 
down a bit given the lack of negotiation between the two countries - or very minimal. Couldn't it have been more 
close to home such as NAFTA countries? Or expanded to include Europe? After all, the main owners of the US are 
the Dutch. 

Overall, learned a little more.about human nature and manipulation. Initially worked at the self-preservation 
policy vs. taking risks to minimize being thrown out of office, should have taken risks. Also coupled with a win/win 
initiative for ecological/business employment, yet seemed to backfire. US Finance position seemed to have a 
taking risks and a 'me' mentality - what was best for my profit. Two very diverse positions. 

DEPARTlMENT OF ENERGYLDEFENSE (ARPA) Official 

The Departments of Energy and Defense have a primary mission of national security through both research and 
military means, and are interested in the SAMSON device for field use. This official was hired into the Department 
three years ago, before which he was employed as an executive in the aerospace industry. Because of his prior 
experience, he admittedly has a bias toward the aerospace industry yet realizes that electronics are critical to 
nearly all sophisticated mechanical processes. He has oversight for various research areas including electronics 
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manufacturing and presently has uncommitted funding of about $50M per year for four years. However, with the 
budget cuts expected in the future, much or all of this could vanish. 

Key challenges are: 
11 How to best use uncommitted $50M/year 
2) Bias toward aerospace industry, former employer 
3) Maintain funding level despite overall government cuts 

PRJORIJK$ AND RFASONUVG 

Sm@gg Solicit an alliance with the Lab/Univ; gain corporate support and create a lab/industry coalition. 

,!?&&& Maintain a high US commitment to R&D. Find ways to maintain funding to US Labs by bringing their 
expertise to market. (Bringing US R&D to market may not be limited to US companies.) 

4?eamkg End of Cold War has resulted in the questionable needhse for US Labs. Must maintain funding to 
keep labs intact for possible DOD use. 

GAMF PL4 AGRFMNTS AND AC7i'nNS 

4/11/95 7:45 PM 
DOE 

DOE spends $1OM to determine development time for the new supercapacitor technology. Time was 
determined as l/p in years, where p is a random number. -hi AO. = 0.7& $me = 1.3 ~ t s .  

4/71/95 8:30 PM 
lnfomcmcs , US Senator, US ReptesmMwe . ,DOE,USLclb 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Encouragement of critical industries consortia with national labs.' US Lab 
invests one influence credit, DOE $100M, infomatics $50M, US Sen. $50M, US Rep. $50M. SUCCSSWf ut 
69%. immediate benefits given by Control: DOE funding up 5%; US legislators private option costs reduced by 
half; Infomatics given 1.5 factor multiplier for any technology toolkit option. 

4/11/95 9:OO PM 
krfomotics, ARPA 

Joint funding of technology toolkit option 'ARPA program in manufacturing information systems provides 
validated computer models for accelerated engineering of electronics ...' lnfomatics invests $140M, ARPA 
$20M, 1.5 multiplier applied. UhWCCliFSSRlL of#%. 

4/11/95 9:22 PM 
DOE, DOC, InfomcrticS, US Worker 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Implement NEMl roadmap.' DOE invests $20M, DOC $70M, infomatics 
$llOM, US Worker 1 influence credit. UMUCCE3S.f ut5O!k'. 

4/18/95 8:30 PM 
Infomaiics, us sencltor, us Repfemiuhe , US hb, DOD/ARPA, US Finance 

Formation of "Technology for America," a consortium between public and private sectors to strengthen US 
R&D in world competition. It will also provide jobs through US Labs. First priority will be photonics and display 
technology development. infomatics will have access to this. Technology will be available to US companies 
only. US Senator invests $100M, ARPA $50M, US Finance $50M, US Lab 1 credit. 

4/18/95 9:OO PM 
DOD, Technology for America 

In addition to the $50M given to FA'S first project, DO0 will supply $120M as an operating budget for future 
projects. DOD retains veto power on any deals in the interest of national defense. 
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4/18/95 9:15 PM 
US Univ., US Lab, US Senator, US Represec\tatnre , DOC, DOE, Infotronics, US finance 

US Universities is forming a purely academic consortium of diverse interests relevant to the US industrial/ 
commercial competitiveness to meet monthly as a task force to address barriers to US competitiveness as 
outlined in the assigned class readings. The university will chair the meetings and hopes to have results on 
how to succeed better in global competitiveness within six months. 

4/18/95 9:18 PM 
Technology for America, Infohpnics, US Senator, US RepresentOtnre ,DOE 

Joint funding for new technology toolkit option to develop 'Extremely high-resolution, 3-0, direct retinal and 
brainwave projection display becomes available at $450 each.' TFA invests $150M and 2 credits, lnfotronics 
$lOOM, US Senator 050M. SUCCMSFUL clt56%. 

4/18/95 9:20 PM 
DOD, Technology for America 

In the interest of national defense, the brainwave technology will seized by the US Government and 
suppressed until further study can be completed. 

4/20/95 E-mail 
C0n)rol Team, DOD, Technology for America 

Control Team upholds DOD suppression of brainwave technology as classified information, and suggests 
further negotiation. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - First I quickly achieved my goal of aligning myself closely with the Lab/Univ player. We iointly 
set up plans for what we needed first. 
1) Get funding for Jefferson National Lab project on supercapacitors - I spent $1OM to determine how long this 

project would take to produce marketable technology. The result was only 1.3 years. 
2) Numerous groups were interested in supporting the JNL capacitor project. So I tied this project in with a toolkit 

option promoting private spin-offs of technology developed by the publicly funded labs. Infomatics, the CA 
Senator, the NM Rep, and the Lab/Univ pooled funds and influence to get both these issues passed. 
lnfomatics will get exclusive rights for marketing the supercapacitors. 

The toolkit option resulted in getting my budget increased 5% instead of cut. 

Hopefully close relations with the two legislators can later be turned into influence on future budgeting debates in 
Congress. My recent increases in funding could easily be short-lived if I don't keep up the lobbying. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - At the end of last weeks class I began talking with Mechatronics as they need support to 
avoid bankruptcy. This would be a blow to US competitiveness as Mechatronics robotics could be considered a 
key industry for US defense. I was also talking with DOC and the US worker about some projects to increase 
educational levels in the US. If they get organized I may be willing to help. 

I would like to push through the toolkit option establishing the NEMl roadmap institution. 

Once I picked up my e-mail with the updates, I noticed that the Ukraine software company, Rootska, had still not 
validated their software design. Since I wanted the best equipment for the US military I thought I should explore 
this new software. I arranged for the software to be tested in the US and funded the testing I$lOM). I also 
brokered an agreement between Rootska and lnfomatics which would give the US company 4 year exclusive 
rights to the new operating system. 

Meanwhile, the Lab/Univ was busy building a coalition of public and private groups that would pool funds and 
influence. This evolved into a new entity, Tech for America. TFA focused on basic research that could be sold to 
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private industry as new technology produced potential consumer products. I chose to invest nearly all my money 
into TFA in exchange for a board position with full oversight and veto power. This provided an incentive for others 
to invest while giving me significant control over the entity. Also the funding keeps the US labs fully funded. 

The greatest achievement for Tech for America was a technology which bypasses the need for 3-D displays. This 
is a direct neural connection with the user. I took the position that this technology was too powerful to be released 
into the open market. In the interest of national security I declared the neural connection technology Top Secret. it 
will be the subject of further research and potential military use. 

In the election I voted for both incumbents since I already had a good working relationship with them and needed 
their support to keep my high level of funding. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE Official 

The Department of Commerce promotes economic agendas in the interests of the US citizenry, with respect to 
both national and international markets and issues. The US is in the midst of trade negotiations with Japan. 
Many in Congress feel strongly that import quotas should not be used. However, this official feels that Japanese 
officials are manipulative and dishonest and is considering the recommendation of certain quotas and 
restrictions. lhe Administration and Congress are under pressure to reduce the size of governmenf, and there is 
speculation that DOC officials may be first on the block if their attitudes do not change. One specific event that has 
contributed to this officials' opinion is the supposed acquisition of strategic software from the US by Horioka. The 
accusations have been denied by top management at Horioka. 

Key challenges are: 
7) Deal with Horioka on robotics software issue 
21 Develop position on import quotas 

SE4 7FGI.f.. P R l Q m  AND RFASONING 

Bxztegp Increase American jobs by possibly allowing Horioka to build a plant in NM with severe restrictions, or 
allowing Infomatics to expand CA plant. 

priorilies.. Working with Japanese to determine if my assumptions (biases) are correct. 

Reosoniao. DOC might be cut back if attitudes don't change - I'm trying to change attitude. 

PL4 AGRkEMFNTq AND AC770NS 

4/11/95 9:22 PM 
DOE, DOC, InfomcrticS, US Worker 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Implement NEMI roadmap.' DOE invests $20M, DOC $70M, lnfomatics 
$11OM, US Worker 1 influence credit. UMXCESS#f of5U%. 

4/18/95 8:31 PM 
us sen*, w Representatnre 8 US Worker, DOC, Mechaironics, Infomatics 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Establish regional agency for workforce training programs.' US Senator 
invests $30M, US Rep. $50M, DOC $70M, Mechatronics $24M, lnfomatics $20M, US Worker 1 credit. 
5UG-m of54%. 
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4/18/95 9:OO PM 
DOC, Technology for America 

DOC invests $50M in TFA. 

4/18/95 9:15 PM 
US Unk, US Lab, US Sendor, US Representotnre 8 Doc, DOE, Infotronics, US Finance 

US Universities is forming a purely academic consortium of diverse interests relevant to the US industrial/ 
commercial competitiveness to meet monthly as a task force to address barriers to US competitiveness as 
outlined in the assigned class readings. The university will chair the meetings and hopes to have results on 
how to succeed better in global competitiveness within six months. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Deal with Horioka on robotics software issue 
2) Develop position on import quotas 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - Since my job is on the chopping block if I don't change my attitude, I have decided to 'test' the 
Japanese company Horioka. The Congresswoman from New Mexico and the activists are pressuring me to allow 
the Horioka company to build a plant in the US I agree, with some stiff rules: 
1. If all workers are American, with 50% of management American. 
2. If the majority of supplies and parts are bought from American companies, not shipped in from Japan. 
3. If they build the plant using American companies and American labor. 

The activists and the Congresswoman take this proposal to the Japanese. I hear they will abide by the rules. My 
preconceived notion of the Japanese might be wrong. My other option is to allow Infomatics to expand their plant 
in California. However, the Environmentalists claim that their existing plant has some pollution problems. Since 
both alternatives will increase jobs, why not do both? 

I worked with the Worker/Consumer and Infomatics to get the implementation of the National Electronics 
Manufacturing Initiative Passed. We failed. 

As Neida, this role is hard for me to get into, since I matried a HatfiJapanese, and of course my mo ther-in-law is 
Japanese. I tend fo have a high respect for the Japanese and their sense of honor and respecf 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - I now hear that Congress wants to cut funding by half. In response to this, I lobby the 
WorkerKonsumer, the Congresswoman/man (election) from New Mexico, the Senator from California, Infomatics, 
and Mechatronics to get workforce training programs in effect. After intense lobbying, the measure only has a 
54% chance of passing, but the stars were with us and it passed. 

My initial assumptions about the Japanese seem to be true, since there are reports of them using industrial 
espionage to gain valuable technology from US companies. I'm not sure how this is going to affect my job. 

I also was asked to be a board member for a consortium to make the US more competitive by the UniversityILab. 
This might be good in case I get fired.... 

A donation from the DOC was made by me to help fund the Tech For America. This group will help develop 
technology that will make the US more competitive. 

I spent some time discussing stress with one of the Infomatics players. Seems she was as stressed out as I was. 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 - This portion of my diary isn't complete. I didn't receive an update on the game status from 
the folks at Sandia. 



L&&& After reading the schedule I now realize that there was no update sent out! 

Whoever nominated me must have had a hard time getting my confirmation through Congress with my bias 
toward the Japanese and my severe mistrust of their business methods. This might explain why Congress has 
been so eager to cut my job and my funding. 
I had a difficult time getting into this role since as a full-time student I tend to ignore much of what goes on in the 
real world - especially in political circles. I found that the options I had seemed limited since there were few 
government related options that other groups wanted to participate in. But 1 worked on different options that 
would benefit the US workers and commerce. 
I discovered how difficult it was to get several groups to agree on anything. I also found that my best ally was the 
US workerkonsumer. I realize that this game is on a small scale as compared to the real thing, so I now 
understand why it can take so long to get anything done! 

I did manage to get workforce training programs implemented - my big coup! But I realize companies might not 
want to deal with the government. 

Election - I voted for the incumbents because I was in the process of making a deal with the two of them to get 
legislation passed. Fortunately, the new legislators agreed to follow through with the funding. 
Its nice to know that most of the other people felt there was too little information - I really felt lost at first. The chaos 
was interesting but I understand the reason for it. 

JAPANESE OFFICIALS (MITI) 

There are three MlTl officials and three Ministers of other organizations that interface with Mi l  whose objectives, 
parallel to those of the Japanese Government, are to promote Japanese political, social, military and economic 
agendas. 

Key challenges for all government officials are: 
1) Develop positions on specific issues and policy options (in Appendix Bl 

Mm Offidol The Industrial Policy Bureou (IP8) has responsibility for national industrial policy as well as taxation 
and financial issues. IPB exerts great control over the service sector of the Japanese economy. One current issue 
with regard to the SAMSON technology is its proposed dual use (military and commercial) in the US. Since Japan 
is prohibited by its constitution from supplying anything to another country that might be used for war, the sale of 
3-0 displays by Viewall to lnfomatics has created a potential crisis. Traditionally, MlTl has had more influence 
than the other ministries over large corporations such as Horioka, but that is changing as the corporations grow 
and the different ministries exert more autonomy. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Develop position on 3-D display dual-use issue 
2) Handle issues by influence or regulation 

M m o m ~ i  minkmaho nal h d e  Policy Bureau (rrps) has responsibility for trade policy and country policy 
with respect to nearly all industries, including the service secfor. ITPB has been dealing with IPB on the SAMSON 
dual-use issue. It has also been involved in trade talks with representatives of the US on the electronics, 
computer, and robotics industries. This is done jointly with the MFA, with whom the lTPB is not in total agreement 
with respect to the interaction of foreign and trade policies. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Develop position on 3-D display dual-use issue 
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2) Define or negotiate sole and common responsibilities with MFA 
3) Negotiate favorable trade conditions with the US 

Mm official The Machinery and Information Indus)ries Bureau (MIIB) interfaces with many of the other 
agencies and bureaus within Mm, and has specific responsibility for the automobile, airplane, computer, and 
electric appliance industries. With the imminent expansion of the information infrastructure and associated 
industries in Japan, the tension between MllB and MPT has increased, since each feels it is responsible for control 
of the development of national telecommunications. Traditionally, MlTl has had more influence than the other 
ministries over large corporations such as Horioka, but that is changing as the corporations grow and the 
ministries exed more autonomy. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Define or negotiate sole and common responsibilities with MPT, MFA 
2) Separately or jointly fund expansion of national network infrastructure 
3) Fight to retain (or graciously relinquish) influence with large corporations 

32akgg Support Japanese firms in their development of the SAMSON technology. Deal with the UVJapanese 
trade deficit issue. 

.,%km%s 1) Expansion of the economy; 2) to help our industries grow (to protect markets); 3) good relations with 
the US to keep trade and industry growing. 

RecrsOnino: MITI's role is 'to grow industry,' help the welfare of industry and trade in Japan and in international 
markets. 

It is the opinion of this bureau that the dual-use issue would not pose a problem since at this 
time many components produced in Japan are already being used in military hardware. As long as we don't 
produce the weapons, we're OK. 

4/11/95 9:30 PM 
Viewall, Mm 

Joint funding of Viewall's private toolkit option 'Industrial espionage yields you key information on Eurolaset's 
electro-optic array. You can obtain US and Japanese paients before they do.' Viewall invests $320M, MITI 
%OM. SKCEWZli of98%. 

4/11/95 9:40 PM 
MM 

Mm bureaus combine funding of $120M on policy option 'Regional agency establishes workforce training 
programs ...* SKCESSFUL at50%. 

4/11/95 9:40 PM 
Mm 

MlTl bureaus combine funding of $ZOOM on private option to 'Gain favorof Diet over MPT for control of 
information infrastructure development.' SUCCFSFUL of 98%. 

4/18/95 8:18 PM 
MM, Viewall 

MITI:MIIB issues Japanese patent to Viewall for electro-optic laser technology for $lM and the promise that 
Viewall will sell to Horioka at a discount. 

4/18/95 850 PM 
MM, Ministry of Pods ond Tdecommunicutions, Minidry of Finance 
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Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Industry-government partnership to enable virtual enterprises.' MITI 
invests $ZOOM, MPT $lOOM, MF 1 credit. SUCCEWUi ut#%. 

Sunday, 4/9/95 - I felt the information provided was rather skimpy and I was at first rather unsure exactly what 
we needed to do. But after speaking with the other Mm Officials we began to work out what needed to be done. 
I still feel though that there should have been more information on our roles and more detailed instructions about 
what to do. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - Observation: After speaking with the other MITI Officials we decided that our goals would be 
most importantly to support actions which would increase Japanese Market Share. We felt that the dual use 
concern was not going to be a problem as long as we did not create things specifically for military use. The 
second priority we felt was important was to maintain good relations w-h the US. 

Our strategy for improving the Japanese economy was to support Japanese firms in their development of the 
SAMSON Technology. The strategy for the second prior*@ was to address the US/Japanese Trade Deficit. 

Actions: The first request for financial aid from MlTl- IPB came from the Japanese Banker in combination with 
Horioka. They wished to create a formal Keiretsu initiative in Japan with the goal of making Japanese companies 
the companies of choice for global business and consumer electronics. After speaking with the other MlTl 
Officials, it was decided we would not support this proposal. We felt it really wasn't our place to do so since one 
of our goals was to improve relations with the US. 

The second request for support came from the Japanese Minister of Finance who was seeking financial aid for his 
pet project to bolster the Japanese Yen. After consideration, his proposal was also rejected. An option with a 
better chance for success was sought. 

A third request for support came from the US Distributor. She was asking for financial incentives to distribute 
Japanese products in the US. This request was not immediately rejected, but consequently it was, due to the 
commitment of resources to another project. 

Seeking an influence Credit for o project I wished to support, I spoke next with the Japanese Media. This project 
was to establish work force training programs which assures focus on high skill requirements needed for 
domestic electronics manufacturing. The price for acquiring this influence credit would have required me to 
become a confidential informer on the activities of MITI. The negotiation ended at this point. 

I still was able to implement this policy by combining resources with the other two MITI Officials. $120 million of my 
agency funds were used to support the project and the remainder was used to gain favor of the Diet in battle with 
MPT over NIT development. We succeeded in this effort. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Observation: options were more limited this time around. Japanese Industry apparently did 
not need our support as much as the previous week. 

Actions: The Japanese Minister of Posts and Telecom. requested support for government subsidization of school 
boards to provide every child (ages 10 to 18) with a personal data assistant and free access to the Internet. This 
request was initial rejected due to lack of additional support from other entities. 

Later the above option was supported with the additional option of an lndustry-government partnership creating 
infrastructure for virtual enterprises to facilitate product realization. These two options were supported by a 
combination of all three MITI Officials, the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Japanese 
banker. The goal was to eventually increase Japanese market share. 



Monday, 4/24/95 - Observations: By doing this role playing game, I feel we get a little experience about what it 
is like to operate in the global market. The confusion we first felt must be similar to what the real indwiduals feel 
when confronted with similar problems. What actions can I take to better my position? What should be my 
position? How much should I spend? These types of questions are hard to deal with. Even more difficult is 
dealing with other people. It was hard to convince people to do certain things even if, in the long run, they to 
would benefit from these actions. 

The lessons learned from this exercise basically are that relations not only between two countries are 
complicated, but also between individuals who desire the same goal but who go about achieving it differently. In 
order to accomplish anything constant dialog is necessary. 

Comments: A little more information concerning the roles and what we should be doing would be good. More 
information on how to create our own toolkit options is necessary. 

Sunday, 4/11/95 - Today I've been notified that I will play the role of a MlTl official. I'm not very concerned about 
this role. There's no information regarding exports, tariffs, agreements, etc. I doubt that it will be very difficult. 
While it will be helpful to understand the technical side of the SAMSON product, I don't know if irll really be 
necessary. In the seminar on the Japanese economy I took in '91 or '92 we discussed this ministry's history and 
their present role. Also, Mr. Eto was somewhat informative as to the role of Ministry at present. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - Tonight we, the three people playing MlTl official roles, got involved in some interesting 
actions. When we got to class we didn't really know what to do. We all went over our roles again, then decided 
that people would be coming to us for advice, money, etc. When that didn't happen we talked to some people 
from the Control Team, including Mr. Et0 and decided we should go find out what other groups were doing. No 
one else really seemed to know what was going on either and I thought we'd get a better idea of what should be 
done by discovering others' needs. 

This exercise is a lot different than the negotiation exercises that we do in Negotiation Strategies. Although we 
have some background information, including issues for the other players, there's a real lack of specificity that 
goes far beyond lack of information to accommodate time considerations. Also, although we read about 
Japanese and American practices I think that ignorance of past relationships and guidance on interaction also 
afflicted the ability of the players to be effective. 

I went over to talk with Horioka, offer some assistance, find out what they needed. When I got there they acted as 
if some huge bug had hatched right in front of their eyes. I told them that I was there to offer assistance for 
anything they needed. They were vague and untrusting. One woman tried to squirrel out hidden agendas and 
negotiate some kind of dealwith me. I went away feeling annoyed. 

When 1 got back to the MITI table Anthony was sitting there with little information from the other Ministries. Tanja 
was still talking with Viewall. She had a lot to say when she got back. Unlike Horioka, Viewall not only asked for 
assistance but also made great efforts to show that we had common goals. I think that the use of superordinate 
goals by Viewall was part of what led me to push to help them. 

My idea of what a MITI official would do, confirmed by Mr. Eto, also led me to believe that helping Viewall, even in 
industrial espionage, was the correct thing to do. After hearing of the disastrous effects of Viewall's attempt to 
form a partnership with Horioka (whom I already disliked) I was definite that MITI would help them. 

I thought that our Optional Toolkit should also be addressed. Some of our main issues in the original packet and 
in the discussion by Mr. Et0 about MITI's relationship with other ministries were addressed by the Options. The 
option to buy a senator seemed like a bad idea. I don't think we were at any time interested in seeing deals go 
through with the US. Also, the chances of being discovered and having serious backlash were greater than with 
the other Option. Paying to gain control of infrastructure issues in the Diet seemed like a pretty safelhigh reward 
risk. If we did gain control, we would have more influence. If we didn't gain control, it wasn't going to impact us in 
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a terribly important manner. At least my bureau would not have been seriously impacted. Of course, not 
knowing a lot about Japanese politics I might have been wrong. 
Anthony had one policy which he thought we should pass. Since we had consolidated our funds and there were 
no other issues about which we felt passionate we went for the 98% chance. At the end we had enough money 
to subsidize Viewall's concerns. 

Even with the news bulletins and our own scrounging for information it was difficult to keep up with what was 
going on. Half the time I didn't know if Japan was behind or ahead. Most of the news bulletins from America 
were about scandal. Our own media was really amusing, but hardly worth listening to. I didn't think that their 
information or the US medias was up-to-the-minute on what was of real concern to us - the status of SAMSON 
technology. 

We tried to get some more money at the end of the evening by buying and reselling credits, but the Japanese 
distributor blew us off. I made a mental note not to help him and make sure his actions were in line with our 
goals. I really thought that as MITI officials we would have gotten some respect, but I guess that even in Japan 
money comes first. 

Saturday, 4/15/95 - Nothing too exciting came in over the E-mail. Although the American companies have 
made some strides I'm not concerned. I talked with a representative of Horioka informally. I was told that the 
offer they had made to Viewall was substantially better than I had been led to believe. I E-mailed Viewall and 
asked that they talk to Horioka. 

Tuesday, 4/l8/95 - Tonight was very uneventful for Mm. No one except the other ministries were interested in 
speaking with us. The banker wanted some help in getting Viewall and Horioka together. Tanja, who has a good 
relationship with Viewall went over to speak with them. Also, we were notified by both the Control Team and the 
banker that the distributors were joining forces and that they were speaking with Rootska. 

I looked at the issues which I should act on again. I got together with the Minister of Foreign Affairs to discuss 
areas of interest. She didn't have any specific ideas until she recalled that Horioka supposedly sold something 
illegally. When we verified that the issue had gone away there weren't any other issues on which we could 
decide definite action. 

One of the Control Team members suggested that I speak to the Japanese companies and DOD perhaps, about 
limiting any dired military use of the productk) coming out of Japan. Horioka, in the middle of internal discussion, 
told me they'd get back to MITI but that they were quite willing to go along. The US DOD also was busy when I first 
approached him. 

When I finally spoke with the DOD representative I told him that we were concerned with Military applications of 
our technology. I said that if.we weren't assured that direct military applications would not come out of a final 
product from Japan that we would have to restrict trade of the technology. He asked if that was a threat. When I 
replied with an explanation of the Japanese constitution he started griping about all the money the US spent on 
Japanese military defense. Finally he admitted that he knew nothing about our technology but that the DOD 
would buy any products/technology from private US firms. He became interested when I told him about Viewall's 
lead in the 3-D technology, but eventually nothing came of his interest. 

His lack of interest/knowledge about the Japanese issues/products mirrored Mm's own ignorance of American 
matters. There were too many domestic issues we wanted and had to address to discover what was truly 
happening on the other side of the ocean. 

Meanwhile, Tanja had sold some patents to Viewall only to have them move onto new technology. She felt 
somewhat betrayed after all the effort she had gone through for them. The main point was that she had gotten 
Viewall to talk with Horioka. This was one of our major goals. I was glad that she had been so tenacious on this 
matter. After being rebuffed so often I was somewhat unwilling to get back into the ring. Her efforts paid off in the 
end. 
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Personally, I was surprised that she had continued to press for a partnership. None of us felt any confidence in 
Horioka. There was little we could do to influence them beyond verbal and physical pressure. The money that we 
had was insignificant in comparison to the amount they had available. Not a single one of us was such good 
friends with the people in Horioka that referent power could be used. Obviously, our roles as MI1 officials had 
little weight with anyone. 

Our discussions at the end of the evening with the other Ministries mainly came about because neither we nor 
they were doing much. The Ministries had some policies they wanted to pass. We weren't opposed to the 
policies and we discovered that we could create some good press. 

The only other event that took place which directly involved MlTl involved the distributors. After we had been 
notified that they were talking with Rootska I asked them several times to talk with us. After being ignored I 
threatened the American distributor with restrictive and punitive policies. This still had no influence. That was the 
note on which the game ended for me. 

Pro.y2ec@Gume On the eleventh there was a lot of distributive negotiating. I think most of this 
took place because the issues and goals of most parties centered on their own needs. There was a lack of 
significance in creating win-win situations for many parties, especially those who had other attractive options, 
such as using Mm for resources, or using their own vast resources. After that evening, however, many people felt 
that the game had been too frustrating and laborious. Failing to create relationships and partnerships would 
have forced them to continue on the same path. It was interesting, then to see how difficult it still was to get the 
two Japanese companies to work together. A lot of hard feelings had been built up in the previous session. 

The relationship between the two companies took up most of the time and effort of MlTl and the banker. The 
distributors, of course, had their own pockets to line and had other opportunities beyond the troubled Japanese 
companies. The other Ministries, I can only guess, had read too much into their own issues to make Viewall- 
Horioka their top priority. Without the technology being created by Viewall-Horioka their policies would have been 
impossible to implement or had little relevance to what was possible for Japan. 

The MI1 players and the banker were totally taken up by what was going on between the two companies and the 
possibilities for the technology. 

It was too much for any of us to be concerned with what was going on in the United States. We had heard talk to 
partnerships with US companies and about plants being opened in New Mexico, but the 'unstable political and 
business conditions' had ended those discussions. If our own situation had been less difficult we might have 
been more open to trade and/or involvement in foreign affairs. 

Finally, I have to say that Mr. Eto's presence was invaluable to me. He confirmed many of my own beliefs on 
appropriate MI1 action. I had become completely restricted by what I thought would be correct in my role. 
Fortunately, Mr. Eto's confirmation of my beliefs helped me to influence the other Mm officials. 

Friday, 4/7/95 - Well, I just finished reading the role descriptions in our pamphlet. I think that all of the profiles 
sound interesting, but I do have a few preferences on the character I would like to play. We'll have to wait and 
See. 

Sunday, 4/9/95 9:OO PM - Not among my premium picks, but it should prove to be a challenge. I am the new 
official of the Machinery and Information Industries Bureau (MIIB). 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 1095 PM - That was definitely an interesting class. At first things were a bit confusing. The 
other MITI officials and 1 talked with a few members of the Control team to make sure we had a grasp on what 
was wanted. Mr. Et0 as well as the others, were very helpful in establishing our roles for us. 

Our first order of business was to forge an alliance between the three MITI officials. This was easy, since we all 
had Japan's best interest in mind. We each spoke with Viewall and Horioka representatives to see what their 
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goals and aspirations were. We wanted to work with them to build our industry to stay on top of the world 
market. To do this, communalism was very important. I wanted every citizen working for a better Japan. 

My original meetings with Horioka were not very successful. They seemed a bit confused and wanted to stay 
isolated for a while. this was fine with me so I moved on to Viewall. They seemed more willing to discuss what 
they were trying to accomplish. Their main objective was money and points. I decided to mull over their general 
options and get back with them. 

The only problem I foresaw was with our distributor. When questioned about his plans, he informed me that he 
was negotiating with a US company for his 3 credit points. He was in debt and needed capital. After some 
negotiations to trade our money for his credit failed, he ended up doing nothing. No one could give him the 
money he insisted on. He was definitely not acting for the good of the culture. He did start to concentrate more 
on his fellow Japanese citizens with his offers, though. This was what I wanted, so we somewhat succeeded 
even though no deal was signed. 

I then returned to my chief companies to see if anything had been accomplished. Viewall informed me that they 
had asked Horioka for some financial backing in return for some royalties. They could not agree on a percentage, 
though, so talks broke down. Meanwhile, Horioka had begun meeting with a few chief members of 
Mechatronics. They seemed to be headed in a good direction, so I did not intervene at this time. 

After much discussion, Mm decided what to use its’ money and credits for. We were approached by Wewall with 
an appeal. They needed $80M for an option that they wanted. It had a 98% chance of success but involved 
espionage. I was a bit apprehensive, but had little choice after they informed me that they had spoken with a US 
financier also. To keep our competitors from getting a foot in our door, I reluctantly agreed to the loan. It would 
put us on top of the market but it was extremely unethical. I just hope that it does not leak out. 

MlTl also decided on the rest of our toolkit options. We invested money into trying to gain control over the DIET and 
also into training programs. All is well in the MlTl camp. 

Saturday, 4/15/95 - I have just checked my e-mail. The members of Mm received a thank-you note from 
Viewall. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - I received a summary of last weeks class as well as the outcomes of our options. Mm is to 
be congratulated. All were accepted by the Control team. My great triumph is gaining control of the DIET over my 
long time opponent, the MPT. I also received a message concerning a patent with Viewall. I quickly replied 
concerning the request. I was also in contact trying to wheel-n-deal with the prestigious Minister of Finance. He 
quickly dumped me, though, when he realized that I had no credit points to spare. Pity did not work on me. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 11:& PM - Today was a challenge. I first met with my cohorts to discuss our triumphs and 
next moves. Soon after the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications entered our camp to form an alliance. We 
ended our feud to work towards a better industry. Next, the official from ITPB and I discussed the brewing hostility 
between Viewall and Horioka. 

When asked for the reason for the problems, each side gave me a different answer. It seemed that neither side 
listened to the other during negotiations and remained stagnant. Each had a contrary opinion on what had been 
discussed the week before. I tried to start over. Viewall wanted the patent for their new technology. I agreed to 
give it to them in return for agreeing to reduce the cost of this technology when selling it to Horioka. I hoped that 
this would get the Horioka product to market at a lower price than Infomatics. This in turn would boost their 
market share and hopefully level out their 8020 split. The Japanese distributor would be the only seller of the 
product so this would be done by him. 

After meeting with the keiretsu banker, I became aware of what could happen with the yen. He warned that it 
would appreciate more if 1 continued my current stance. After a discussion his fears were alleviated. 

Well, I signed the agreement only to find out that they went with more advanced technology and our agreement 
became obsolete within minutes of signing. 
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When I informed them that they must begin R&D or fall behind in the quickly advancing market, they realized that 
they needed money, backing ... they needed Horioka. This sent them back into negotiations. 
The Horioka team was extremely stubborn and even tried to walk away a few time. I was standing guard, 
fortunately. No one leaves when MITI wants you to talk. They finally broke down and signed an agreement that 
mutually benefited each and most importantly is very good for Japan. I am so proud. 

MITI also decided on some options. Working in conjunction with the Japanese Ministers, we decided to 
concentrate on subsidizing school boards for the students and establishing properly rights. These, too, were 
passed. The night ended very well. 

JAPANESE OFFICLALS (Ministries) 

The Ministry of Finance (MF) deals with financial policy and specifically the banking and investment arenas. In 
addition, they interface with MITI on both economic policy and the credit card industry. MlTl and MF have some 
concern over the recent and sustained appreciation of the yen, and wonder if Japanese industry and employment 
will suffer some severe consequences resulting from overvaluation accompanying this appreciation. With the 
imminent expansion of the information infrastructure in Japan there is debate over whether funding for this 
expansion should come from private or public funds. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Assuring monetary stability in the face of appreciation of the yen 
21 Promote private or public funding for expansion of infrastructure 

The Minishy of Posts and Tdecommunicotions (MPT) has responsibility for both public and private nehrvorks 
(both computer and phone). They also deal with communications hardware. MPT is currently baffling with MlTl 
(MIIB and IPB) over who will control development of the telecommunications industry and policy. The Internet is 
available in Japan, but has only minimal penetration. It is expected that this will grow rapidly, and oversight is 
needed. MOFA is also involved since the links are international. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Define or negotiate sole and common responsibilities with Mm, MOFA 
21 Determine direction and link companies with funding sources 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) has responsibility for foreign policy and interfaces with MlTl when foreign 
and trade policies collide. Recently MOFA has wanted to exert more influence over trade policy but has been 
rebuffed by MITI. They have also been in discussion with MPT over the increasing international links to a 
worldwide information infrastructure. In a related issue, MOFA has been a point of contact for the US Department 
of Commerce over the alleged illegal acquisition of US software by Horioka. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Define or negotiate sole and common responsibilities with MITI, MPT 
21 Deal with the Horioka robotics software issue 

STR4 EGIFS PR/OR/F$ AND R.ONING 

Ministry of Finance 
SkYegt MF's strategy is iwo-fold. The first is to stabilize the appreciating yen by lowering interest rates to 
stimulate the economy; to stimulate the US markets by lowering interest rates. Spending will increase here and 
hopefully abroad. The second is direct private companies to invest in R&D of Japanese companies. With 
alignment of MlTl and the private banks, spending should be moving toward our new goal. 
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1) Stabilize the appreciating yen; 21 work for more private funding on a global level to finance the R&D of 
our Japanese companies; 3) work for a consensus in R&D so competition among companies will produce a more 
efficient SAMSON. 

Reosonino: The yen needs to be stable so companies can make rational economic decisions. If private 
companies and banks fund the R&D, there's more pressure to get the product out more quickly and efficiently 
since personal funds are at risk. 

Mini* of Posts and Tdecommunications 
Slaz&gc Win over someone with a credit to allow my offer of $100M for 50% chance to be in the lead role for NII. 
Favor deals with viewall and Horioka over other options. 

fckx8es To control and have lead role in implementing information highway technology. Pursue strong Japan- 
only technology to lead to global domination of SAMSON market. 

Rexmmhg Japan already has some cultural assets which make this easier to pursue than the US, such as strong 
training, life-long job security, etc. Private toolkit option offers good chance at MPT having the lead role. 

Minishy of Foriegn Affairs 
S&z&gyz To establish workforce training programs to focus on high skills needed for domestic electronics 
manufacturing. Make Japan the global leader for business and consumer electronics. 

p/iorifiest List and define common responsibilites with MlTl and MPT. Try to solve the issue over illegal acquisition 
of US software by Horioka. Keep environmental issues under control. 

Reosonino: To avoid issues of illegal acquisition of US software. By having people trained, Japan will be able to 
come up with better software than the US. 

GAMF PIA AGRFFMFNTS AND ACnON.5 

4/11/95 9:30 PM 
Japanese Media, Minishy of finance 

The Japanese media will trade 1 credit for exclusive inside information from the Ministry of Finance ,- source 
will not be revealed. Source will also give information about MPT and MFA when available. 

4/11/95 9:38 PM 
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Ministry of Finance will buy 1 influence credit from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for $35M. 

4/18/95 7:59 PM 
Minibtry of Finance, Japanese Dishibutor 

Ministry of Finance purchases 1 credit from Japanese distributor for $20M. 

4/18/95 8:05 PM 
~*nishyofFinance, Japanese Banker 

Ministry of Finance invests 3 credits in the Japanese bankers private toolkit option to 'Realize a very low loan 
default rate despite appreciating yen.' UlSKCE5SFUf ot59%. 

4/18/95 8:50 PM 
hWI, Ministry of posts and Telecommunications, Ministry of Finance 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Industry-government partnership to enable virtual enterprises.' MITI 
invests $200M, MPT $1OOM, MF 1 credit. SUCcEsFUf at54%. 

4/18/95 8:50 PM 
Minishy of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Finonce, Japanese Banker 
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Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Japanese government subsidy of school boards to provide SAMSON and 
NII to students.' MFA invests %OM, Japanese banker $300M and 1 credit, MF $50M. SUCCESRb" &66%. 

Sunday, 4/9/95 - Checked my E-mail to discover my role, Ministry of Finance. Read through players manual to 
understand game and the dynamics of playing. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - The actual game begins. As the Ministry of Finance [MF), my main goals are to overcome the 
key challenges that the players' handbook lists which are trying to stabilize the Japanese economy in the face of 
the appreciating yen, and whether public or private financing would be better for expanding the infrastructure. As 
soon as the game actually began, the two other Ministries and I decided on a general direction of where Japan 
should be going in the race to get SAMSON to the market. 

The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPTI, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFAI and me, the MF 
decided on a strategy to try and remove barriers for our Japanese companies and foster inner competitiveness 
among themselves. This was our global goal, even though each individual Ministry has their own agenda to do. 
During the discussions between the other Ministries, a control group member handed me a private toolkit option 
that was exactly what I needed. The toolkit option needed 2 credits to have a 50% probability to basically stabilize 
the Japanese yen. Since this toolkit option falls directly in line with a key challenge, I thought this would be a 
perfect option to exercise provided I get 4 credits - to have a 97% chance of success. 

My strategies are simple: 1) Lower the interest rates, to stimulate the economy to spur economic growth to 
decrease the yen or at least stabilize it, so the American dollar will hopefully rise so ii's not too expensive to do 
business with Japan. 2) Persuade the private sector banks to lend money to the Japanese computer parts 
companies so they'll have a vested interest in the success of the SAMSON projects. 

My starting resources were 150 million. After speaking with Manabu Eto, the visiting Japanese scholar, and 
understanding that the MlTl and (MF, MPT, and MFAl are adversaries, I decided to talk to the Japanese banker 
about possibly lowering the interest rates so companies could borrow more money. He was not too convinced 
this would work, so I went directly to the Viewall and Horioka companies and asked them if they would want 
lower interest rates to borrow more money for R & D. My angle was to get these two Japanese companies to 
lobby the banker towards my lower interest rates idea. I even offered them (the companies) money in exchange 
for a credit (for my toolkit option). Both companies said the)/d think about it and get back to me. So far I'd hit a 
wall, no credits yet. 1 approached the Japanese distributor, the one who's in debt, and proposed giving him 
money in exchange for a credit. He wanted too much money for I credit, so we broke off negotiations. Right after 
my conversation with the dislributor, a control group member informed me that the US dollar took a huge hit and 
plummeted again. Time was running out. 

At about 9:OO PM the MlTl approached me, knowing that I was looking for credits. They wanted some money for 
a policy to get passed in exchange for 1 credit, but they insisted that I do not speak to the Japanese distributor 
again because they were in negotiations with him. After 15 minutes of getting nowhere, I went to the Japanese 
media. I told them I would leak only fadual information of what was going on in Ministry affairs in exchange for a 
credit. They were open to the idea, but needed some reassurance. Thai's when the MPT reassured them that I 
would give factual information only. The MPT wanted 50 million for their part in getting me a signed contract with 
the Japanese Media. I gave the MPT 50 million and signed their contract, and the Japanese Media made me 
sign their contract and I got my first credit at 9:15. The 50 million that the MPT wanted was to get a leading edge 
on the information infrastructure of Japan, which would also promote the goals that all three Ministries wanted to 
accomplish. 

Getting close to the end of the class, I desperately needed another credit to have a 50% chance of success for 
stabilizing the economy. I spoke with the MFA and negotiated 1 credit for $35M dollars, so the MFA could buy 



compatible software and thus help Japan get a leading edge on compatible computer systems. I signed another 
agreement for the exchange of $35M for 1 credit. Now I had 2 credits at 9:30 p.m. 

I have 50% of my goal complete. I still have 65 million left, and I am looking for 2 more credits so my probability 
will be 97% to stabilize the Japanese yen. My next move is to either E-mail or personally speak to the Japanese 
distributor and to Viewall to see if I can get the two needed credits. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 - Checked my E-mail and received message from the Japanese distributor. He was inquiring 
if I'd thought any more about his offer. He asked for a large sum of money in exchange for a credit. He definitely 
needs money and he asked if I'd pressure the Japanese banker (again) to loan him some money. I told him that 
I'd work on it. I also E-mailed one of the MITI members and tried to open negotiations so I could get a credit from 
them in exchange for ... whatever they needed, whether it be information, support or influence or maybe even 
financial support for a policy theyre trying to get passed. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - Checked E-mail, had several messages. The Japanese distributor wants to negotiate a deal 
on Tuesday for money in exchange for a credit. A MM member was wondering if I still needed a credit. The MlTl 
still were not very receptive to all three Ministries goals, and as a consequence, they are not helping the MF very 
much. I received the update from the control team, including the individual questions asked to me (MR. I 
responded to the control team with a brief outline of my goals and that I was trying to address the key challenges 
that were set forth in the players handbook. I hope to get at least one more credit so I will have at least a 75% 
chance of halting the appreciating yen. Tuesdafs class will hopefully be more productive than the first class. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Todws class had its good and bad points. Some good points were me getting a 3rd credit 
to try and stabilize the Japanese economy, the 3 Ministries got together and passed 2 policies and everyone 
helped the two Japanese companies get together start working on joint research for S W N  components. On a 
very bad note, my Private Toolkit option failed and the Japanese economy did not improve. My negotiations with 
the Japanese distributor paid off. Originally, he wanted $50-75M for 1 credd, but after lengthy talks and E-mail 
messages, he sold me 1 credit for only 20M. But my toolkit option did not work because of the new probabilities 
that were assigned at the beginning of class, by the control team. Originally, the economy had a 75% chance to 
improve (with my 3 credits), which is a great percentage for improvement. After the newly assigned probabilities, 
my chances decreased to just above 60%. The control team 'rolled the dice' and my toolkit option failed, causing 
the yen to continue to appreciate. The whole credit negotiation process took me one and half class sessions, one 
week of E-mail messages and cost me $105M. After that slap in the face, there wasn't much to look forward to 
because as the Ministry of Finance, that was my MAIN goal. 

The 3 Ministries regrouped at this Point and talked about what we could do with our money and resources. We 
decided to get two non-technology policies passed that would help out Japan as a whole. The MPT, MFA and the 
MF all gave money and lobbied the Japanese banker to put up the rest of the money that we be needed to ensure 
reasonable odds of getting the policies passed. Both policies passed with flying colors. This was the nights 
biggest successes, at least for me. 

After a brief news report, we heard the US had 80% of the market share of SAMSON. So Manabu €to, acting as 
Japan's President, gathered a task force to get Japan back on track of being the leader in SAMSON technology. 
The task force consisted of a MM member, the Japanese banker and me, the MF. The President sfressed the 
importance of getting Viewall and Horioka to work together to compete with the US. After the meeting, we all 
spoke to both companies and negotiations started to take place. In fact, negotiations were taking place with 
Viewall, Horioka and the Japanese and US Distributor right before class ended. The goal of the President was 
being worked out, and all the details of the two companies meetings were going to be released to the press 
ASAP. 

Things seemed to be going smooth, but not as realistic as it should have been. What I mean by this is, Manabu 
explained to me and MPT that in reality, all Japanese companies need their government more than this simulation 
was showing. He said that all companies needed to go through either MlTl or the Ministries to accomplish most 
international tasks. Neither Viewall or Horioka ever contacted any Ministry or Mm for help or guidance or merely 
for their support. This was a drag, because all three Ministries were willing to help remove obstacles to 
accomplish their (the iwo Japanese companies) goals. The MPT and me were thinking about explaining this to 
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Viewall and Horioka, but it would have been a mute point. There were no rules to this game, so those companies 
probably wouldn't have been too receptive to us. 

In reflecting on the game and irs processes, I learned a lot about the art of negotiations and the dependence that 
each player had on each other. If a certain outcome happened or did not happen, a certain chain of events was 
the likely result of that outcome. And, all players were strategically placing themselves in a position based on an 
outcome or event that would happen or would not happen. In the real world there are always more outcomes to 
consider, but the probability of the outcomes is unknown so one must base their actions on all the information. 
The Game Theory simulation was trying to get individuals to think outside the lines and look at the big picture, I 
think it worked. No one can make choices in a vacuum, because there are always additional factors and 
repercussions associated with those decisions. I would like to try this game again, but I think there needs to be a 
few more rules added. Rules such as getting the governments permission on some things before they actually 
happen and so forth. 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 - Overall, the class census was that better rules need to be established with roles. I learned 
that everyone was frustrated with little initial direction but as time was on, people got into their roles and played 
them well in the end. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 Fwnb, Canada] 9 O O A M  - Occurs to me that if SAMSON existed, and if I had one, I could 
easily get to my e-mail message informing me of my role! As it is, I will not know until I arrive in Albuquerque at 
about 6 PM. Oh well, its just a grade. 

In flight - As I read the Players' Handbook, I wonder whether a business person in the real world would have this 
sort of overview of all the players and their interrelations, approximate cost data, etc. I struggle to keep my head 
above water in the whirlpool of initials (MIIB, MITI, ITPB, IPB, MPT, MFAJ. I also feel quite afloat in expensive, non- 
linear, optical and quantum-coupled jargon. I take a deep breath. Wish I knew what an advanced diamond 
substrate is. 

3:OO PM - An aside: As we land in Dallas, the stewardess informs the passengers that American Airlines has a 
very aggressive recycling program in place and she will now collect any trash we have. Recycle, re-use, etc. has 
reached 30,000 feet. 

3:30 PM - I discover the glossary of terms (App. C) at the back of the document. I do not remember it being 
referred to in the text. I skim through the 1st few pages and see Appendices A and B mentioned, not C. Suggest 
moving App. C to the front. 

600 PM - Now at home, I log into my e-mail and discover I will play the role of Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications. The Players' Handbook gives only a bit of information about the MPT: Battling with MITI over 
who will control the Telecomm. Oversight is needed for the implementation of, and expected large growth in use 
of, the Internet in Japan. Need to (l) define MPT responsibilities in relation to Mm and MFA, (21 determine direction 
and link companies with funding sources. Off to class. 

MF Issues: 
1) Monetary stability in face of yen appreciation 
2) Whether to heavily subsidize Internet, etc. by government 

Mill official approaches me with a motherhood/apple pie set of statements. Asks MPT's approach. I say we 
want to control the implementation of the Internet. He says it's fine with him. 

7:45 PM - out of role - fiis means to me that be doesn'f understand the problem which has been given to the 
class. I fhink there should have been abouf a 30-minute introdcbon by the Controf team as to what we are to do. 
lpredcf less than optimal8:OO PM submiXfals. 
My strategy has been submitted. 



Felt rushed to develop strategy - so just went with the private toolkit option fbr MPT offcia1 You put words in my 
m o h .  
I approach Horioka - they are still developing strategy. Others have approached them for funds. Do they support 
a keiretsu initiative? Yes. I need someone's credit in order to go for a chance at the lead role. 
If is not clear to me why for example the Japan Banker would favor or not favor the MPTin their role. Not enough 
info given as to who would or would not favor this. 
I approach MITI reps, but in a nutshell they say I'm their enemy. Some too-simplistic notions have entered early 
and will be difficult to undo. 
Questions about whether hnds shown on Append& A are multiplied by a facror of 2 when used on a given 
option. Answer from Confrolgroup is no - the amounts shown are total amounts available. 
Viewall tells me they are on verge of getting funds from MlTl and in turn Viewall will give support to MITI. They 
can't define what 'give support' means. I don't understand the quid pro quo. 

scrturday, 4/15/9S - ouf of role - It occurs to me that having commifted2/3 of the finds I was allocateed, the 
need for negotiation, s frafsg~ persuasio4 and 7og-rollings will hcrease. Probably re fleck the real- world rather 
accura feb 
There seems to have been a tendency for the businesses to go off and talk among themselves without much 
involvement of the Ministries. People probably feel more comfortable negotiating with those from similar 
institutions. But perhaps the biggest payback comes from spanning those boundaries which are the most 
uncomfortable to deal with. 

Mondoy, 4n7/95 - I learn that my offer to obtain lead role in infrastructure development was 'too little, too late.' 
I guess I didn't understand the rules well enough. I thought the option was open to me during the 1st session and 
that the only possible reason it would fail, if I made an offer, was if the roll of the dice went against me. 
Apparently there was a hidden time factor involved wherein MlTl got there ahead of me. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Problems with toolkit options: can't buy your way to success. Now is 1997. 
Met with MITI. I argued that our common goal as Ministries is to foster Japan's political, economic success, etc. 
And that one of the few policy options targeted at (or available to) Japan is subsidizing school boards, etc. which 
would create an immediate market for Horioka and Viewall to market SAMSONS. MllB is somewhat skeptical 
about dealing with a non-MITI entily. I repeated the whole argument for her benefit. She is negotiating something 
(unknown) with Horioka and Viewall, and won't give me an answer. Seems we could, together, easily invest more 
than the 50% level B240M and create a solid market for SAMSONS. 

Met with Horioka: Viewall is not giving them the amount of discounts they desire on 3-Ds. This runs counter to 
pro-Japan cooperation. 

Its 1999 now. 
2nd generation device is out by Infomatics. Has 80% of market now. Viewall presumes this means that most of 
their 3-0 products are being sold through Infomatics. 
Managed to combine funds with other Ministries and succeed on two proposals which will help boost market 
share and sales of Japanese products. Those were (1) infrastructure for virtual enterprises, (2) subsidizing data 
assistants for school kids. 
Because of time constraints, we were not able to obtain more cooperation from and between Horioka and Viewall 
as a quid pro quo for our actions. 
Their failure to cooperate reflects a sihation which would not realy happen in fapan. 
This seems to be changing rapidly. Wewall has agreed to distribute 60% of their products to Horioka and only 
40% to the US. This seems to have been somewhat dictated by the distributor, with whom they had previously 
agreed to a standard price, whether US or Japan sales. 
My discussion w-th Et0 indicates fiat the wieeling/deafing of HoriokaNwal! dstvbufors wffh fiMe hvohement 
tom the MhMss reflds a flaw h fhe game. MPT wodd ucfuuly have lots of inflfuence, but f' game ahcafes 
MPTno credts. I &el the game aid not reward aftempts fo get broad-basedmulf-agency sfr~egy and joint efforf 
as much as it did the heehg/dealing of aggressive individuals whefher in the role ofgoVr. bureaucrats or 
industry; 
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Sunday, 4/23/95 - I feel I did try to reach some win/win solutions. I argued for pursuing policies which would 
help create, through government policies, a strong market in Japan for SAMSONs, which in turn would help 
supply the market Japanese industry would need for its products. I finally obtained multi-agency (Ministry) 
cooperation on two policies which we pooled funds to pursue. And the rolls of the dice on both of those options 
were successful. 
After these policies had been successful, a Horioka team member later approached me, belatedly asking if they 
could participate or cooperate in these market-expanding activities. The game was simultaneously being brought 
to a close by the Control team, so I guess the offer was 'too little and too late.' In any event, I feel it indicated 
Horioka had finally seen what I had been talking about in terms of the need for Japan Ministry - business 
cooperation, and that this mind-set was finally coming about. 

I realize that one goal of the game makers was perhaps to see if some Japan-USA win/win strategies could be 
developed, and some of the businesses were beginning to make these types of arrangements (US company 
dealing with Japan company). But this seemed to me to be company initiated and consummated without much 
government involvement, which probably isn't very reflective of the real world. 

The game would be most effective if one could get real experts in each of the roles to then strategize about true 
win/win, international, joint ventures, etc. 

I'm glad I had a chance to participate in the game, and I appreciate the volunteer efforts of the Control team and 
others. But I feel it bit off a little more than could be chewed in terms of technical detail, lack of participant 
preparedness, and very limited time frame. 

Tuesday, 4/r5/95 - What I teamed tonight - My answers on the survey have probably moderated (moved to the 
middle on both US and Japan). Horioka was probably too slow in their deliberations, in an effort to get 
consensus, and may have slowed Japan down too much. My two interviews with the Japanese media were 
never reported, even though in one case they agreed to pay $50M to a third party in a 3-way trade for the story I 
gave them. But even so, I should have used the media more. 

Tuesday, 4/4/95 - The introduction made by Mr. Manabu Et0 about Japan's economical strategies were very 
interesting. I was not aware of Japan's agencies like MI1 (Japan's Ministry of International Trade) or that Japan 
did not sell or do any research on products such as arms that could harm society. In addition, I learned that 
Japan devotes so much more time to R&D than the United States making them more effective in quality control. 

The rules of the University Prosperity Game were also explained and I was then eager to know what my role was 
going to be so that I could identify with it. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 6:OO AM - Early in the morning, I found out that my role was to be the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs (MFA); subsequently, I was responsible for foreign policy and had to interface with Mm when foreign and 
trade policies collided. 

7:OO PM - I met with the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT). At first I 
thought there was going to be an overview of what we were going to do, but after we saw we were on our own, 
the MOFA, MF and MPT started to question what policies we should implement and how in order to make Japan 
success in its economical endeavors. 

8:OO PM - I turned in my strategies, priorities and reasoning for my assigned role. As the MOFA, I wanted to 
establish workforce training programs and wanted to focus on high skill requirements needed for domestic 
electronics manufacturing. By implementing this policy, I thought that Japan could avoid issues such as the one of 
Horioka acquiring illegal US software and the trained people could develop a better PC's software than in the US. 
I also wanted to make Japanese companies the companies of choice for global business and consumer 
electronics. 



8:15 PM - The three ministers IMOFA, MF and MPA) considered to work together in making policies in order to get 
Japan ahead but we were confused as to what policies to create since we did not have a complete background 
of what was going on. 

8:30 PM - Because it was said that Horioka had acquired US software illegally, I thought that it was a good idea 
for them to develop their own software; this way the US could not continue to say Japan was stealing their ideas. I 
went to talk with the people of Horioka company to propose them to work together with a Ukrainian software 
company who had claimed to be developing a full OSPC-compatible software package. Such a package got 
around the OSPC limitations for SAMSON while achieving up to a 180% performance improvement. Horioka 
members liked the idea of working together with the Ukrainian company butthey had their doubts about the 
Ukrainian company as to how reliable they were. 

8:40 PM - One of the members of the Ukrainian company came to me asking if I could support him in dealing 
with Horioka. He stated that all he needed was a unit from Horioka to validate the data about the software and 
that he could go to the Horioka facility to work there so that Horioka members could be sure about their reliability 
and integrii. He asserted that when he got the results, Horioka was going to be the first company to know about 
the outcomes and had first option in buying the software. 

900 PM - I met with Horioka members and informed them about the Ukrainian company interests. They were 
enthusiastic and were ready to write an agreement on the deal. The Minister of finance approached me in order 
to negotiate my credit to pass a policy that would appreciate the Yen and I agreed to give him my credit for $35 
million; he would submit agreement in 1999. In addition, the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications asked me 
if I could support him financially with $50 million to pass a policy to gain favor of the DIET in battle with MfTl over Nil 
development. 

9:lO PM - Went back to Ukrainian representative and told him Horioka was willing to make business with him 
but he started to be more demanding and said Horioka had three minutes to decide. I told Horioka about the 
deadline and they decided to write up the agreement, when suddenly, the Horioka representative stated she did 
not want to make any deals since the Ukrainian agent would not give them an estimate of how much the 
software would be if it was successful. He would commit to show Horioka the results but would not commit to sell 
the software to Horioka unless Horioka paid whatever he wanted; otherwise, he would go ahead to make 
business with the US. 

925 PM - After all the stress I had trying to make an agreement among Horioka, the Ukrainian company and 
me, I felt frustrated about the deal; I thought we were so close to make something good for Horioka and for Japan 
as a whole but time was up and I had to move on. 

Monday, 4/17/95 830 PM - I found out that the Yen had continued to appreciate but Mm had gained favor of 
the DIET over Nil development and DIET had concerns over military uses of SAMSON. This outcome was not good 
for me because MlTl could gain more power over foreign and trade policies. 

Tuesday0 4/18/95 ZOO PM - It was already 1999 and Horioka members were glad to know that the former 
lnfomatics operating system developers they hired were going to produce a new operating system for Horioka 
and it would be compatible with both pc's and SAMSON. 

7:45 PM - The Horioka members would not collaborate with Viewall representatives to invest in technology and it 
started to concern us the Ministers because it was Japan as a whole who was suffering due to the US taking over 
new markets as a result of these problems. Horioka tried to pass the technology option of high resolution, 3-D, 
direct retinal projection display would be available at $500/unit but it failed. Viewall tried by itself and it passed. 
Viewall had now advantage over Horioka. 

840 PM - MITI, MF, MPT, MFA, and the Japan banker pooled resources to pass two policies by which the 
industry and government partnership would create infrastructure for virtual enterprises to facilitate product 
realization and the government would subsidize school boards to provide every child (10 to 18) a personal data 
assistant and free access to the internet. Both policies succeeded and Japan had now a competitive advantage 
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over the US. Our joint efforts worked and finally we saw Horioka and Viewall working together and signing an 
agreement. It was good to see companies working toward a common goal, putting their efforts to get the country 
ahead but it is real easy to see them fighting too. 

During the game, I started with a win-win approach but as we played more, I was getting more competitive and 
wanted to beat the US up. The people who played in Horioka and Viewall got very involved emotionally to the 
point that did not want to talk to each other; they forgot the common goal for a moment but went back to the right 
track. At the end, the three Ministers thought that in reality, they have more power over the companies in Japan, 
but during the game, the companies had too much freedom and ignore the government; maybe the roles were 
not very well defined since the beginning. 

I think two classes were not enough to cover so much but overall it was a very good experience. 

US FINANCE 

The primary objectives of the US bankerlventure capitalisVWall Street interests are to maximize his yield at a 
minimum or reasonable risk in a relatively short time (1-3 years) and to support public policies that help the US 
financial sector. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Determine best method to get Glass-Steagall Act repealed - get industry support or use PAC contributions to 
support key legislators (notably the California Senator) 
2) Provide capital to Mechatronics? 

S&a,%gc Assuming that I have access to a virtually endless supply of financing, I will use this to invest in proiects 
that will bring me quick and significant returns with as little risk as possible. I will also use my resources to alter 
the business environment so that I can make even more money in the future. 

pm,u&.z My top priority is to allocate my capital resources in the most profitable way possible. I want to assume 
as liffle risk as possible and recover my funds as quickly as possible. As far as the business environment is 
concerned, I will barter with other influential parties to repeal the Glass-Steagall Act and probably use my 
influence credits to push up interest rates. 

. .. 

Reosonina: I want to quickly make money on my capital resources and use my influence to ensure that I continue 
to make money in the long run. 

4/11/95 9:05 PM 
US Finance 

US Finance invests 2 credits in private toolkit option ‘Continued appreciation of yen, US interest rates rise.‘ 
SUC-WL d50%. 

4/11/95 9:ii PM 
Infomoties, US Finance 

Joint funding of technology toolkit option ‘Validated simulation and modeling tools reduce design time from 15 
to 4 months.’ lnfomatics invests $90M, US Finance 950M investment based on return potential. If measure 
fails, lnfomatics will fund 925M toward finance venture. SUCCS’SWf d5m. 
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4/18/95 7:45 PM 
US Senator, US RepmsenMwe , US Worker, US Finance 

Both incumbents were defeated in the 1998 elections. The US Senator was defeated by the former US Worker, 
and the US Representative was defeated by the former US Financier. Role switches were done at this time. 

4/18/95 8:20 PM 
lnfomcma , US Finance, US Sendor, US Activist, US Medim, US Worker 

Joint funding of Infomatics' private toolkit option to 'Develop clean manufacturing techniques to approach zero 
emissions.' Infomatics invests $45M, US Finance $100M, US Sen. $50M, US Activist 1 credit (=$lOOM for this 
option only), US Media 3 credits, US Worker 1 credit. SUCCESSFUL ot92%. 

4/18/95 8:30 PM 
Inftmatia, US Senator, US RepreSent0)nre , US lab, DOD/ARPA, US Finance 

Formation of "Technology for America," a consortium between public and private sectors to strengthen US 
R&D in world competition. It will also provide jobs through US Labs. First priority will be photonics and display 
technology development. Infomatics will have access to this. Technology will be available to US companies 
only. US Senator invests $1OOM, ARPA $50M, US Finance $50M, US Lab 1 credit. 

4/18/95 8:41 PM 
Rooiska, lnfotronics, US Finance 

lnfotronics gets exclusive rights to Rootska OS for 4 years in return for $4OOM. Financing: lnfotronics $200M, 
US Finance $200M. Finance gets stock options from Infotronics, DOD gets access to this cutting edge 
technology for 1 year. Rootska will receive 2% of all future SAMSON sales that use the Rootska OS. 

4/18/95 9:08 PM 
Infotronia, US Finance 

US Finance trades 1 credit for virtual reality glove development in exchange for 1 million shares new stock at 
$6 par value. lnfotronics issues new shares. 

4/18/95 9:lO PM 
Inbtmnics, US Finance, Technology for America, US Lab 

Joint funding of US Labs to develop a virtual reality glove for SAMSON (through a new toolkit option). 
lnfotronics will have the patent for this leap-frog technology. F A  invests $30M, lnfotronics $26M, US Finance 
$5.6M. S U C C S "  &PI%. 

4/18/95 9:15 PM 
US Univ., US lab, US sena)or, US Representa)nre , DOC, DOE, lnfotmdks, US Finance 

US Universities is forming a purely academic consortium of diverse interests relevant to the US industrial/ 
commercial competitiveness to meet monthly as a task force to address barriers to US competitiveness as 
outlined in the assigned class readings. The university will chair the meetings and hopes to have results on 
how to succeed better in global competitiveness within six months. 

4/18/95 9:35 PM 
Technology for America, US Finance 

TFA invests $50M in US technology firms at the request of US Finance. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - I have been assigned to play the role of the US financial sector. Given my personality and 
ideology, this will be a stretch for me, since I view the financial sector as being short-sighted in its practice of 
seeking rapid returns on investment without any long-term goals, which I see as leading to a lower level of net 
utility in the long run for both the financial sector and the economy as a whole. Nonetheless, I will do my best to 
seek investment opportunities that offer quick returns with liffle risk. 
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I really do not know what to expect once the game begins. Although I find game theory very interesting, I know 
little about it, but I do see it as being a valid way to analyze international economic relations. In foreign policy, we 
are often so determined to see our side win lhat we end up in a win-lose, lose-win, or even lose-lose situation 
when a win-win situation is possible. Exercises such as this should show how the international arena can be 
modified to promote win-win results in negotiations. Nonetheless, I am very confused as to how the mechanics of 
the game will operate, and I wish it were possible to begin the game with more preparation. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 - The first session of the game was initially as confusing as I thought it would be, and I 
wasted much time wondering what I should have been doing. Yet I also got a lot out of it, and I have a much 
better feel for how to pursue the best interests of my role. 

As the US financial sector, my top priority is to allocate my capital resources in the most profitable way possible, 
focusing on recovering my funds quickly and assuming as little risk as possible. As a secondary priority, I am 
attempting to alter the environment in which I do business in order to make it easier for me to make money and to 
ensure that I will be able to make money in the future. 

Once I figured out how much money I initially had available to me, I began to speak with entities that might need 
financing, beginning with Mechatronics and Infomatics, then even approaching viewall and the US distributor. 
Mechatronics appeared to be so clueless that they didn't even know if they needed financing, lnfomatics was very 
receptive to trying to work out a deal, the US distributor and I discussed the possibility of financing new distribution 
channels, and Viewall was receptive but non-committal. By the end of the session, I had only finalized a deal with 
Infomatics, but they are in need of a great deal of financial assistance and seem to be working out an alliance or 
merger with Mechatronics. The actual terms of the deal were very favorable to me and improved even further 
when I exercised the tool kit option to try to raise the prime interest rate. I encouraged the Senator from California 
to repeal the Glass Act, and I used the media to get out the message that US competitiveness would slip if we 
don't repeal the Glass Act. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 la00 PM - I went into the second session planning to continue my original strategy as the 
US Finance representative. However, the opportunity arose to run for office against an incumbent who was 
caught up in a scandal. Thinking that I could maintain the two positions simultaneously, I decided to run, since the 
US financial sector could use congressional support. 

Being that all the parties in the class had a direct interest in trade with Japan, I decided to run on a nationalist, 
isolationist platform such as that of Ross Perot. By playing up the threat of being taken over commercially by 
Japan, I could strengthen my power base, and after all, the Japanese couldn't vote against me. I realize that my 
actions represent the lype of behavior that 1 criicized earlier in this journal for seeking a win-lose situation instead 
of a win-win situation, but I believe that my behavior is in the best interest of my role. Since politicians are held 
accountable for only the short-term effects of their policies, they often pay little attention to long-term effects, such 
as increased tension and animosity in international relations. 

I found the election results to be interesting. Both the other guy that ran for office and I beat our incumbent 
opponents by a margin of 9-7. I would be curious to find out if we received all our votes from the same people. 

Once in office, my strategies and priorities changed. Aside from the fact that I still wanted to see the Glass- 
Steagall Act repealed, my priorities were completely different from those when I was US Finance. I decided that 
since 100% of my constituents had an interest in the high-tech industry and trade with Japan, 1 would promote 
issues on these subjects that would help me strengthen my support base. I decided I would start off by helping 
fund projects that were political plums, Le., improved training for American workers and zero emissions 
technology. These were projects that had a clear social benefit attached to them, and I benefited as well by 
gaining support from business, activists, consumers and workers. It would have been nearly impossible for 
anyone to criticize me for taking part in these projects. 

Once I succeeded in the actions that had the highest social benefit, I still had some money left over, so I decided I 
would help US industry develop technology that could help it compete with Japan. I was approached by 
Infomatics for assistance in developing display technology. Because directly funding a private research endeavor 
could be seen as being improper, I suggested that we funnel the money through a neutral, third-party 
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organizafion. Upon further discussion, I suggested we create an organization called Tech for America' that would 
obtain funding from the US Congress, federal agencies, private high tech firms and other private concerns in order 
to fund research and development projects.. By uniting entities from different areas of the public and private 
sectors, we became able to cooperate in pursuing projects that are in the best interest of all concerned parties. 
Personally, by publicly announcing the formation of this organization, I was able to take much of the credit for Tech 
for America and the projects it funded, while distancing myself from having to openly disclose how much I 
appropriated for specific projects for which the primary benefactors were private companies. Tech for America 
took off rather well, and by the end of the night we were able to carry out a few projects, including a display 
technology which utilizes brain wave technology. 

I feel that the second session went well for my role. While my actions were not in the best interest of the whole 
globe, they generally benefited most American stakeholders. The one maior exception is the average taxpayer, 
who probably wouldn't benefit too much from the tax money I spent. But since the average taxpayer was not well 
represented in the game, as is often the case in such negotiations, I was able to carry out these projects without 
losing public support. 

In all, I gained a lot from the Prosperity Games. I had to stretch to fit into the roles that I played, but I must admit 
that I enjoyed playing them. My actions as a politician may have been a little slimy, but I truly believe they were in 
the best interest of the country. I just realized that most real politicians probably think the same thing. 

JAPANESE BANKER 

The primary objectives of the Japanese banker are to enable keiretsu endeavors while maximizing yield at 
minimum risk and to expand the banks portfolio outside Japan. The Japanese bank is also concerned about the 
continued appreciation of the yen and the resulting potential for default on some existing projects. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Reduce financing of Japanese business because of yen? 
2) Finance a US company such as Mechatronics? 

7FGE.S. PRIOR#7F$ AND RFASONING 

Stmkgp Maintain keiretsu by using my financial influence. I will try to maintain good relations among the 
Japanese contingencies by manipulating my loans. I will try to use my influence to get investments from Horioka 
and Viewall to obtain some new technology. This will help to expand my portfolio. I will need to check out 
companies past balance sheets to ensure that I will not experience a default on my loans. 

prio/ifies: Would like to maintain keiretsu endeavors. Need to maintain relations belween Japanese 
contingencies. I also want to maintain and maximize my yield and expand my portfolio. Consider funding of 
Mechatronics to expand portfolios (possible conflicts if they don't distribute to Horioka). 

kizmahg By maintaining good relations beween Japanese contingencies, it will enable Horioka to expand 
development. If Horioka maintains a stronghold on the SAMSON market, then this in turn will help boost our 
economy. If I can expand my portfolio then this in turn will enable me to finance companies with a bigger loan at 
lower interest rates. 

PIA Y AGRFMFNTS AND AC77ONS 

4/11/95 9:15 PM 
Horioka, Japanese Banker 
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Horioka will fund the Japanese banker $200M for software purchases. In return the banker will provide 
Horioka 2 influence credits to pass policies. 

4/18/95 8:05 PM 
Ministry of Finance, Japanese Banker 

Ministry of Finance invests 3 credits in the Japanese bankers private toolkit option to 'Realize a very low loan 
default rate despite appreciating yen.' MUCCSS.Wf ot59%. 

4/18/95 850 PM 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Japonese Banker 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Japanese government subsidy of school boards to provide SAMSON and 
NII to students.' MFA invests $50M, Japanese banker 8300M and 1 credit, MF 850M. SUCcasRlL &66%. 

Objectives: To maintain the keiretsu endeavor, lower the value of the yen, and to maximize my bank's profits. 

Tuesday, 4/31/95 - out of role - I just finished reading my game pack for tonight I am a lime concerned right 
now, because I am not sure whaf we wi/l be dohg tonight I understand what my role will be buf I am not really 
sure how I am fo obtain my obj&ive. I talked wfi a hllo w classmate and she informed me fiat no fihg will be 
wplained as far as what we are fo do. It seems like we are to iustgo righ f in and start acfng ouf our pa& wifi 
no realinskuctions. lfor one do not fiinkif willgo well but lguess we willsee. 7he skange thing is I had a 
dream abouf fhis game. In my dream I was sitfng in the comer while evetybody was running around the room. I 
was scared because people seemed to know whaf they were doing, where as for me I did not have a clue. Lers 
just hope I dons have a recap of that dream in class. We% l've got to go to class, let you know what happened 
later: 

I have a meeting today with the board of directors at Horioka. We will be discussing next years funding for their 
continued production of the SAMSON device. Hopefully everything will go well so that I can get a return on their 
loan. I also have a meeting with the executives ut Viewall to discuss continued funding of their products. Note: 
Don't forget to discuss their ratio of distribution. 

lQlS PM - ouf ofrole - Jusfgot done wfi the firstround ofmy ProspetrVGame. If started oufkind ofslow It 
seemed Me I wasn'f the on& one fiaf was confused abouf what was goihg on. A fier people started to become 
situafd, fhe game started to move a M e  smoofheL As for my role as a Japanese bankec I fhhk I stink I 
became so hskated because it jusf dd not seem like I was accomplishing anyfhing. Horioka and We wall were 
notgetfng along and it seemed like there was nofihg I could do to get them to work tqefieL i just hope things 
go wellin our next meeting. Personalnofe: Purchase stmk in Jums. A fer tonight1 f ihk a lot ofpeopfe willneed 
it 

I tried to have a joint meeting with Horioka and Viewall. It was a complete disaster. Horioka tried to make a big 
power play against viewall. Horioka demanded that Viewall should distribute their device to Horioka at cost as 
well as pay Horioka 510% of their profits on outside sales. This just started a big argument between the two 
companies. I found myself arbitrating the whole meeting. If the relationship between Horioka and Viewall breaks 
down then the Japanese products will be overrun by the competition, which in turn could cause the value of the 
yen to go up. For Japan to succeed, they need to produce better products at a cheaper price, so that they can 
eliminate the competition. This in turn will lower the value of the yen. And according to some of the news reports 
that I have been hearing, lnfomatics may get their product on the market first. As for the meeting I could not 
accomplish anything. Horioka was adamant about receiving part of Viewall's profits as well as receive their 
device at cost. Viewall would do neither, they believe that they can not make any money for themselves if they 
distribute their device at cost, as well as give up 5-10% of their profits. Negotiations ended on a bad note with 
Horioka claiming they would go to another company for the product. I traveled back to Horioka with the board of 
directors. It was at this time that I found out about Horioka wanting a loan to purchase a revolutionary device that 
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makes Viewall's device obsolete. I for one am quite upset because the device comes from the Ukraine. I do not 
like the idea of Horioka getting their products from an outside source, especially if it means hurting a Japanese 
company. Needless to say I did not give them a definite answer about their loan. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 - Ran into one of the executives from Viewall today. It seems they would like to meet with me 
this coming Tuesday to discuss financing a new venture. They would like to invest in a new retinal scanner that 
would help to improve the SAMSON device. Told him I would consider it if they would resume negotiations with 
Horioka. He said he would get back to me. 

Saturday, 4/15/95 - Received a little note from one of the executives at Viewall. It seems that they are willing to 
continue negotiations with Horioka in order to secure financing for their new device. Hopefully I can use this to my 
advantage to force the two companies to come to some from of mutual agreement. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - out of role - Well its the second night of the game. /sure hope that eveMhing goes a lot 
smoother than it did last time. Hope fvlh I can get Horioka and vie wall fo come to some find of agreemeni If I 
con fhen I will have at leosf accomplished one pa# of my role. As br  as lowering the value of the yen and 
maximizing my profits I am not quite sure how I wll accomplish this. Well need to go. 

la30 PM - Just finished negotiations between Horioka and Viewall. It started out a little rough in the beginning, 
but they finally came to a mutual agreement. I did receive some help from the MlTl officials. They basically came 
in and told the two companies that they need to work together. I on the other hand threatened to pull funding for 
both companies if they did not resolve their differences. With the news that infomatics had captured 80% of the 
US market the two companies were more than willing to come to some form of an agreement. They started to 
discuss whether it was worth the effort to continue with their SAMSON device. It seems like they may keep 
developing it, but are considering producing a new virtual reality device. I am not sure of the specifics, but as long 
as the two companies are working together then I am happy. 

The game seems to be done wfi. I managed to accomplish my role of maintaining the keiretsu endeavor, and if 
thingsgo wellthen the value of f ie yen willgo down. ltseems like we managed to come to a widwin sifuation 
by 01 of the companies working togeher lparfes pro toto) I did not accomplish my one goal of maximking my 
profits. I did finance Horioka and Wewal but if was a fish venture considefing we are not sure whefber the 
product willsell: Well am glad fiat it is over. If was a fvn experience buf quite tmhg at the same time. 

US LABORATORYNNIVERSITY 

This role represents both a high laboratory official (or committee of high officials from several laboratories) and a 
university professor (or consortium of Universities with a common purpose). National laboratories have 
traditionally had national security-related activities as a primary role. However, there is increasing discussion that 
their role could include environmental and industrial components now that the Cold War is over. University 
professors are continually weighing the balance between education and research. 

Key challenges are: 
1) (Lab) Stick to traditional national securiiy roles and/or pursue industrial ties 
2) (Lab) As a taxpayer-funded organization, can you work with individual companies who seek to better their 
market position through application of your technology? 
3) (Univ) Promote education for next generation and/or secure research funding 
4) (Univ) Secure funding alliances with industry or government or both or others 
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sfrafeov: To team up with DOE to keep research funding and team up with private business to increase chance of 
funding. 

,%&@es Lab lobs; supercapacitors; anything that keeps funding to not hurt national security. 

&kxsmmg Want $; better chance of increased funding if blend of government, private, profit and nonprofit. 

4/11/95 8:30 PM 
Infomatks8 US Lab 

lnfomatics funds development of supercapacitors at JNL for $65M (Clarification at 4/18/95 7:41). 

4/11/95 8:30 PM 
Infomaiics, US Senator, US Representotnre , DOE, US lab 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option 'Encouragement of critical industries consortia with national labs.' US Lab 
invests one influence credit, DOE $lOOM, lnfomatics $50M, US Sen. $50M, US Rep. $50M. SUC-L Ot 
69%. Immediate benefits given by Control: DOE funding up 5%; US legislators private option costs reduced by 
half; lnfomatics given 1.5 factor multiplier for any technology toolkit option. 

4/18/95 741 PM 
US lab, Infomatics 

Clarification on US Lab/lnfomatics development of supercapacitors of 4/11/95 at 8:30. lnfomatics gets 
exclusive rights to overall developments for 17 years. 

4/18/95 8:17 PM 
Horioka, US Univ. 

Horioka contracts with US Univ. to develop 3-D retinal display technology (toolkit) within one year. Horioka to 
spend $400M and have an exclusive license to the technology for 5 years. UMUCCSS&'L of94%. 

4/18/95 8:30 PM 
lnfomah, US Senator, US R e p r e s e f M m  * , US Lab, DOWARPA, US Finance 

Formation of Technology for America," a consortium between public and private sectors to strengthen US 
R&D in world competition. It will also provide jobs through US Labs. First priority will be photonics and display 
technology development. lnfomatics will have access to this. Technology will be available to US companies 
only. US Senator invests NOOM, ARPA $50M, US Finance $50M, US Lab 1 credit. 

4/18/95 8:41 PM 
Rootska, US Lab 

Rootska sends beta copies of software to US Labs for validation funded by DOD at $1OM. Validation 
performed using toolkit probability calculation. SUCCZSSA/L of#%. 

4/18/95 9:lO PM 
Infahpnics, US Finance, Technology for America, US lab 

Joint funding of US Labs to develop a virtual reality glove for SAMSON (through a new toolkit option). 
lnfotronics will have the patent for this leap-frog technology. TFA invests $30M, lnfotronics $26M, US Finance 
85.6M. SUCCESSFUL of 91%. 

4/18/95 9:15 PM 
US Univ., US Lab, US Senator, US Representatnre DOC, DOE, Idohnics, US Finance 

US Universities is forming a purely academic consortium of diverse interests relevant to the US industrial/ 
commercial competitiveness to meet monthly as a task force to address barriers to US competitiveness as 
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outlined in the assigned class readings. The university will chair the meetings and hopes to have results on 
how to succeed better in global competitiveness within six months. 

US IAB/UNIK JOURNAI FXCFRPE 

Tuesday, 4/ll/95 - This session I spent mostly trying to ferret through the ton of detailed info provided to figure 
what was important for me to know and how I might build alliances to accomplish my purposes. The tool kit 
threw me in that I didn't understand how it worked and how it related to my role. 

I now have a clue. My strategy will be to retain and/or increase funding for the universities/labs through private/ 
public sector alliances. I think these are the strongest alliances since government likes to see industry backing 
any deals and private business likes to see somebody else taking risks with them to decrease their burden. 
Universities have no affinities to any particular businesses so I had latitude. 

In seeking alliances, I feel very protedive of USA knowledge/brainpower in regard to R&D because I feel a 
responsibility to keep the USA's leading edge in technology development, to keep us world leaders, and to retain 
the prestigious image of our universities. Because I feel we need to keep ahead of our Japanese competition, I 
have not considered including any Japanese funding in any of my options, though I did mosey on over to look at 
their tables/groups on the other side of the Pacific .... and get a free overseas cruise. 

My first tactic was to team up with the DOE to keep funding for the labs, plus obtain funding for Jefferson National 
Laboratory's supercapacitor project. D O E  took a gamble on it, resulting in a 1.3 year timeline to complete the 
project. At $50M a year, we needed $65M to see us through, so that ri le hustler Matt from DOE sweet talked 
lnfomatics to fund it. And we needed $200-250M to form the toolkit's consortia with the labs, ARPA, and industry. 
So Matt and I teamed up with lnfomatics money, my one credit, and the two Senators to pool funds for the 
consortia gamble. 

I approached both Congressmen on general support for continued lab funding and found them amenable, 
especially because labs/universities are economic boosters to their home districts. I shall follow up on this. 

I also hustled the activist for a credit, saying the labs do environmental cleanup, but she'd already given up her 
credit. I hustled the Distributor for a credit, saying our research could help create electronic thingdoies for her to 
sell, that the labs provided the basic info from which industry created products, like nylon, plastics, and transistors. 
She said maybe. Media said they'd give me a credit for a scoop., though I'd have to give up my morals and be a 
spy ... wow! 1'11 hustle the US Worker next. What I need credits for is the toolkit's 2 credit cost to convince 
lawmakers to increase my funding 5%. 

I am also considering forming a nonprofit consortia of private/public to study how we can work better together ... 
kind of like a Japan's 213 government-business councils. A University could be an impartial guiddfacilitator ... 
maybe look at the ethical issues of joint planning/ monopolistic approach that has made Japan so successful. 

Wish me luck! 
Strategy: widwin 

My maior tactic this time around was to try to establish the Labs/ Universities as players in the international 
competitiveness game. Last time I felt a bit lost since there was such a flurry of activity around me and I felt on the 
sidelines, despite feeling strongly that I had a lot to offer. In order to do this, I wanted to put together a board of 
diverse interests to tackle US competitiveness barriers as outlined in our readings. Not to be focused particularly 
on technology, but on the politics and internal competitiveness and legalities involved in bogging us down 
globally. I was constantly sidetracked in this endeavor, but I did accomplish it. I felt strongly as a US University 
that it was good for our population as a whole to serve them in this way; and as a US Lab, I was interested in 
facilitating CRADAs, which have lots of hoops to jump. As a University, I felt we could play the part of unbiased 
facilitator, generally acceptable to all parties. 
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I was very surprised to have DanteIFinance approach me about this topic right away when class started since he 
had turned me down flat last week when i had approached him on funding the labs/universities to enhance US 
competitiveness generally, or for putting money into a publidprivate pool for research. I asked him if he would be 
on the task force and if he would put money into a pool for research ... and he said yes! Off I went to gather 
matching funds. 

Later, Dante and Monica for Infomatics/tronics approached me to write up a contract for this pool approach and I 
found that a whole new entity had formed from my seed, with Dante's hard efforts for further funding. They 
wanted to call it Tech for America. Naturally I agreed, since it fed into my own goals to begin with, and went on 
again to pursue my academic board/ task force. I wanted to be like the Japanese M I A  (from the assigned 
reading) formed to 1) influence future economic development and technology and 21 strengthen international 
competitiveness. I had the idea outlined in my first journal, but hadn't read the CRADA material yet, which 
solidified my idea. 

People were very surprised when I asked for intellectual participation and not monetary. I wanted a good mix 
and would've pursued more breadth of industry had it been available. But I did get a Congressman to represent 
the elected government and DOE to represent national security and DOC to represent business from the 
government's view and Finance to represent Wall Street. It was the start of a good mix. 

I had an ethical dilemma to deal with when the Japanese approached me to work on a project to develop retinal 
displays in one year. I wasn't sure if I could help the other side, until a Control member said I could as a University 
but not as a Lab. So I put on my University hat and grabbed the money! My reasoning was that any research is 
good for academia, and had to be funded somehow and that the US would eventually benefit anyway ( I insisted 
on a limited exclusivity clause so they couldn't hoard the results.) I feel there is enough 'dog in the manger' 
thinking in the USA where everyone worries too much about what their neighbor is getting in comparison to 
themselves. What's wrong with eve/ybodygetting bigger pieces, instead of worrying that the other guys piece is 
bigger too? Does a dog have to guard the hay that is of no use to him? I'm not sure how well this fits with my 
fiercely patriotic nature, but there ought to be a way. I repeatedly had to tackle personal property and patent 
fights for potentially profitable endeavors developed with US taxpayers' help via the use of their labs and 
universities. Everyone wants exclusivity and as a tax supported entity, I can't give much of it. 

I started a deal with Mechatronics to do some leapfrog SAMSON tech development through working on a virtual 
reality glove to use with S W N .  It got more complicated as we went but in the end it succeeded ... it ended up 
being funded by Tech for America. It was a way to keep jobs and funding at Labs and stay on the leading edge of 
technology. 

Another deal was with the Ukraine and the DOE to get a hold of their super OS. I felt if the DOE thought it was 
important to do, so did 1. I kept trying to get the Ukrainians to defect, since I wanted America to keep the 
technology and its edge in the competitive world. And I didn't trust the stability of their government. As a lab, I 
was fascinated to work on the neat new stuff. Again I insisted on the US keeping the rights for the first few years. 

Time flew and I was tired at the end. I tried a little PR hoping for some good press for the Labs/ Universities for my 
task force, but I never made the front page. Maybe next time! 

Voted as I did because not enough support from current representatives, so wanted to try new ... however, polls 
closed before I could cast my ballot. 

Conclusion: not surprised at anything except that Dante had ulterior motive in channeling $to Tech for America. I 
just thought it was a good idea to create R&D jobs and get publidprivate working together for the greater good. 
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US ACTMST 

This person represents two groups whose objectives are to limit pollution in California and to keep jobs in the US. 
Previously, you have supported the efforts by the New Mexico Representative to lobby Horioka to locate a plant 
there. However, with the recent allegations about environmental problems with the Representative's former 
business, you have called for a full investigation and are considering withdrawing your support from Horioka. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Both lnfomatics and the California Senator want you to reduce your pressure on lnfomatics to make their 
California plant emissionless 
2) Work to discredit the New Mexico Representative? 
3) Support location of Horioka plant? 

Scukg,~ 1) Pursue the environmental emissions of the lnfomatics plant in CA by emphasizing the need for zero 
emissions. I can use to my benefit the fact that I want more jobs in the US for leverage; 2) keep pushing the 
search into the NM Reps environmental violations in his former business. May have to contact the US media. 

k?&&& 1) Environmental issues with lnfomatics as well as the US Rep; 2) obtaining jobs by locating a plant in US 
for Horioka or convincing lnfomatics to expand its CA plant. Even though the labor costs in CA are high, the labor 
is highly skilled. I may also be able to get with Viewall to stop selling unless environmental standards are met. 

ReoSonina.. Because the US lab person has some contact with environmental issues, as well as the US media, I 
will hopefully get their help. I figure that lnfomatics will eventually have to come to me, so I do not want to be too 
forceful. We want to make the US the best manufacturer of electronics, but not at the environment's expense. I 
also need to get with the CA Senator. 

GAMF PL4 AGRFFMFNTSAND A f 77ONS 

4/11/95 9:06 PM 
us Adivist, us Rep- 

US Activist gives one influence credit to US Representative to promote industrial environmental association. 

4/18/95 754 PM 
us Rep- , US Activist, Mechohwrics 

Industry association and government environmental agencies form partnership to improve effectiveness 
(performance and cost) of environmental regulation and implementation ... In addition to the $80M already 
invested by Mechatronics, the US Representative invests $80M, US Activist invests 1 credit. UMUCCE55..f 
@57%. 

4/18/95 8:20 PM 
Infmutics, US finance, US Senator, US ActiviSt, US Media, US Worker 

Joint funding of Infomatics' private toolkit option to 'Develop clean manufacturing techniques to approach zero 
emissions.' lnfomatics invests $45M, US Finance $lOOM, US Sen. $5OM, US Activist 1 credit (=$lOOM for this 
option only), US Media 3 credits, US Worker 1 credit. SUCCSSFU" uf 97%. 

4/18/95 9:05 PM 
US Acfivist,TechnologyforAmerica 

US Activist transfers 1 credit to TFA in exchange for a seat on the board (for life) of TFA. They, in turn, will be 
dedicated to ensure that the technologies they promote will be environmentally safe. I reserve the right to 
veto any issue that I feel violates environmental policies. I also demand that TFA promote jobs within the US. 
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4/18/95 9:25 PM 
Technology for America, US Senator, US RepresentotiVe, US Activist, US Media 

We request access to the brainwave technology for private use because both public and private funding was 
used for the R&D. Rejection of this request could result in withdrawal of private sector support and confidence 
in FA,  and thus its downfall. 

US ACWKTJOURNAL F X r F P Z  

Tuesday, 4/11/95 7:OO PM - The confusion has set in. I feel my position is to back the only policy tool kit option 
that has anything to do with environmental issues. Reducing industry costs by 50% should be fairly attractive to 
Infomatics. I cannot see any way to manipulate the information about the Senator and Representative and their 
pollution connections into any policy options. I may be able to use this information later in the class for the 
elections. I can see the connections between Viewall and Horioka as well as lnfomatics and Mechatronics. 
Mechatronics seems to be the company in the worst position at this point. I want to block the expansion of 
lnfomatics if they continue to pollute, and talk to Horioka to relocate to the US to promote jobs in NM 

Persona/- The packet was &erne& conhsing. I understand all of fie dhrenf roles,. but I am not quite sure who 
is interconnected at fhk poinf. 

8:OO PM - The first Japanese news broadcast hit the air. David told of Horioka's continued success and that they 
would have their products on our shelves in a couple of weeks. I received two credits worth of information 
concerning the environment issues of Infomatics. I did not pursue this route because it is too early in the game to 
jeopardize potential jobs in California. 

8:4S PM - I have been talking a lot with the US Worker, He and I want to promote jobs, but he will not back me 
on environmental issues like the Representative or Senator will. The US Distributor appears impartial to the 
California expansion or the Horioka development. US news has now broken and Mechatronics is trying to get 
funding. I think they can pressure Infomatics into compliance by helping me on environmental issues. I have told 
them that I will shut Infomatics, their main customer, down if they continue to emit pollution and garbage into the 
air. 

I have gone over to Horioka with the NM Rep to ask them to come to NM. We got very little response. 

I also spoke with lnfomatics at length with the US Media listening in. They kept reassuring me they were taking 
measures to stop polluting, but I have not seen any money on the table. They also want to go ahead with the 
expansion of their plant in California. This is why I am keeping things loose with the Japanese and NM 
Representative. I have continued talking to the Representative and Senator to keep abreast of where there money 
is going. The US Labs have approached me several times so far, but I feel at this point that I have no interest. I 
have been watching what is happening with US Finance and Dept. of Commerce. Not much has happened with 
them thus far. 

9:OO PM - Mechatronics has agreed to pay $80M, the NM Representative will pay $80M, and I will give one 
credit for the environmental policy option. Mechatronics got some help from the NM Rep on other issues so they 
pulled her into this one. Since the elections are next time we meet, I put some pressure on her to back the 
programs. I told her that if she did not I would go to the US Media and expose her lack of enthusiasm and 
reiterate her past pollution problems. I would also tell the Japanese Media so that Horioka would lose faith in her 
as well. 

Mechatronics has struck a pretty good deal with Infomatics. My understanding is that in order to get funding from 
Infomatics, Mechatronics had to pay the $80M for the environmental option. I am not sure what technology 
options have failed or passed in connection with the funding. 
The US Labs and DOC have been talking to each other a lot. US Labs continues to ask if I will back her programs. 
I am not going to until I see what happens with Horioka and Infotronics. 



The US Worker keeps trying to get me to help him to pass the life long training and workforce programs. We say if 
others will join in we will back each other. I still have not found out if the environmental policy passed or failed. 
News reports did not do too much damage. It seems like all of the companies are primarily concerned with 
securing technology options now and other options will be addressed later. They are not realizing we could 
increase their success rate 10% on each option. We will see what happens next week. 
Personal: The game is becoming more exciting. People are finding more ways to expose each other and how the 
relate to everyone. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - Received all e-mail from control group. My environmental issue was not passed. I will have 
to continue trying to get funding. I will approach lnfotronics directly 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 7:OO PM - Japanese media broke with a huge scandal on Mechatronics. He has accused 
them of pointing the finger in order to avoid further investigation. Last week I had given him the information about 
the closing of the lnfomatics plant, and in turn they shared information with me about the scandal at 3:OO today. 
He also told about the interviews he was going to perform on the NM Rep and CA Senator. I was sworn to 
secrecy. The Japanese media is counting on the failure of Mechatronics, but I do not think lnfomatics will let that 
happen. It seems like there is little contact between any US and Japanese authorities. The US Distributor is the 
only person I have seen across the ocean. 

7:30 PM - I was presented with a chance to reduce lnfomatics emissions to zero! This is now my main priority. 
lnfomatics has approached me for help. I am more than willing to give them any assistance they may need. We 
have gone to talk to the NM Rep, the CA Senator, the US Media, and the US Worker. lnfomatics will put in anything 
that we need. The US Senator gave $SOM, the US Finance gave $100 M and the US Media and US Worker both 
gave one credit each. I have put in a credit and lnfomatics has put in enough money to give us a 98% chance of 
passing. 
The elections have taken place and both of the prior officials have been uprooted. I am glad that I had put so 
much time in to the US Worker now that he is the NM Rep. I am also glad that I got them to sign off on the 
environmental policies before the changes took place. 

I voted for the previous NM Rep Camillia because I worked closely at the beginning with her at Horioka. I still was 
not sure if the zero emissions would pass. I also voted for the new US/CA Senator, former US Finance, because I 
knew he would give me $100M for environmental cleanup. He guaranteed me the money and I verbally 
guaranteed him a vote. 

825 PM - ZERO EMISSIONS HAVE PASSED! I am thrilled with the way we worked together, but I feel like 
lnfotronics should have given more. 

905 PM - I gave my last credit to Tech for America in exchange for o seat on the Board of Directors for life and 
also one key element. I have secured veto power for all issues violating any environmental policies I support. We 
will be supporting the promotion of jobs and technologies for America. 

Tuesday, 4/25/95 4:OO PM - I have received two e-mail messages from Monica. I do not know how we can 
talk the DO0 out of his position, but it will be necessary if we want to be successful. 

We were under the impression that the Control Team took the technology (initially). We would have to continue a 
struggle against the DOD, or wait for his term to expire. Tech for America will be a success in the long run 
because there are so many public agents. 

Persona/- I feel that the game was a lime bit con hsing but I also think that it fed a lot ofcreativily. I think helping 
fie Japanese to understand the keiretsu and way of doing business would help them to unite. 
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US MEDIA 

This Senior Investigative Reporter has great credibility throughout the industry and with readers throughout the 
country. You recently wrote an expose on the illegal (or at the least unethical) acquisition of strategic US robotics 
design software by Horioka. You have been under pressure by the Department of Commerce to reveal your 
source of information, as they want leverage for future trade negotiations. In addition, another of your columns 
made accusations against the company formerly owned by the New Mexico Representative, who is well-liked by 
his constituents. These allegations have been vigorously denied by the Representative and company officials, 
who have called for a retraction and have threatened a lawsuit against you. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Reveal your information source about Horioka? 
2) Retrad your allegations about environmental wrongdoings? 
3) Report interesting and relevant news to the public. 

STR4 FGl.5 PRlOR17Z4 AND RfASQ!M!G 

Stategy Mix, mingle,and snoop; be a friend to certain groups and sectors; network with companies; assist in 
distributing positive data from groups if provided with other data; report facts. 

Clear our bad name regarding Representative and environmental wrongdoing; communicate public 
concerns and issues. 

Reosonillo: You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours, and vice-versa (retribution); without networking, won't get any 
interesting information to report; imperative to maintain good credibility for belief. 

GAMF PIA AGRFFMFNTS AND AC77ON5 

4/18/95 8:20 PM 
Infomatics, US Finance, US Senator, US A M s ) ,  US Media, US Worker 

Joint funding of Infomatics' private toolkit option to 'Develop clean manufacturing techniques to approach zero 
emissions.' lnfomatics invests $45M, US Finance $lOOM, US Sen. $50M, US Activist 1 credit b$lOOM for this 
option only), US Media 3 credits, US Worker 1 credit. SUCCESSFUL taf 92%. 

4/18/95 9:08 PM 
US Media, Technology for America 

US media will be on board of directors for TFA for life; media will always be represented in some form. TFA 
will allow liberal access of media to information, data and support. TFA will donate lots of money to business 
and journalism schools. US Media retains veto power over any issue or proposal. US Media will provide 1 
credit. TFA will provide $lOM annually for purposes as directed by the US media representative. 

4/18/95 925 PM 
Technology for America, US Senator, US RepresentcrtrVe - , us ACthrist, us Medii 

We request access to the brainwave technology for private use because both public and private funding was 
used for the R&D. Rejection of this request could result in withdrawal of private sector support and confidence 
in TFA, and thus its downfall. 



Sunday, 4/9/95 - Received role. Pondered role of media in the game. It appears to be a communicator and 
dispenser of ideas and information back to the group. Need to reread game and rules. 
J was interested to find out tbat fie roes were sejected random/y. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 8:OO PM - News Report: Mechatronics has been in negotiation with lnfomatics and has made 
an offer of their Robo-APS system with automated assembly and packaging. May license or sell equipment. 
lnfomatics has been beta-testing Robo-AF5 in their Mexico plant and are very satisfied with the system. 
Representatives of Mechatronics were also seen visiting the Horioka facility. 

9:oO PM - News Report: In an interview, MITI-Machine and Info-Industrial Bureau stated it will work to retain 
good relations with the US The Japanese minister of Foreign Affairs and Telecommunications stated "What trade 
deficit?" when asked about the trade deficit between the US and Japan. Viewall is looking forward to a larger 
surplus with the US. The consensus is that Japan is not concerned about the trade surplus. The Dept. of 
Commerce says US firms need to improve quality to compete with Japan products. Regarding quotas, the 
representative said it was under study. Would have kkedto have Japanese representawe prowde input 
regardng the c/osedrnouhess of the Japanese fmtn at this point 

lnfomatics is negotiating with activist & Dept. of Commerce regarding cutting pollution. lnfomatics is pulting 1/8 of 
its corporate value to environmental issues. They are waiting for the US activist to commit to a project. "People 
pointing the finger are holding up the proiect," stated the lnfomatics representative. 

lnfomatics and Mechatronics are still negotiating. 

the firstrouncLPace was fast. Need to review strategies for getting stories. Should review game 
guide and determine what possible conflicts can be exposed. Need to map whose money has gone where and 
for what purposes. Why did lnfomatics give Mechatronics 820M and what did they buy? Impressed by the 
realism of the participants. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 - Questions: 
What happens to license agreement Horioka has used that lnfomatics owns? What about the robots it gained? 
Why did lnfomatics give Mechatronics $20M? What did it buy? ('Hope' per lnfomatics person] 
What about Horioka's illegally (?) obtained robotics design software? 
Senator's brother working for Mechatronics. Mechatronics gets money.. 
NM Representative's environmental history. 
DOVDARPA-Too connected to aerospace industry. Is he/she supporting electronics yet? 
Dept. of Commerce- Gotten anywhere with robotics sohare issue? What is DOCS position on quotas? 
MFA-Japan- Robotics software issue. 
US Finance-kiting anywhere with Glass/Steagall Act repeal? Capital to Mechatronics? 
Lab-University-Tech Transfer? CRADAs? 
US Activist- Whose funding? Are they being co-opted? 
US Public-Action on dumping by Techworld/US Distributor? 
Many relafions to keep kick of and deal d. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Reread data and roles. Struck by the complexity of decisions and interrelationships. 

CA Senator 
Barr Goldberg 
US Worker Incumbent 
9 7 
Voting was along party lines. 

NM Representative: 
DiGregorio Sanchez 
US Finance Incumbent 
9 7 
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US and Japan distributor have cross linked and formed an alliance. Japan distributor had no comment. 

Zero emissions Goal-Wide ranging coalition 
lnfomatics $45 million 
US Financial $100 million 
Activist $100 million 0 Credit) 
US Worker $100 million (1 Credit) 
US Senator $50 million 
US Media $200 million (2 Credits) 

Culture of closedness in Japan vs. openness in US-How real is this perception? 

Senator said she worked with Mechatronics so lnfomatics would grow. No strings attached. 

8:lO PM - $350 million experiment by Infomatics for photonics and display failed. 

Mechatronics is rumored to be considering taking the $350 million they have collected and dividing up the 
company. 

Rootska, Ukraine-Rumored to be in multiple discussions with various parties. Has proven software that is 180% 
better than other software. Sole possessor of the inference engine for artificial intelligence. Available for all users. 
Looking for a new application-adaptive learning. 

910 PM - News Headlines: Watch out MITI-Here comes techno-U.S. lnfomatics and Mechatronics have merged 
to form Infotronics. Another coalition is building. Tech of America. Tech of America is a $290M and 2 influence 
credits large consortium of US Labs, Activist, DOE, Infotronics, Congress, Media and others. 

s u m m o n / C o w  Learned from the game about various interdependent roles. Would like to hear from the 
Japanese individual about how closed off Japan really would be to foreign press. Also how much do they care 
about trade deficit. Thought the Japanese camp played a bit too close and unopen. Would have liked more time 
to see relationships develop. I was a bit surprised it took so long for a coalition to develop on the US side. 

I appreciated the opportunity to participate in this game. More discussion of game strategy might have helped 
participants use strategies hYin/win, win/lose) more effectively. 

Impressed with realism of participants. Still struck with complexity of roles. I am curious 
how close to reality the Japan side was. More discussion of game rules would have helped - what was allowed 
and not allowed. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 early - I had read the introductory portion of the packet and all the role descriptions. Due to 
so many variables, the game is impossible to predict. That's what makes this an interesting project. Looking 
forward to playing the game. 

lab, -game - 1 felt it was ironic that I was given the role of US media in the game. Why? Because 1 work in 
public affairs at Kirtland and my primary duty is to work with the local media. I have also worked for two years on 
the base newspaper. Thus, I've seen the media from both sides. 

The fact that Jim (the other US media person) and I each have two credits to use could prove to be important later 
in the game. For now, we don't feel we need to solicit funds from anyone to implement any of the non-technology 
options listed. We'll just sit back and let someone come to us later as things get more interesting. 

It is quite difficult to gather good, verifiable information to report in this game. A lot of roles are still in the 
beginning stages of deal making. But Jim and I got a few leads toward the end of the class period. Now it's a 
question of putting it all together and finding where the most interesting angles lie. 
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I'm having trouble sticking with my convictions. I want to report stuff that is hearsay or that would be funny in 
class, but I don't think that is appropriate for 'real' media so I'm staying away from that type of reporting. 

We had someone approach us after class offering to be a spy in return for the possible use of our credits later on. 
I agreed, telling her that if she provides any useful information, I'd be happy to supply one or both of my credits. 
Why? Since I don't feel 1'11 need to use credits for any of the options, I might as well use them to trade for 
information. Information is vital to my role! 

The US worker feels that if the US distributor VechWorld) goes ahead with dumping of Japanese product that 
would hurt American workers. It would cut jobs here and he told me he has the backing for a boycott if Techworld 
does practice dumping. He feels a boycott could lower TechWorlds revenues by about 20 percent, and thus 
penalize them for their actions. 

The NM Rep stated she would not be opposed to Techworld selling Japanese products. She said the people 
would decide whether they want Japanese products or not via the law of supply and demand. If the public wants 
the product, they will buy it. Techworld confirmed consideration of distributing Horioka's SAMSON, but said it's all 
still up in the air. Pricing is very much up in the air since they're not even sure of distribution in the first place. The 
NM Rep said to prevent US jobs being lost if dumping occurs, she would encourage Horioka to build a plant in 
New Mexico. The public should vote on any tax breaks, etc. if incentives are to be used. The NM Rep and the 
activist were working together to get Horioka to build a plant in New Mexico. Both liked the fact that it would bring 
jobs to New Mexico and improve the local tax base. 

The NM Rep denied any wrongdoing in regard to environmental improprieties of her former business. She said "I 
feel I've done nothing wrong. I'm working with activists and the voters toward keeping environmental pollution 
under control." I asked the activist if she had any dirt on the Rep regarding these allegations. She denied having 
any information. I feel there's a lot more to be found out here! Perhaps I find out more as the game progresses. 

The NM Rep gave $100 million to Mechatronics. In return, Mechatronics must give $80 million to environmental 
causes. Maybe that's why the activist wouldn't tell us anything 'bad' about the NM Rep. The activist might get part 
of that $80 million or at least it furthers her cause. 

Either way, Mechatronics keeps the net of $20 million taxpayer dollars, while they look good because they've 
given $80 million to environmental efforts. Thai's very fishy, but if I were them, I position myself as looking good in 
the eyes of the community and hope no one figures out that I have $20 million for the treasury. 

The California Senator is working toward expansion of lnfomatics Inc. and the activist is worried that if lnfomatics 
expands its California plant, it will produce more pollution. (The activist is already working toward zero pollution 
from Infomatics.) Activist did acknowledge expansion would create more jobs, which would be good. I sat in on a 
meeting between the activist and Infomatics. Both invited me to attend, feeling full disclosure would be beneficial 
to all concerned. I found that refreshing, yet somehow unnerving from a maior company. I just don't trust too 
much of what I hear from big companies. The activist stated she wants zero pollution, but acknowledged that no 
one in the industry is currently meeting this goal and that it's unlikely to happen in the near future. lnfomatics 
asked her what they should do to curb pollution, butthe activist was caught off guard. She said more 
investigation was necessary to propose solution. lnfomatics is working with CA Senator to repeal Glass-Steagall 
Ad. lnfomatics said this would allow banks to invest in them, freeing up capital to use toward pollution control. 
lnfomatics emphasized this would create jobs for both environmentalists and their own industry while reducing 
pollution so this would be good for everyone. lnfomatics said this would benefit the Senator by producing jobs 
and reducing pollution. Senator confirmed this would help her in the public's eye. So she's possibly trying to buy 
re-election by giving taxpayer dollars to Infomatics. lnfomatics said they are trying to be world leader in pollution 
control stating that they are well above standards for pollution control in several other developing countries. US 
worker in favor of expansion of lnfomatics since it would create more jobs (his priority). More jobs is more 
important than zero pollution levels he said. Pollution was acceptable as long as 'wasn't at dangerously high 
levels' and the creation of jobs overrides small levels of pollution. 

The US Finance rep is also in favor of repealing the Glass Act. He said it's vital to the success of the American 
economy. He sees that it [absence of the Act) works in Japan, giving an unfair advantage to Japanese companies 
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over American ones. He feels repealing the act would level the global playing field making US companies more 
competitive. He also said US firms better get their butts in gear. Japanese firms are nearing production on 
SAMSON, and American firms could be seriously hurt if they don't get a product developed soon. 

DOE, US Lab, Senator, Rep and lnfomatics got together for a deal. Funds from all but Lab. One result is that 
lnfomatics provided $50 million annually to Jefferson National Lab for development of supercapacitors, which are 
rechargeable power cells for automotive and portable electronics applications. These will be marketed within 1.3 
years. Since lnfomatics provided funding, they will profit from any sales of this product. It appears that DOE 
pushed for this deal to meet a goal of theirs to get private funding for laboratory development of the capacitors. 
However, if the Senator and the Rep gave money to Infomatics, then it's not really private funding for the labs, but 
simply a matter of switching who makes the final payment using taxpayer dollars. 

Viewall company was trying to attract backers for development of a 3-0 display. They said they want to 'corner 
the market.' Viewall used industrial espionage to get the technology they desired for their advanced 3-D displays. 
Vhey were unable to attract an investor from either country) This espionage enabled them to garner patents 
before the US or Japan could get them. This means control over this market! I happened to see the toolkit sheet 
for this information! 

Senator gave Mechatronics $100 million to 'improve their long-term viabilv and assist the state job market. 
Senator's brother works for Mechatronics. I asked her about the public's perception of this move. She said, yes, 
my brother works for them, but that is not the issue. The issue is that the 'grant' will benefit both Mechatronics and 
lnfomatics and the state of California. In return for the $100 million, Mechatronics is giving $50 million toward the 
cause to repeal Glass Act, which everyone seems to want to do away with. Senator said Mechatronics will use 
the extra $50 million to update their equipment and to integrate with Infomatics (whatever that means). She also 
restated that repealing Act would allow banking to hold equity in corporations which would benefit job market in 
California. She said the benefits outweigh the ethical question here! I don't agree and I don't feel the public will 
either in this case. This would help her bid for re-election if not discovered. 

Senator also gave $50 million to Infomatics. lnfomatics gave Mechatronics $30 million for nothing in return. This is 
very strange and I hope to find out whMs going on here before the next class! 

Tuesday, 4A8/95 ofkr game - Neither Jim nor I had to make many decisions concerning policies. One thing 
we discovered was that our credit supply (two each) would've been replenished had we used them the first week. 
We weren't aware of that and maybe we could have been more aggressive with our credits the first night in 
exchange for news. 

Our main decisions dealt with what news we should report. That means we had to decide what information we 
had was authentic, in good taste and had mass appeal. We did not go in for the humorous side of the news like 
the Japanese media did, but I did enjoy their slant on a few reports. That added a break from the game. 

We also had to decide whether to run for Senator or Congressman. I chose not to run for either because I don't 
think I'd ever like to hold public office. I feel ii's unfortunate, but holding public office has a negafive connotafon to 
it now-a-days. I know there are good people out there, but if you're a public official, no one trusts you, they 
consider you generally lazy and I feel the bureaucracy keeps you from doing any real good. Also, I did not want 
to change my role in the prosperity game more than halfway into it. 

I felt the election results were somewhat predictable. With all the purported improprieties, I thought the 
challengers would win in a landslide. What did surprise me was how close the elections were. I guess the 
incumbents had some serious deals working and that allowed them to 'buy some votes in their favor. That is 
probably very close to how it works in the real world. Incumbents get lobbyists to funnel thousands of dollars into 
campaigns which buys the ads which often help an official get elected. 

After we announced the election results, 1 was approached by the environmentalist for use of a credit to pass a 
policy which would reduce pollution to almost zero in the industry. I gave both my credits for this policy since that 
helped us get real close to the 90 percent success range. The attempt succeeded. I felt good using my 'influence' 



toward this end since environmental problems are a concern of mine and I felt this was my best chance to show 
that during the game. Also, I did not see any other opportunities to use my credits forthcoming. 

Some interesting deals were worked on during class. The US and Japanese distributor merged which I felt was 
interesting. But I tried to keep an eye on what Viewall was up to because I knew of their previous espionage. 
However, they kept information from me very well until I searched all the agreements which were part of the 
public record. Viewall continued to deny any wrongdoing in the technology acquisition arena. It turns out that 
that first use of industrial espionage paid big dividends for Viewall. Though unethical by American standards, I 
don't think they felt they were doing anything wrong. In fact, to the contrary, they were simply using every means 
at their disposal to move ahead in the market. 

I did ultimately track Viewall's rise to the top of the technology world. First, they used industrial espionage to get 
the then-new electro-optic laser technology from a European firm called Eurolaser. The Japanese Machinery and 
Information Industries Bureau of MITI helped fund a large portion of this espionage. MHB gave $80M and Viewall 
chipped in $320M for the espionage work. Viewall acquired the US and Japanese patents for this technology 
before the developers in Europe could. In exchange for MHB's assistance, Viewall gave MITI $1 million and 
agreed to sell at a discount to Horioka. 

viewall later acquired some 3-D technology that cost Viewall $300 million and two credits. Viewall didn't have 
any credits, so they had to deal to acquire credits. The Japanese media generously gave Viewall one credit to use 
toward the 3-0 technology. I say generously, because they received nothing in return. 

It was harder for Viewall to get the other credit. Viewall gave $25 million to the Japanese distributor (to aid their 
expansion) in exchange for one credit. The distributor also gets to distribute the 3-D technology if development is 
successful. And the Japanese distributor agrees to sell the 3-D product at a 10 percent markup to Infomatics, an 
American company. The Japanese distributor also agreed to work with the Ministry of Finance to try to depreciate 
the yen, but their attempt at a policy option failed. The MF also gave the Japanese distributor $20 million for 
helping out toward their cause. 

Then Viewall gives the Retinal Display technology to Horioka at a 60-40 ratio in relation to the US market. In 
return, Horioka gave $400 million for the next technology - virtual reality. If the option passes, Viewall will sell 
exclusively to Horioka for two years. 

It turns out that Viewall did develop the virkral reality technology and should profit immensely from their 
breakthrough. It should be noted that they would never have reached that level or at least it would have taken 
them much longer had they not stolen the original technology. 

There were many other stories going on throughout the period, bvf it's impossible to keep up with everything 
when there's only two of you. I thought I had a really promising story as I researched Viewall, so I passed up 
several other stories that were certainly worthwhile as well. 

I felt the game was interesting, but it was also very hectic. I know thai's supposed to be part of the game - trying 
to make decisions under deadlines and all, but perhaps it was a bit too hectic. I know a lot of interesting deals 
were made anyway, so I guess it worked out fairly well. I was interested to see how groups and individuals who 
held contrary beliefs would try to work together to get some policy passed. Often it served both their purposes by 
giving them a relative advantage over a competitor. Overall, it was a fun experience. 

I did not feel too constrained, except that it was hard to get info by searching for it. People weren't talking to the 
media (out of fear?). 
I voted for both challengers simply to liven things up and to get rid of 'corrupt' politicians. That's my method of 
enforcing term limits! 

Really an interesting experience, best project I've done in MBA program (I'm almost done). Actually pretty fun! 
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JAPANESE MEDIA 

The Japanese media has traditionally acted almost as an arm of government and has presented information 
slanted entirely to the Japanese paw-line point-of-view. Their style is emotional, inflammatory and can often 
promote misinformation. Your primary sources of financial and foreign policy information within the government 
will both retire in the coming weeks. As a result you must develop new information sources quickly or you may 
lose your status with your boss and within the media establishment. Additionally, your best friend, a fellow 
journalist, has written a draft expos6 on the dangers of disloyalty among Japanese workers. He claims that too 
much technology and know-how have already fled to the US in search of affordable housing. You have concerns 
that if his piece is published it will simply serve to plant ideas in more young Japanese minds. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Develop new sources of information among MITI and other ministries 
2) Do you prepare a harsh rebuttal to your friends’ intended expose? 

Smttgyt Engaging in talks with business and government to gain information. Use media influence to quell false 
and malicious reports of Japanese workers’ loyalty. Strengthen ties with government officials by continuing 
favorable reports about its’ policies. 

11 Establish new information sources; 21 contain negative and erroneous reports about Japanese 
workers’ disloyalty; 31 further and expand proJapanese reporting. 

kkgscmg Self-preservation and the relentless pursuit of the truth. 

GAME PIA AGPFFMFNTS AND ACTIOAlfi 

4/11/95 9:30 PM 
Japanese Media, Ministry of Finance 

The Japanese media will trade 1 credit for exclusive inside information from the Ministry of Finance - source 
will not be revealed. Source will also give information about MPT and MFA when available. 

4/18/95 8:18 PM 
Japanese Medii, Viewall 

Japanese media donates 1 credit to Viewall to pursue 3-D retinal display technology. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - The game begins. In my role as a Japanese Media Representative, I am trying to be true to 
the style outlined in the manual. According to the manual, my approach is ‘emotional, inflammatory, and can 
often promote misinformation.‘ With these traits in mind, i began to circulate the room searching for stories. My 
partner and I decided to work as a team rather than as competitors. We decided, for the most part, that he would 
work the Japanese side of the room, to gain information favorable to Japan, and I would cover the US side in 
search of more colorful stories. According to the manual, we are allies of the Japanese government. 

I did work the Japanese side occasionally for the primary purpose of letting them know that we were going to be 
sympathetic to the Japanese point of view. I let it be known to several Japanese participants that I was very 
interested in any incriminating information about any US role as this information will help us achieve our pro- 
Japanese goal by undermining the Americans. 
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I spoke with Mechatronics executives first. I was interested in their response to Mechatronics weak financial 
status and wanted reasons for this poor performance. At first, they were receptive to my questions but began to 
shy away when I pressed them. On my second trip to speak with them I was first met with resistance. They said 
that they did not like what I said about them in the JNN newscast. They felt that I was biased and that I twisted 
their position and comments. I said that I was returning to get their reaction to my comments and that I wanted to 
offer them the opportunity to correct me. I mentioned that I was new at this reporting game and wanted to make 
sure that I being factual. 

Later I investigated lnfomatics and its executives. Their balance sheet indicated that they were doing quite well 
financially. Convinced that there must be more to the story, I went to lnfomatics and asked its executives a few 
questions. They seemed more organized with their responses than did Mechatronics executives and better at 
playing the interviewing game. Still, It did not take much to illicit indelicate comments. They tried to redirect my 
quires questioning their rosy balance sheet. However, my nose for news informed me that there must be a 
skeleton or two in lnfomatics closet. It turns out that they had had some trouble with the EPA regarding alleged 
emissions violations. They were even forced to close a California plant due to EPA violations. They assured me 
that they had reduced emission and that this problem was being resolved at all levels. 
I caught up with the US activist who was fired up about Infomatics. Careful not to push her foward commenfs that 
she might regret, I was pleased that she offered a bitter indichnent of Infomatics. 

The US Congresswoman did a good job of answering my questions in a politically correct way. Perhaps wise 
following the first newscast. 

The California Senator talked with me about the deal between Mechatronics and Infomatics. She said that there 
was no significance to the fact that she helped Mechatronics, who is financially troubled, given her brother's 
employment there. 

Once the game got underway, it moved increasingly smoothly. I fear that it will become harder to get the scoop 
because the players will be more confident in their roles and busier with deals. Although I do not see any real 
problem in getting a story. 

The newscasts were fun. I enjoyed trying to make them a little interesting and, as is my role, inflammatory, 
emotional, and slanted. I plan to step up the pressure for the final day and really get a good angle on the 
situation. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 - I spoke with the US distributor about her feelings both in her role as a distributor and as a 
student. She had positive feelings about the game. I told her that I was going to talk to her next class and I 
wanted the poop! The lab. tech. said "no comment" when I approached her after class. 

Friday, 4/14/95 - I had several conversations with a key member of Viewall. He said that he had some glorious 
deal in the works with MITI. I advised him that I was interested in propping up the Japanese position and 
attacking the American one. We decided to work closely together to obtain indelicate information about the 
Americans. I advised him that I would be interested in any and all dirt from him or any other Japanese source. I 
reiterated the Japanese media position of being proJapanese. I told him to inform all other Japanese interests 
that I was interested in embarrassing information about the Americans. 

sahrrday, 4/15/95 - I had a conversation with a couple of the members outside our roles. We agreed that the 
game was fun and that it had some relevant applications. We did express that a longer briefing before the game 
began would have been better. We felt that the first pari of the class was largely devoted to learning the 
mechanics of the game. I thought that the packet, although helpful, was too confusing. It could have been 
assembled more clearly with precise and easy instructions. When I began reading the packet, I felt that I should 
have already known the mechanics of the game. 

I began thinking of stories to follow and angles to pursue. I asked several people if they had any news to report. 
Most did not as yet but promised me that I could get the poop from them later. 
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It was today that it dawned on me that the upcoming Tuesday would be the last day to perform my duties as the 
eyes and ears of the public. I decided to get even more immersed in my role of being inflammatory, emotional 
and prone to promote misinformation. I decided to spice up my role hoping to make the reports more interesting. 
It was then when I conspired with David Nielsen to put together The Japan Times. I felt that this project would be 
both fun and different. This paper was put together without Erik's knowledge. David and I both knew that Erik, a 
good friend, would not be offended at seeing himself on the cover. 

Sunday, 4/16/95 (Easierj - I went to church and later had a sinfully delectable repast. I discussed my role with 
my brother who is, ironically, a TV anchorman set to move to San Francisco. He gave me some advice about 
getting the story and making my reports interesting. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - I received the e-mail and promptly printed a copy. I immediately noticed that the Senator 
and Congresswoman were in big trouble. I thought about doing an interview with them and decided to ask Prof. 
Logsdon about it Tuesday. I thought such an interview would be a good opportunity for both to defend 
themselves and to make the media role more diverse and interesting. 

The US activist spoke with me regarding Infomatics. I assured her that I was planning a full brunt assault on the 
company alleging emissions violations. She was pleased about my plan. 

I noticed that the US distributor role was asked the question, "Do you prefer to sell US or Japanese products." I 
hoped that I would be able to get her to admit that Japanese products were superior to American products. I 
would then rewrite her remarks, keeping the essential facts intact, as to make the story more colorful. She did not 
want to get trapped into a position on the subject and I decided to try again Tuesday if the situation arose. 

A key Viewall player crafted a statement that he wanted read on the newscast. The statement regarded a report, 
which was made up, that a 'major player' in the US was interested in financing a Viewall project. The Viewall 
member hoped that this announcement, false only to us, would prompt a bidding war that would favor viewall. 
Reluctantly, I agreed to spread an untruth hoping to help an allied Japanese company. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Game day. I met David Nielsen at his house to print The Japan Times. We both felt that this 
dastardly deed would be funny. We also polished my remarks regarding the before mentioned false statement. 

I arrived in class and asked Prof. Logsdon to allow me to interview the Senator and Congresswoman. After 
getting her approval, I approached the politicians with the idea. Both were exceptionally good sports given my 
controversial style. I wanted to be fairly nice as a courtesy to them. I refrained from reporting allegations that the 
Senator was seen ducking into a hotel with a Mechatronics executive. 

I thought that the interview went well. Both candidates had the opportunity to present their positions and to rebut 
allegations on financial impropriety. After the interview, I spoke to the candidates as a fellow student. I thanked 
them for appearing and wished them well in elections. 

As the evening progressed, the stories were bigger and somewhat harder to get as the players were frantically 
trying to close deals. They did not have as much time for the media. So instead of asking outright for a story. I 
often closely positioned myself to the deal-makers. I pretended to be occupied but was of course eavesdropping. 
I was able to get a lot of information. I was astonished that some players were so desperate to get a 'secret' deal 
that they did not notice, object to, or care that I was listening in. 

NewscastH/oh/lahfs. On the reporfedbacking of Viewallby UScompany In the coup of the century, Viewall is 
securing backing from a Major US player to finance the development of the world's best 3-0 display. Sources at 
Viewall confirm that they are moving quickly with negotiations and are confident that a successful conclusion is 
near. 

. .  

On fie elecfin loss of f ie incumbents: Senator Goldberg and Congresswoman Sanchez fall in a tight race as the 
incumbents are overwhelmed by scandal. Both to fade into obscurity in the hope of rebuilding a tattered image. 
In a related story, on the campaign trail new CA Senator offers a vitriolic indictment of US productivity. In a non- 
answer, Freshman Senator and Congressman waffle when pressed to continue the investigation into Infomatics 
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and Mechatronics. The investigation is stalled by high spending, fast talking newcomers. The US president, who 
supports the investigation, exclaimed, "I'm ashamed of those slick do-nothing two-timers!" 

DOCfruiningprogrum:The US DOC is launching a workforce training program that will focus on advancing high 
school requirements for electronics manufacturing. This new program is hailed as a triumph for America's youth. 

5uyoutofferbyMechufronics: In a bid labeled laughable, broke Mechatronics offers a nickel and dime buyout of 
Infomatics. Incredible, lnfomatics is entertaining the prospect in an attempt to placate Mechatronics who 
reportedly has incriminating photos of Infomatics executives. Analysts chuckled calling the buyout, the broke 
leading the mediocre. The proposed lnhfronicshopes that combined resources will enable it to improve its feeble 
competitive position with Japan. 

U' finunciec A prominent US financier attempts to expand dealings with private firms claiming that the US 
government is incompetent. "They couldn't sell ice to the Eskimos," decried another Wall Street arbitrageur. 

New Congressmun uflucksJupun: Japan bashing congressman offers a bitter appraisal of Viewall and Japan in 
general. In a feeble attempt to divert attention from allegations of voter fraud, the freshman congressman denies 
widespread reports that Mechatronics stuffed the ballot box to elect a week-kneed lapdog. Mechatronics 
executives vote the Chicago way, early and often, say critics. An anonymous source at Mechatronics revealed, we 
could not afford the senator so we seffled for him. We wanted to get the Senator's response so we caught up with 
him on the back nine. The Senator said he would like to investigate the antiJapan rhetoric by his inexperienced 
colleague, but does not feel that there is much truth to the story of unfair trading practices by Japan. International 
experts laughed off the Congressman's remarks saying that Japan might not prop up the dollar if the US does not 
play nice! 

Tech fo/Ameku announcement Attempts to compete with Japan labeled futile. Tech for America, a would be 
juggernaut combination of many US interests to compete with Japan, is seen as a lightweight. "They will need it if 
they are to attempt to challenge Japan," say analysts. "America clings to hopeless dream of competing with 
Japan," decries the International Competitiveness Council. "IYs a pipe dream!" exclaims The World Bank. Japan 
shrugs off the electronics cartel as a red tape maze of outdated technology. Japanese executives snickered, 
"They're welcome to our vacuum tubes." 

Confro/teum member cuughtspying: Vigorous denials of corruption labeled futile as federal agents descend with 
an avalanche of evidence. Good evening everyone, the breaking crisis tonight: former University professor turned 
control team member is immersed in scandal. Well placed sources on the control team confirm that the 
disgruntled member spied on Japan on behalf of Tech for America in what is labeled as a tangled web of 
deception. It is alleged that this member became bitter and disillusioned when the control team refuse to pay her 
and that Tech for America began mysterious shipments to her home of expensive clothes, fancy jewelry, and 
snooty highbrowed perfume. Federal authorities report that they are poised to nab her on computer hacking 
charges in her attempt to access Japan's computer network. When asked about these allegations, she 
confidently responded, "I'm innocent of these malicious charges." However, a photo of her, appearing drugged, 
gaining illegal computer access soon surfaced. When confronted with the picture, she suddenly became 
flustered and shaken. However, quickly regaining her composure, she launched into a vituperative diatribe 
promising to make the photographer pay! When the photographer appeared before her, she had to be 
restrained when she lunged at him shouting, "I'll get that sneaky, backstabbing, pencil-neck!" After a brief attempt 
to flee on foot was foiled, she was taken into custody and failed to convince the authorities that her colleagues 
were also guilty. We understand that she is resting comfortably in the federal poky awaiting arraignment. 

The morning papers are following this story, here are a few lead headlines: 
"Rapscallions member implicates colleagues in face saving ploy" 
"Embattled member decries, "They'll never take me alive!"" 
"Guns blazing, defiant member vows to go down swinging" 
"Tearfully repentant, control team member agrees to take ethics course" 

Other key headlines: 
"California Senator caught in Washington love nesr 
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"Infomatics executive excommunicated" 
"Freshman congressman seen staggering from sleazy nightclub" 
"Disguised Mechatronics executive seen leaving geisha house" 
"Money grubbing senator fights corruption charges" 
"Infomatics executive was a former Vegas showgirl" 

-1 enjoyed the prosperity game and felt that it offered insight into negotiating. The only drawback to 
the media role is that this role is separated from the other roles. It is difficult to make deals and find stories. 
Despite this drawback, I believe that the media role is very important as it provides a break in the action. These 
breaks enable status reports to be read which can be valuable to everyone. 

1 noticed that some coalitions held together better than others. Some people rushed to form coalitions deal by 
deal rather than building an overall strategy for success. One player was so focused on one particular group that 
she ignored many other groups. Some people were so desperate to get a deal that they seemed willing to give 
more than they should have. Patience would have yielded greater success for some of the players. However, I do 
think that the class performed well overall. 

The second session was very important as the class worked more efficiently that day. By then the rules were 
increasingly understandable and goals became more clear. 

I was very happy with my role and I tried to embody the spirit of its characteristics. My partner and I worked well 
together. I did not realize, until a few minutes before, that we had to do a newscast. The manual should have 
mention that responsibility thus enabling the press players to better prepare. And again a more clear layout of 
the manual with less extraneous information would help the players. 

Most of my friends reported to me that they enjoyed the game and felt that it was useful. It was an interesting, 
fun, and relaxing way to end the semester. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - The game has begun. My colleague and I (we are the two Japanese Media representatives] 
have decided to break up the two countries and split the work. Strategy will be to uncover news wherever it is. 
We will also try to use our credits to trade for exclusive information leaks. I am covering all news that has to do 
with the Japanese companies and the Keiretsu, while he takes the US and all of the related relationships within. 
My colleague has a nose for rooting out a good story (even when there isn't one!]. For the first class, I reported on 
the exciting new product release of the SAMSON device by Horioka and of it's distribution being handled by the 
Japanese distribufion company. Even though these are not certain events, it is hoped that by reporting it, the 
press will nudge the actors into making decisions. I have covered information coming from Mm and the three 
Japanese Ministries, as well. as Horioka, the Japanese distributor, Viewall and the Japanese banker. My 
colleague is covering all of the stories from the US. I have struck a deal (with my partner's OK] with the Ministry of 
Finance to provide me exclusive inside information on all of the MF deals (and any others he may find out about) in 
exchange for one of our credits. Trade was written down and turned in at the end of class. I may also be able to 
strike a like deal with a Mlil official. This would be good since they have been very close-lipped about any 
information they may have. 

Sunday, 4/16/95 - Sent out E-mail to MF and a Horioka official asking for news or information on new 
developments. Will check for reply tomorrow. 

Monday, 4/17/95 - Did not receive a reply from the MF or from Horioka. However, according the game update 
E-mail, there will be a lot to report on tomorrow. Checked later and had received a reply from Japanese Ministry 
of Finance, unfortunately he had no news for me. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Second and last round tonight. This night there was much happening, including the usual 
blend of rumors and accusations from the Control people. We bartered away another one of our credits to 
Viewall, in order for them to gamble on obtaining new 3-D technologies. The MM players, after at first being rude 
and uncooperative, have finally started using the Japanese media to their advantage. The other players, 
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however, are slow in realizing that the Japanese media can help their cause. The MF finally collected enough 
credits to gamble on reducing the Yen against the dollar, but he lost on the roll of the dice. It was announced 
around 7:30 that Infomatics had made a breakthrough with their SAMSON device and now controlled 80% of the 
market. An emergency meeting with the Japanese President was held with the MF, MITI and of course, the 
Japanese Media. My colleague and I held a news conference at 8:OOPM to report on this and several other 
items. The items I covered were: The President's meeting and the subsequent push for technological innovation 
within Japan, involving MITI, the Ministries and the Japanese banker all working together to achieve a common 
goal. I added words to have the effect of promoting Japanese nationalism. My colleague presented some rather 
flowery criticism of American politics. 

There were deals being struck and trades being make all over the place, and at all times. It was impossible to 
know everything that was happening. I do not feel that anyone is making effective use of the media, there is a lot 
of distrust between players, and especially between the players and the media. Why are the Japanese acting so 
much like individualistic Americans? 

The Americans, in true Japanese fashion, have all banded together and are using their pooled resources to 
influence things their way. Horioka and Mewall will barely talk to each other, though the Ministries and MITI are 
trying to facilitate a dialog. By the end of the class, Horioka and Viewall had finally signed a partnership. If this 
had been reality, they probably would have been out of business by now. 

QEk? I have included my slides presented in the class debrief. I want to stress that, contrary to what my slides 
may seem to indicate, I found this exercise to be extremely rewarding. The excitement of the game itself provided 
for much personal enioyment, as well as from an educational standpoint. I do feel that some roles fit people 
better than others, and while some people were shy and uncomfortable in their roles, I enjoyed mine. 

THE BIG PICTURE 
A lot happening (too much to capture) 

Too much interference by control 
Too much chance and not enough logic 

Many of the events did mirror reality in a compressed and exaggerated form 
Very little win/win or cooperation, most antagonistic (lose/lose) 

THE JAPANESE MEDIA 
Japanese players did not use effectively until late in the game 

Players were unsure how to effectively use the Media (not enough instruction) 
Possibly due to negative rumors spread by Control, or by Comparing to US media 

MY BENEFIT 
Macro business on a micro scale 

This was a good lesson in the dynamics of international business 
Much better appreciation and understanding of Japanese business practices 

CRITICISM 
Not enough up-front explanation or write-up on the dynamics of the game 

What could and could not be done was not clear (deals, etc.) 
Too much going on in too short of a time frame 

Did not know about giving newscasts 

SUMMARY 
Very useful if taken in context 

Suggest the number of rumors generated by Control be reduced or eliminated 
Quality of game interplay and strategy would be greatly enhanced with more up-front instruction 

For Mgmt 508 specific: spend a prior class on discussions of the business roles 
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Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Newspaper published by the Japanese Media for distribution to students at the 
beginning of class. 

THE JAPAN TIMES 
BackpedaIing Executive Denies Ethical Lapse 

Well known Mechatronics Executive 
denies persistent reports of impropriety 
regarding an increasingly criticized deal 
with the government. He bristled when 
confronted with allegations that his 
company reneged on a $50 million effort 
to repeal the Glass-Steagall Act. Many 
have called for a full scale investigation 
into his actions in an attempt to clear up the 
matter. The defiant executive exclaimed 
“I’ll fight to the death!” The embattled 
company can ill afford another financial 
scandal. “It could be lights out for 
Mechatronics,” predicted a rival company. 
Vowin2 to stay on, the .tainted executive 
points to others in the company in a last 
ditched effort to shift blame. Battle Cry: Y’iidie with m-v boots on!” 

California Senator To Resign 
The California Senator resigned a letter to the President requesting that ethics courses be dropped from 
the university cuniculum after the first letter was lost. Many have attacked the letter as yet another 
attempt to tamper with the prestigious university system. 
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US DISTRIBUTOR 

Techworld is a medium-sized distributor of computers and related products with nationwide clientele. Distribution 
is primarily through regional stores operating with high volume and low markup. You have traditionally carried 
and sold a large volume of lnfomatics products. Recently, however, Horioka has informed you that they are 
willing to sell to you in bulk at below wholesale cost, especially in the new SAMSON market. You are skeptical that 
they will raise prices as soon as they feel they have sufficiently penetrated the market. Meanwhile, Infomatics is 
pressuring you to 'Sell American,' both in existing product lines and in the new SAMSON market. You perceive that 
the future market for SAMSON products will be enormous and are currently working to position yourself as the 
leading US distributor in that market. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Retain loyalty to US companies? 
2) Reap short-term profits by dumping products for Horioka? 
3) Forge alliances that will make you the primary US SAMSON distributor 

STR4 7 F & .  PRIORmE5 AND RFASONNG 
S&z&gc 1) To establish a firm, long-term contract with lnfomatics to distribute SAMSON; 2) establish complete, 
sole-distributor rights and privileges with Infomatics; 3) establish distributorship with DOD; 4) find out if Congress 
has incentives to not distribute Japanese products. 

E!&.&& Discuss options with outside influences before discussing distribution, remaining open to the possibility 
of distributing Japanese products, but while maintaining good relations [long-term) with Infomatics. 

h?emmhg To date, I don't know if it's feasible to distribute competing products, but I don't want to close the 
doors on any options. 

4/18/95 7 5 5  PM 
US Distributor, Japanese D'stributw 

As of this day, the US and Japanese distributors agree to merge existing companies, and all assets to form 
The Eledronics D*stribuiorfor the US and Japan, and reserve the right to distribute globally. All decisions 
must be agreed upon by both parties. 

UTOR JOURNAL FXmPTS 

Tuesday, 4Al/pS - out ofrole finitialthoughfs} - I have no idea whaf to fhink of hkgame. I donSknow whafs 
going on. I don't h o  w how the game is sf/uctvreoj or whuf the rules are or Vfbe closs codd fo faly bomb the 
game. I know who a few people are, like f ie Japanese Banker, and fhe medio teams for boh nations. To be 
honest I am vety nervous. Right now hey are moving tables around in fhe classroom, and will not let us in. I feel 
like a lab rat. .. wah7ng for fhe test. Maybe Sm just a lime too stressed & need to relax Thors probably it. 

l a k  - WOW I rea& enjoyed fiat. I have not been in f ie wheeling/dealing ahnospbere in a long time. /'m very 
mcifed abouf hk game. Never before has a night class passed by so hst. Before the assignmeents were given, I 
was afraid/ woujdhave an assignmentthaf /cou~dnoffil/proper/yb~uuse ldidnotknowhow. bufnowlsee 
fhat almost everyone is encountering problems of uncerfainiy in heir roles, mcept he  media, who are doing a 
wonderfvl, enterfaining job. I am acfually f ianhl fhat 1 have fhis position. l fhink l'm in one of f ie best positions 
here. Sm a monopolist and the companies need he products dstibufed 
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I am uncertain as to what I am going to do. Upon introducing myself to members of Infomatics, whom I have 
done business with before, and various other US officials, I see that everyone feels a time crunch. There is not 
enough time to do everything. I see that Infamatics recognizes that I could distribute competitors goods, and I 
have been urged not to do so. A proposal was made that I may have exclusive distribution rights of all lnfomatics 
products, but only if I guarantee not to distribute competing goods. I don't know if I want to limit myself to 
Infomatics, after all, they may not market the SAMSON technology first. The Japanese companies seem to be less 
restrictive in their agreements, saying that they would not mind if I distribute competing goods. I feel that I must 
make a decision as to whose products to distribute: US or Japan? Which would put me in the best possible 
economic position? I have contacted various US & Japanese government officials to see if there are any 
laws/regulations/etc. in either country that would serve as an incentive/disincentive to me. Unfortunately, neither 
government had much to tell me. 

I also spoke with the Japanese distributor, who is feeling the same as me. Either choice we have, we lose out on 
something. If I choose the US, I am restricted not to distribute Japanese products. If I distribute Japanese 
products, the US will not contract me to distribute their goods. The Japanese distributor and I have discussed the 
possibility of forming a joint venture, so that we can effectively capture both markets, while maintaining a 
monopoly, and learning how to successfully distribute to another country, despite language, cultural, and legal 
factors. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - out of role - I feelgood about fie game now. I can see that here really are no rules, and 
we do what we must wifh ce&n notations, to reacb ourgmk. Tie problem is confikting goals, and conficfing 
groups, witti con fliding purposes, and lsome times) conflicting personalities. 

I can say now that I feel like I made the right decision. It's so risky. You make a decision, thinking/hoping it's the 
right one. I decided to merge my company with the Japanese distributor, and form The Electronics Distributor. 
After I signed the agreement to merge corporations, my stomach was tied in knots when I saw some of the 
reactions to the news. The lnfomatics representative looked at me and said, Thanks for letting me know," and 
went back to work, leading me to think that I had made a wrong decision, and that lnfomatics decided to 
distribute their own products. Japanese response was similar. I was really afraid that I had made a huge 
mistake. But, after it was announced that we had a contract to distribute goods for a company that acquired the 
3-D technology, and other companies wanted it, we were approached by other companies. Even Infomatics, who 
had virtually severed all communication with me and replaced it with rudeness, approached us toward the end of 
the game. By the end, we had three contracts signed, two with Japanese companies and one with a Yugoslavian 
company. Our goal of becoming international had succeeded (for the most part), and we were able to acquire as 
much of the market as we wanted. 

End of game - out of role - I have not &It his spitefulin a long time. I know irs just agame, buf f ie crummy 
keahnent I received from Infomatics realy got to me. The represen fative was cold and indicated to me firougb 
achonsJ fhat she was not interested in talkhg fo me, She even askedme who f ie other ds#r~bufors were, like she 
bad a personalproblem wifi me. By f ie end of f ie game, wben she approacbed me because she bad yet to 
have berproducrS dslnbufed, and I avoided her. I did not want to dsinbufe her products. .. and because ofher 
keahnent of me, I refuse to s@n a conkacf wifi lnbmatics, no mafter bow much money it means. 

My motivation for voting for challenger in the US election: The financial guy promised me $$ cash and government 
backing if I voted for him (but after he won he forgot me.) 

JAPANESE DISTRIBUTOR 

You are a small wholesaler of Horioka and other Japanese products and supply many shops in the Tokyo area 
with their products. However, an American, knowing that you have mounting personal debt, has approached you 
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about buying Horioka products from him at below your cost. He would buy the products in the US and ship them 
back to Japan at a lower cost than you get from Horioka. In addition, a US company, Infomatics, has approached 
you to distribute a current entertainment product, SameBoy, and has indicated that they will allow you to carry 
their new SAMSON product if you sign up now. Meanwhile, you are receiving pressure from Japanese 
manufacturers to increase your mark-up on US goods so that you can decrease your mark-up on Japanese 
goods. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Maintain loyalty to Horioka or b y  their products from the American 
2) Increase mark-up on US goods? 
3) The market for SAMSON will eventually be very large in Japan. You want to remain in favor with both Japanese 
and US manufacturers of SAMSON products since it is unclear which team will be first to the marketplace. 

FGIF5 PRIORW AND RFASONING 

-Lower the compan)/s debt. First, either get Horioka to lower their costs of products being sold to me to 
increase my distribution in Japan. Look for other ways in which to increase sales without huge US mark-up. May 
be forced to deal with American company. 

,!%x@ks 1) Talk to Horioka to lower products wholesale costs; 21 deal with American to lower cost and thus 
increase sales and lower personal debt; 3) make alliances with US distributor to have distribution in both Japan 
and America. 

,%am&g I must first remove the debt of the company to help expand my distribution. 

GAMFPU f AG&B4kA!BANDACnONS 

4/18/95 755 PM 
US Distributw, Japanese Distributor 

As of this day, the US and Japanese distributors agree to merge existing companies, and all assets to form 
The Elechmnics Distributor for the US and Japan, and reserve the right to distribute globally. All decisions 
must be agreed upon by both parties. 

4/18/95 7 5 9  PM 
Ministry of Finance8 Japanese Distributor 

Ministry of Finance purchases 1 credit from Japanese distributor for $2OM. 

4/18/95 8:13 PM 
Viewoll, Japanese D i i b u b  

Wewall agrees to pay $25M to the Japanese distributor to aid him in expanding his corporation to allow for 
larger international distribution. Additionally, the Japanese distributor has agreed to work with the Japanese 
Minister of Finance to try to depreciate the yen. In return for the rights to distribute Viewall's incredible 3-D 
technology, the Japanese distributor agrees to give Viewall 1 credit. The Japanese distributor agrees to sell 
Viewall's 3-D product at a 10% markup to Infomatics. Viewall agrees to sell the future 3-0 retinal technology 
to the Japanese distributor, allowing him to sell to all buyers at an equal price. 

4/18/95 9:05 PM 
Horioka, The Electronics Distributor 

Volume prices for existing and future products. 10% above cost for existing technology. Sole distributor for 
Horioka now and in the future. Open for future negotiation of new products. Transfer of 2 credits from The 
Electronics Distributor to Horioka. 
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Sunday, 4/9/95 - Today roles for the game were handed out. I have been assigned the role of the Japanese 
distributor. I'm not to sure what my position will be, since I need to finish the readings and since I'm not too sure 
about the game. 

Monday, MOR5 - Tonight I got a message from Byron Pouges on his role, he's with Mechatronics. Although 
he's with an American company, we think that it might be possible to work out something, but were not sure 
what. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - Tonight we started the game, we are to keep a journal of both our roles thoughts and our 
real thoughts out side of the game. I ERIC7 went into tonighrsgame wifh a few different though&. l'm not too sure 
what fo expect on how everyone isgohg fo act Are fieygoing to act in fiere roles, or wouldpeople interact witf, 
their fiends in class. How serious is everyone going to take his game? 

As the Japanese distributor U.D.1 I started very slow, I reread the outline of each of the roles on the Japanese side, 
to get a feel of what everyone needs and what I can give them and vice verse. The J. D. has a few problems that 
is debt, (how much) The game does not really state how much I owe, so I made up a number 1 million. I decided 
that the J.D. has to leave his options open. 1) work with Horioka to lower product costs. 2) Deal with Americans 
and their products. 3) make possible alliances with the American distributor. These are the things I felt the role of 
J. D. had to do, this would remove the debt the game says I have. Also this could increase my expansion and 
gain market share once the debt was removed. 

A s  tank#'.. class confjnued h a t  I ERIQ had fiought happened some of the students are taking their roles a hffle 
too seriously. Such is f ie case ibr some of the people in the Horlbko group. I have had a Mle Pouble deahng wifh 
them. As J.D. I stayed neutral in most agreements, the people at Horioka don't realize what I can do for them, I 
went to them to try to sell their products but they seemed to have the attitude that What Can You Do For Me.' They 
must realize that I'm the only Japanese Distributor and if you can't get your produd to market you have no profits. 

During the middle of class the J.D. and the US Distributor (US D.) started talking I told her that the J. D. and her 
should merge and become the largest distributor in the world. She (Isabelle] thought this was a good idea, 
because she was getting the same thing that the J.D. was, hardball with the American companies. We both feel 
since we have a Monopoly on the Market, unless the companies want to go it on their own, costing them cash 
that they need, that they will have to come to us sooner or later. Plus a merger leaves us open to deal with who 
ever gets the SAMSON first. Thus our options are not locked into one certain company. This is a good thing too, 
since a control team member keeps asking how the J. D. is going to become the next Walmart. The answer is 
simple: merge and expand the market base. 

Near the end of tonight's class everyone was trying to make quick deals, 1ERlIclundJ.D. fhink thatpeople are not 
reulyhinkhg fiings fbruugh carehllly. The J. D. as been offered many deals, but has the opinion that 1 credit is 
worth $lOOM. If they're willing to pay that much then a deal may be made. But if not then the J.D. is saving his 
credits knowing that credits may become a scarce resource and even more valuable. 
No deals were made by the J.D. tonight he's holding out. 

A fer tonighrs class I EM) had a few concerns, how do the credik rmly work Can I gain credik or is 3 a l l  have 
for the whole game. And can you make deals ~495 out cash and credfs. 

Wednesday, 4/12/95 - Tonight the U.D.) sent out some E-mail messages I have figured out what the overall 
position of the U.D.) is. The J.D. has the plan to supply credits for cash to help make a worldwide distribution 
network. One message to the Minister of Finance, lets him know that I will supply a credit for some of his cash. 
No reply yet. Second U.D.) sent out a message to Viewall letting them know that I would supply either cash if they 
needed it, or be the distributor of their products. No reply yet. Last I sent out a message to the US Distributor 
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I 
about our possible arrangement of a merger since that's the best way for both of us to gain what we need. 
[Market Share of each others countries) No reply yet. 

Also ton@ht as fERICl Bryon called me, we talked abouf the game and what each of us thought of it and how it 
was coming along. He said some thing tbat I didn'f really think was tight be said that money can be made into 
credi7s and credh into money. I think this would cause the game to basically nof work since the whole thing is 
about working with others to ge f whaf you need I need fo call the profasor on fib. Because if this is the case 
then f ie J D. has no money problems. 

Thursday, 4/13/95 - Tonight the U.D.1 got a reply from Viewall basically, they are willing to work some sort of 
deal with me, either credits for cash, and possible distribution of their product. I will look into this on Tuesday. 

Sunday, 4/16/95 - Tonight the U.D.) got a reply from the American Distributor, she has raised some concerns 
about our arrangement, but is willing to go forth if we can work a few things out. As Eric, lfhink the concerns fiat 
the Ametican Disivbufor raised are vabd but still thhk that we should merge. I at30 want fo know abouf the 
credits and bow fbey work because fiat could be very beneficial to botb the J: D. and US distn'butoL 

Monday, 4/17/95 - Tonight the J. D. got a reply from the Minister of Finance asking for help. He needs credits 
and is will to give up cash. I think a possible arrangement will be made, which will be very helpful to help solve 
my debt problems. Also the yen is overvalued so the J.D. may be willing to work a smaller money arrangement 
for the credits for a possible devaluation in the yen. 

As Eric the minister of Finance is trying to use his friendship to gain my credits. I had said earlier that I had though1 
people may try to use there friendship to help their positions in the game, it looks as if it is as in the real business 
world the 'good old boy network' is alive and well. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Tonight's class was very interesting. The J.D. and the US distributor merged to form The 
Elechonii Distributor, ED)  the worlds largest electronics distributor. We both agreed that this was best for both 
of us. We merged on a 50/50 basis. Agreeing that both of us would be in on all decision about distribution of 
products. The class was very interesting, because as the U. D.) and Eric, I was right, credits became more 
valuable than money. The J.D. had almost no problems in working deals when people realized that the J. D. had 
3 credits. As the J. D. now known as (T. E. D.1 I made an arrangement with viewall to be their sole distributor. 
With this type of arrangement, Viewall now could not start their own distribution network without breaking our 
agreement. This was the first step in the plan of (TED). Next ITED) began to work with the Japanese company 
Horioka to work on selling their products, Isabelle, did most of the talking but we soon arranged to sell all of their 
rising inventory of electronics products, all except the SAMSON, because we were working on how we will sell 
both the US and Japanese versions. (TED) then moved over to the Ukraine. The Ukraine had a product that 
needed to be sold, and T. E. 0. was working on an arrangement to sell their product. The US company came to 
(TED] to help sell some of their new products some sort of 'game glove.' We agreed to that. Class ran out. 

As Eric I think the class went very well. The class ran a lot smoother tonight then the first class. People were more 
willing to deal tonight. I think that once people realized that 1) they needed credits to get their projects completed 
and 2) that with out some sort of distribution network they weren't going to get any products sold, they all came 
running to ITED). As for the merger with the US Distributor I don't think it could have gone any better, we ended up 
controlling everything that was produced, a world wide monopoly. Once we made agreements to be the sole 
distributor of each companies goods, we had it made, because they could no longer make their own distribution 
networks with out breaking our agreements. Breaking (T. E. D.) agreements I don't think would have happened, 
and I don't think that any of the companies thought about making their own distribution. The main reason I think 
that no one thought about making their own distribution, is because it would have cost them money. Everyone 
was worried about making more money, but in the end the Distributors made the most because we had a world 
wide monopoly. So that's how I became the next WalMart, to answer the control teams question. 

Thursday, M O D 5  - Tonight I sent out a E-mail to Isabelle about our little merger and what we are going to say 
in class. No reply yet. 
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Fn'day, 4/21/95 - Isabelle wrote back with a few thoughts on what to say in class, I guess the journal will be 
finished in class. 

Tuesday,4/25/95 - Tonight everyone spoke about their roles. Everyone stressed that the game needed to be 
explained more. I still think that the credits need to be explained and the money. But overall the game went well. 

4/12/95 Japanese Distributor to Viewall 
Hello there, This is the Japanese distributor, I would like to know if you are possible interested in more distribution 
of your product. or in gaining some much needed capital say to the tune of 300 million? I may be of some help in 
your ability in obtaining capital, just let me know ... Japanese Distributor out .... 
4/13/95 Viewall to Japanese Distributor 
Dear Distributor, 
Your money is always welcome. Come talk to us, we'll work something out. We don't have the new 3D display 
yet but we did acquire the European technology needed. We just need the funding to develop it. 
sincerely, 
David Nielsen 
Viewall 

4/13/95 Ministry of Finance to Japanese Distributor 
Eric the man, 
Listen bud, the Japanese is a yanker, he won't commit to anything. Yes I still need 2 more credits, and I'm running 
low on cash. I'll try and persuade the banker to float you a loan, but no promises. In the meantime consider this 
25 million for 1 credit. What a deal TWENTY-FIVE MILLION Dollars for one measly credit, Think about it. By the way, 
what ever happened with MITI. They were supposed to help you. I'll can pull more strings then they can, so don't 
listen to those losers ... 1'11 float you a nice loan .... 
Laters 

4/15/95 US Distributor to Japanese Distributor 

sorry it's taken me so long to get back to you. I've been thinking about it ... and I think that we need to consider a 
few other things lor at least, 1 am.. . 1 
1) Is your client base big enough right now to serve the needs of INFOMATICS? Or, would you have to expand 
the client base? 
2) You're having some $$ problems right now ... what do you plan to do about that? Have you contacted Mm or 
the Japanese banker to see if you can borrow some money to grow? 
3) Have you spoken to MITI about funding for a joint venture or partnership? I read in the reading packet that 
the Japaneese government subsidises/loans $to Japanese firms that do these iypes of things. 
4) I need to contact the appropriate US Govt agency to see if there are any issues that I should consider before 
agreeing to do this ... if I'm going to recieve subsidies or higher taxes if we decide to do so. 
Just a few thoughts -- I'd hate to lose our good position right now --and all because we did not think things thru 
carefully. I hope to make a decision & us come to an agreement by 8:OO Tuesday..Let me know what you think. - Isabelle 
US Distributor 

Eric - 

4/17/95 Ministry of Finance to Japanese Distributor 
ERIC, 
Dude, Don't ever forget where you came from.. 
See you on Tuesday, 
Gavin 

4/17/95 Ministry of Finance to Japanese Distributor 
Eric, it looks like the Japanese Yen is causing you some problems, You might want to re-consider my offer while 
it's still on the table. Who knows how long it will be there. 
Laters, MF 



4/20/95 Former Japanese Distributor to Former US Distributor 
Mats  up my partner? I think our plan worked out, don't you. By the way I don't think we ever decided who was 
C.E.O. and who was president. I think that you should be C.E.O., and I will be Pres. Hows that? Anyway have you 
decided what your going to do with all that cash, I heard that Saint Thomas is nice this time of year.. Now really I 
think our plan worked out alright, don't you? Have you given an thought about what to say. I think that we should 
say something to the effect that we both realized the opportunity a merger would have on both our bottom lines 
and that by mergering we both gained access to the others markets. How does that sound? well just let me know 
what you think. Thanks again for being a cool partner, oh yea a cool C.E.O. later 

The Pres. of T.E.D. 

4/21/95 Former US Distributor to Former Japanese Distributor 
Partner: 
I think that sounds fine. I don't know for sure what else to say ... but that (yes,) we took advantage of a situation 
where we were both monopolists in our own countries and joined together. I also think we should mention that 
it's the trend - with international companies. Control told me that very few companies do what we did ... but is 
that not a shame? You, Mr. Japanese person don't know how to do business in the US, with Americans ... and I 
don't know how to do business in Japan. That's all I can think of ... but we can say something about how 
(amazingly) well we worked together & were able to communicate, what with the language and cultural barriers 
& all! Anyway, just lemme know whos going to speak, or if you wanna split the 4 minutes. 
Thanks !! 
- Isabelle. 

US WORKER (Consumer) 

This role represents a cross-section of the American public that can choose between competing products, and 
suggest improvements that would increase demand. Additionally, this role can represent the worker(s1 at any of 
the American companies. You have heard that the Techworld distribution chain is considering dumping of 
Japanese products for profit, pricing them slightly lower than the competing US products. 

Key challenges are: 
1) Would you buy a SAMSON, either for business or personal use? 
2) Respond to the rumor about Techworld - Will you patronize them or not? 
3) Are work practices at lnfomatics and Mechatronics fair? 

Stmkgy Protect the interests of the US worker/consumer. Support American made products and jobs. Try to 
prevent Tech-World from 'dumping' Japanese products on the US market. 

,?uMtks 1) Help preserve US jobs and products sold; 2) prevent Tech-World's dumping of Japanese products. 

Reoson/no: Unless the interests of US workers are protected, there is a chance that these jobs will be lost to the 
Japanese competitors. 

GAMFPIAY: AG!ZWfiWSANDAC770NS 

4/11/95 922 PM 
DOE, Doc, InfoIllOtiCS, worker 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Implement NEMl roadmap.' DOE invests $20M, DOC 870M. Infomatics 
$llOM, US Worker 1 influence credit. U4WUCCESS.L @50%. 
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4/18/95 745 PM 
us m-8 us Rep- 8 US Worket, US Finance 

Both incumbents were defeated in the 1998 elections. The US Senator was defeated by the former US Worker, 
and the US Representative was defeated by the former US Finance player. Role switches were done at this 
time. 

4/18/95 8:20 PM 
Infornotics, US Finance, US Sencr)or, US Activist, US Media, US Worker 

Joint funding of Infomatics' private toolkit option to 'Develop clean manufacturing techniques to approach zero 
emissions.' Infomatics invests $45M, US Finance $lOOM, US Sen. $50M, US Activist 1 credit (=$lOOM for this 
option only), US Media 3 credits, US Worker 1 credit. SUC".Wf of92%. 

4/18/95 8:31 PM 
US Senator, US Represerr)atnre 0 US Worker, DOC, Mecha)ronics, Infomatics 

Joint funding of policy toolkit option to 'Establish regional agency for workforce training programs.' US Senator 
invests $30M, US Rep. $5OM, DOC $70M, Mechatronics $24M, Infomatics $20M, US Worker 1 credit. 
suc-fuL &54%. 

I/S WORKFRJOURNAL FXCERPTS 

Saturday, 4/8/95 - Today I went through the player's handbook to familiarize myself with the University 
Prosperity Game and the various roles that are included. I also read the reading packet that I purchased from 
Alphagraphics to further familiarize myself with some the background information relevant to the prosperity 
game. 

Sunday, 4/9/95 - Today I received my assignment via E-mail. This is where I found that I was to represent US 
Workers/Consumers. I then proceeded to look up my role in the players' handbook. Although this role did not 
seem as exciting as some of the others, nonetheless it was still an interesting role. 

Tuesday, 4nl195 - 1 spent a few hours before class re-reading my role, as well as the others, so I could hope to 
increase my understanding of what was actually happening. At this point I was nervous and confused as to what 
was actually going to happen. As I arrived to class I discussed the game with some of my classmates, I found 
that they were in the same boat as myself. This discovery eased some of the nervousness that I had felt coming in 
to the simulation. 

As we began the simulation it took about half an hour for myself to realize what was actually happening. I read 
my role once again and began thinking of who would be natural alliances with the US Workers/Consumers. I had 
hoped to find a group with similar interests. Also, I began thinking of those who might be representing different 
interests than myself 

It was now time to develop a set of strategic objectives that were consistent with my role. It was important that I 
protect that interests of those that I was representing. Therefore, it was imperative that I protect jobs in the US and 
support American made products. In addition, I wanted to protect workers from adverse working conditions. I felt 
that it was essential that I help protect US jobs, because it was possible that these jobs could be lost to Japanese 
companies. 

I began discussing some of the issues with those seated at my table, the US Activist, the US finance, and the US 
Distributor. I found that the activist had some of the same feelings as myself on the issue of protecting jobs of 
American workers. Also, through my reading I found that the US Distributor could be a potential opponent. Upon 
which time I began probing to see what her feelings were related to dumping Japanese products on the US 
market. She was unsure of what actions she was going to take. I then made her aware that the US workers 
would not stand for dumping of Japanese products and hinted at some of the possible ramifications if she 
decided to do so. 
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I did not exactly tell her what I was planning to do, but merely hinted that there might be a boycott of their 
products. I was going to achieve this through a supplemental private toolkit option that I had received. The 
supplemental private toolkit option stated that 'If Tech World dumps Japanese products on the market, you 
organize a consumer group to boycott their stores, effectively reducing their revenue by 20X.' I would attempt to 
implement this option if it was deemed necessary. I also warned the US Distributor that the US Media could be 
alerted to the possible product dumping. 

After which I began to walk around to other areas to see what was happening. I realized that the US Commerce 
Representative would be a potential alley as well as the US Representative and The US Senator. This was 
because we all wanted to protect US jobs. After which, the US Commerce Rep. and I went to lnfomatics and 
expressed how we felt about some of the issues regarding US jobs. We later struck a deal with lnfomatics to 
'make the US the place of choice for electronics manufacturing.' I felt that this was a very important element in 
protecting US jobs. This is obvious because if the US if the place of choice then jobs should follow. 

However, before the deal was finalized, we needed more money so I talked to the DOE Representative and 
persuaded him to kick in the remaining portion. I then utilized one of my two credits and we handed our proposal 
in to the control team. Unfortunately our proposal failed. 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - Today I came to class hoping to have some of the policy options regarding US Workers/ 
Consumers passed. I was planning to meet and continue discussing some of the issues with the DOC Rep. and 
the US Activist. However, before we could strike another deal I was presented with a proposal from the control 
team. 

A member from the control team approached me and asked me if I would consider running for the US Senate 
seat in California in the upcoming election. I was rather surprised by this and told him that I would consider the 
proposal. He then told me that I had about five minutes in which to decide. 

While deciding whether to run for the US Senate, I was trying to figure out how my role would be different in this 
new position. I also wondered how much more power and influence I would have. Then my five minutes were up 
and it was time to decide. The control team member came to me and said that no body else wanted to run, so I 
said that I would do it. 

Upon deciding to run, the control team member told me that I had about two minutes to prepare a speech. I then 
had to figure out what I would stand for, very quickly. I decided that I would bring up the corruptness of the 
current Senator and that I would run a clean administration. I also wanted to bring more jobs to my state, as well 
as the US. Another position that I took was to be environmentally conscious and to pursue action to improve the 
environment. It was now time for the election to take place. 

After the election results were tabulated, I was found to be a winner by the margin of 9 to 7 votes. Now it became 
confusing, because I now had to learn and understand a brand new role. This was after finally becoming familiar 
with my old role. So now it was time for a new game plan. I decided to pursue my original proposed interests 
mentioned in my platform and had $200 M in which to do so. 

My first act while in office was a contribution of $50 million to help achieve zero emissions. As a US Senator I felt 
that it was necessary to help preserve the environment, therefore I felt that this was a worthwhile cause that was 
justified. So this proposal was sent to the control team and it passed. 

As a Senator I found that I was pursued by several people for money for this proposal. I found this to be very 
interesting, because previously it seemed that I was the one doing the pursuing. I also felt that this role was much 
broader in scope than that of the previous role. As a US Worker representative, I felt that my role was narrow 
which was basically to protect jobs. However as a US Senator I felt that I had more latitude to deal with more 
issues. 

My next act in office was to contribute $30 M to a policy option that would create a regional agency that would 
establish workforce training programs, with a focus on high skill requirements needed for domestic electronics 
manufacturing. I also felt that this policy option was very important, because a higher skilled workforce would 
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help insure jobs in my state as well as the US. Furthermore, this would help to create more higher paying jobs 
which would create more taxes. 

It was now nearing the end of the class and several people were trying to get funds for the Tech for America 
project. 1 felt that this was also a good cause because it would also help create more jobs as well as boost the 
economy. I contributed $50 million to the operating budget. After which I struck a deal with the Tech for America 
Coordinator that would put me on the board and give me veto power. I felt that this veto power was essential to 
protecting my state from any adverse actions from this new entity. This new proposal cost me another $50 million, 
but I felt that it was worth the investment because this cause was necessary to remain competitive with the 
Japanese. Also, this was a proposal that was good for almost everyone (Le. win/win). 

In the election, I obviously voted for myself. Furthermore, I felt that the game was very time constrained, especially 
when changing roles. However, the switch was interesting because there was a shift in my influence and power 
in pursuing policy options. As a Senator I became more of a player. 

In conclusion, I learned that dealing and negotiating with others is not an easy task. It seemed that at the 
beginning everyone was looking out for themselves, rather than pursuing a win/win situation, which happened 
very late in the game. All in all the game was very enlightening and fun. I enjoyed the chaotic aspect of the game 
because sometimes that is reality. 

ROOTSKA, LTD.: Ukrainian Software Company 

A Ukrainian software company has claimed to be developing a full OSPC-compatible software package which 
gets around the OSPC limitations for SAMSON while achieving up to a 180% performance improvement with 
substantially increased capability. However claims from this company in the past have proven to be exaggerated. 

S7ie4 7FGI&E?RIORI7F~ AND REA WM!G 

%c@gc Verii software performance claims; market to world (approach lnfomatics first). 

f?lkm%s Obtain beta-test (fully functional] SAMSON unit either on- or off-site. Keep options open (i.e. no 
exclusing licensing agreements). 

l&amicg Whout verifying claims, product appears useless. Approach Infomatics first since they lost software 
developers. 

GAMF PIAY A.GWFMFNE AND AC77ONS 

4/18/95 8:41 PM 
Rootska, US Lab 

Rootska sends beta copies of software to US Labs for validation funded by DOD at $lOM. Validation 
performed using toolkit probability calculation. SXCESWl ut&?%. 

4/18/95 8:41 PM 
RaaM<a, Infatron*cs, US Finance 

lnfotronics gets exclusive rights to Rootska OS for 4 years in return for $400M. Financing: lnfotronics $200M, 
US Finance $200M. Finance gets stock options from Infotronics, DOD gets access to this cutting edge 
technology for 1 year. Rootska will receive 2% of all future SAMSON sales that use the Rootska OS. 



4/18/95 8:45 PM 
Rootska 

Rootska invests $350M on technology toolkit option 'Inference engine for artificial intelligence software allows 
practical learning ...' SUC'CSSWf ot60%. 

4/18/95 9:28 PM 
Rootska, Viewall 

Rootska agrees to license the adaptive learning AI software to Viewall for 2 years for $60M. Non-exclusive 
agreement. 

Tuesday, 4/11/95 - Upon receiving e-mail that role is Management Consultant, I spent weekend trying to 
determine my exact role. I thought of many ways to approach the game. Prior to class, I discussed the general 
assignment with Prof. Logsdon since the role was not in the Players' Handbook. The goal is to assist and if 
possible act as facilitator. Some areas and/or techniques to assist me were obtained (e.g., just ask questions, 
banks do not know amount of capitalization they have). 

Options to present prior to action: 
1) Invalidate patents against lnfomatics (Control gave $250M as 50% point) and Viewall ($140M). 
2) One company purchase Mechatronics or Viewall 
3) Patent Mechatronics machine tools (cost $5M) 

Role changed to software company and government of Ukraine. Now must verify and market software. No 
money or credits have been determined. Control team will neither confirm nor deny my claims tonight. Future 
unknown, should be interesting, and I can always fall back on consulting. 

Much resistance to obtaining a EAMSONl unit for verification of entire system was provided by Japanese 
manufacturer. No deal in end, strange that almost had to beg someone to let me help them. 

After reviewing 4/17 update, the fact that Horioka hired top operating system designers from lnfomatics sheds 
some light on resistance to reviewing Rootska system. 

Strategy for 4/18 
1) Verify with Control if Rootska has display technology as European company 

If yes - file US and international patents 
If no - Obtain technology if price reasonable 

2) Approach Infomatics on operating system 
They lost their top talent 
Market advantage on earlier unit 

3) Verify patents exist on OS architecture and copyrights are in place 
4) Get DOD to assist in obtaining beta unit if required 
5)  Verify claims with observers 

Now have partner and look forward to views on plan and second input. 

Interest from US defense is large and will allow a verification (with large % of success). This is much better than 
expending funds as was plan prior week. If success, the funds would allow a run at controlling operating systems 
and artificial intelligence. Both succeeded. - 
1) Two people see options better than one. Tunnel vision can be prevented. 
2) International can become very touchy with outside contacts. 



3) Small companies are bullied or ignored until they become critical. This leaves a bad foundation for future 
activities. 

4) Prices become distorted when a technology is deemed required. DOD could have gotten verification for less, 
but offered high to guarantee obtaining technology. 

5) Odd partnerships form and playing field and rules change rapidly. 

Initial game assignment was as a management consultant. I did not attend the first night of the game and had 
not developed a game plan as a consultant. By the end of the first night, 11 April, the management consultant 
was assassinated and reincarnated as the software engineer for Rootska. 

Rootska is a software development company from the Ukraine. We were able to develop an operating system 
(O/S) with improved performance of 180%. Unfortunately, this claim had not been verified. This was the extent of 
information in the handbook. The information on this role was very sketchy and no money until the second night. 

One of the first goals for the 18th was to verify our performance claims on the O/S. We would like to do this by 
using a Beta version of the Samson device and not give an exclusive license to any one company. Providing an 
exclusive license would eliminate our ability to market the O/S to all potential users. 

The US DOD/DOE individuals approached us to provide the test equipment and laboratory to validate the 
performance claims. DOD wanted an exclusive license. During the ensuing negotiations we agreed to a 4 yr. 
exclusive license and DOD would provide SOOM (from Finance and Infomatics) plus 2% of sales (from Infomatics). 
We agreed to this because we assessed that without a means to verify the O/S we were dead. An exclusive 
license of our only product seemed to be approaching suicide. Offsetting the licensing and providing additional 
capital for R&D efforts was the SOOM. This resulted in a win/win situation for both sides. 

Infomatics had trouble initially raising their $200M, at which point DOD wanted us to agree to the validation 
testing. Rootska would agree only if there was no license limitations. This was to primarily protect our interests, 
the exclusive license was offset by the cash. DOD continued to press Infomatics. 

As expected the Rootska O/S lived up to the performance claims. Our company was now richer beyond our 
wildest imaginations. This influx of capital allowed us to pursue development of an artificial intelligence (AI) 
inference engine. Using $360M we successfully developed the AI package and we were still 400% better off 
financially. 

Having successfully developed the AI package we wanted to market the software to as many applications as 
possible. We signed Viewall with no licensing restrictions and were pursuing lnfotronics (the new merged 
company) when the sessionconcluded on the 18th. 
Actions taken during the game resulted in Rootska becoming a near monopoly on software and observing a 
400% growth in operating capital. 

The Rootska role was so undefined that it provided us a lot of leeway. The information provided basically directed 
us to one main option - validate software claims. 

One of the techniques that helped us on the 2nd night was to schedule appointments with people that 
approached us. This provided us time to prepare and develop our strategy and plan of attack 

I did not feel the complexity of the game as expressed by others. This may have been because I missed the first 
night or that the Rootska role was so small and therefore I did not feel as much stress or complexity. 
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TECHNOLOGY FOR AMERICA: Technology Delivery System 

None; entity was formed during game play. 

GAMFFLA V: AGRFFMFNEANOACTIO 

4/18/95 8:30 PM 
Infomatics, us senator, us Representotnre * , US lab, DOD/ARPA, US Finance 

Formation of "Technology for America," a consortium between public and private sectors to strengthen US 
R&D in world competition. It will also provide jobs through US Labs. First priority will be photonics and display 
technology development. lnfomatics will have access to this. Technology will be available to US companies 
only. US Senator invests $lOOM, ARPA $50M, US Finance $50M, US Lab 1 credit. 

4/18/95 9:OO PM 
DOD, Tdnology for America 

In addition to the B5OM given to TFA's first project, DO0 will supply $120M as an operating budget for future 
projects. DO0 retains veto power on any deals in the interest of national defense. 

4/18/95 9:OO PM 
~1echndogyforAmerico 

DOC invests $50M in FA.  

4/18/95 9:OO PM 
us Rap- , Technology for America 

US Congress allocates $100M of taxpayer money to develop US technologies to improve our international 
competiheness and reinstate US dominance. 

4/18/95 9:05 PM 
US Activist, Technology for America 

US Activist transfers 1 credit to TFA in exchange for a seat on the board (for life) of F A .  They, in turn, will be 
dedicated to ensure that the technologies they promote will be environmentally safe. I reserve the right to 
veto any issue that I feel violates environmental policies. I also demand that TFA promote jobs within the US. 

4/18/95 9:08 PM 
US Medii, Technology for America 

US media will be on board of directors for TFA for life; media will always be represented in some form. TFA 
will allow liberal access of media to information, data and support. TFA will donate lots of money to business 
and journalism schools. US Media retains veto power over any issue or proposal. US Media will provide 1 
credit. TFA will provide $lOM annually for purposes as directed by the US media representative. 

4/18/95 9:lO PM 
Infotronics, US Finance, Technology for America, US Lab 

Joint funding of US Labs to develop a virtual reality glove for SAMSON (through a new toolkit option). 
lnfotronics will have the patent for this leap-frog technology. TFA invests $30M, lnfotronics $%M, US Finance 
$5.6M. WC'FUL ot91%. 

4/18/95 9:18 PM 
Technology for Amerioa, Infofronik~, US Senator, US Repmsenhhe  ,DOE 

Joint funding for new technology toolkit option to develop 'Extremely high-resolution, 3-0, direct retinal and 
brainwave projection display becomes available at $450 each.' TFA invests $150M and 2 credits, lnfotronics 
$100M, US Senator $50M. SUCBFUL ot56%. 



4/18/95 9:20 PM 
DOD, Technology fw America 

In the interest of national defense, the brainwave technology will be seized by the US Government and 
suppressed until further study can be completed. 

4/18/95 9:25 PM 
Technology for America, US Senator, US RepreSent0)lve , US A M * ,  US Media 

We request access to the brainwave technology for private use because both public and private funding was 
used for the R&D. Rejection of this request could result in withdrawal of private sector support and confidence 
in TFA, and thus its downfall. 

4/18/95 9:25 PM 
US RepreSenl0)lve * ,TechndogyforAmer'ca 

Transfer of 1 credit from US Representative to TFA. 

4/18/95 9:28 PM 
US Senator, Technology for America 

US Senator appropriates $50M to TFA in exchange for a seat on the board with veto power for any issue 
averse to California. 

4/18/95 9:35 PM 
Technology for America, US finance 

TFA invests $50M in US technology firms at the request of US Finance. 

4/20/95 E-mail 
Control Team, TedInology for America members 

Control Team upholds DOD suppression of brainwave technology as classified information, and suggests 
further negotiation. 

OGY FOR AMFRICA JOURNAI FXCFRPTS 

Tuesday, 4/18/95 - I am on board of Tech for America with DOE, NM congress and US Labs - so we can get 
funding from them indirectly for 3-D displays. lust heard Viewall is not speaking to Horioka. Not sure whether to 
continue. 

9:45 PM - People throwing $$to TFA - widwin situation. Politicians avoiding connection directly with lnfotronics 
by funding R&D through F A :  I retain influence for my company by controlling most of finances. All other board 
members are pretty distracted. Press not aware of politicians working around their connection to Infotronics. TFA 
will license findings to lnfotronics in 5 year increments if necessary. 

Re: Infomatics: roles Monica - display issue; Tom - environment; Dawn - software. All of us without discussion 
took on our own issue and met to discuss finances as needed. Good teamwork 

Wednesday, 4/19/95 - Meeting with Japanese press regarding US govt. seizure of brainwave technology. 
Experiencing some role conflict. I met with press as lnfotronics member but don't want to jeopardize the integrity 
of my position as TFA representative. Other board members are allowing me to lead, but I know they could 
remove me if I don't maintain legitimacy, meaning acting in their interests as well. My primary focus is in 
Infotronics, however. Infomatics merged with Mechatronics without my knowledge. I thought a buyout may have 
been better or just buying technology. I still don't know the implications of the merger, not sure if that was 
widwin, although I seems to have resolved the issue of robotics. 

A s  Monica: Problem in accessing contractual agreements a1 around There should be a master on campus. 
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No news on Glass-Steagall act repeal. Need to discuss with Dante. TFA has mucho funds - nowhere to spend it? 
Could fund lnfotronics project but again must be careful. Maybe I could get other members of the board to sign 
funding contract so my name isn't all over the place. Potential scandal for the press, especially the US press. 
TFA is more powerful than I had anticipated. CA Senator was upset he wasn't on the board, so gave $50M and 
signed petition to get technology back from DOD. Now entire Congress on our side to get it back. Not putting him 
on the board in the beginning was a good move (but didn't do it on purpose). He has veto power in his $. 
Important: veto power is regarding how his $ are spent only. 

Thursday, 4/20/95 - Decided to write a press release to US and Japan regarding DOE'S interference. Already 
met briefly with Dave. He intends to exploit the story. No doubt he will. Still waiting to hear from Kevin (e-mail) 

Saturday, 4/22/95 - Never did speak to Horioka. Duality of emotions - in my role I felt very frustrated and 
wanted to walkout, especially when toolkit options failed at 83% (and higher) chance of success. I began to doubt 
the integrity of the game. However, I also know, as myself, that the game was designed to create these emotions. 
I found myself taking mini-'time-outs' of 1 or 2 minutes. 

Frustration in getting people to listen, i.e. other lnfotronics Onfomatics) members. They were involved in their own 
projects, but didn't realize that if Horioka got ahead of us, their projects would be defunct. So, I acted on my own 
with as little spending as possible. I feel that our group members found hidher projects. We were all pretty 
cooperative and checked with each other i.e.: funding. 

I thought the DOE seizing brainwave technology was predictable and realistic, but didn't think the contract allowed 
for it. (But when does US govt. respect contracts? It does what it wants anyway, no?] 
Good that viewall and Horioka not getting along. How long will it last? 

Sunday, 4/23/95 - Nobody said "Hey!, What is lnfotronics member doing heading FA!?" I expected it and was 
ready to step down and act through others. Never happened, happily. 
That whistle before news reports was very annoying. How about a littfe bell? or a big bell even? 
US labs might get jobs. 

As lnfomatics and TFA member: I tried the 'ganging up' approach to try to get the DOE to release technology. I 
realize that this won't work It is better business to work with the government as if it were a customer and try to 
contract the brainwave project through the DOE instead. We can also market any technology that the DOE will 
allow to the public and still remain a leader technology and in the world economy. This meets the goals of TFA 
and is the most I can do as an lnfomatics team member. Eventually, I think Horioka will create its own technology 
and US govt. will release it in the future as it will be available to anyone once Horioka markets it. I'm just not sure 
if the Japanese government will respond similarly and withhold technology in the interest of national security. That 
would be interesting to discover. 

I agree that it is unlikely that Congress members would sign a contract against the DOE. I hadn't thought of that in 
class. Everyone seemed prelly mad that the DOE did it and they wanted to act immediately in the interest of time 
to see that the technology was released. 

I was going to orchestrate a press release to further pressure the DOE to release it, but I have decided to 
withdraw. I wonder if the press will report on it or discover it on its own. I also wonder if we have accomplished 
all our original objectives as lnfomatics and if our objectives have changed after our merger with Mechatronics. 

Tuesday, 4h5195 - Work with government to get exclusive contract on researching strategic implications. US 
labs working for Japanese could blow it (high risk). Contracts are only way to monitor what is happening - need to 
have more information flow. I feel I was underutilized by rest of Infotronics. As TFA de facto leader I have $ and 
influence. 
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APPENDIX G - GLOSSARY 

AI 
ARPA 
CIT (CCIT) 

DRAM 
ESC 
GAlT 
GUI 
lnfotronics 
IPB 
ITPB 
keiretsu 

MF 
MFA 
MllB 
MlTl 
MPT 
NAFTA 
NEMl 
NII 
NSF 
NSTC 

OEM 
os 
OSPC 
PCMCIA 
R&D 
RF 

Artificial Intelligence (for computer programming) 
Advanced Research Project Agency 
Civilian Industrial Technology Committee, Mary Good, DOC, chair; Martha Krebs, 
DOE, co-chair. Subcommittees: Automotive Technologies (Mary Good chair), 
Electronics (Lance Glasser, ARPA), Construction and Building (Richard Wright, NIST, 
and Arthur Rosenfeld, DOE), Materials Technology (Lyle Schwartz, NIST), 
Manufacturing Infrastructure (Joseph Bordogna, NSF) 
Dynamic Random Access Memory 
Electronics Subcommittee, Dr. Lance Glasser, ARPA 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
Graphical User Interfaces 
Company formed by the merger of lnfomatics and Mechatronics 
Industrial Policy Bureau within MITI 
International Trade Policy Bureau within MlTl 
Japanese business philosophy developed after World War I1 and based on #e 
concept of family relationships; the keiretsu system is an interlocking nehvork of 
business contacts generally closed to outsiders. 
Ministry of Finance (Japan) 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Japan) 
Machinery and Information Industries Bureau within MlTl 
Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry. 
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (Japan) 
North American Free Trade Agreement 
National Electronics Manufacturing initiative 
National Information infrastructure 
National Science Foundation 
National Science and Technology Council (replaces FCCSET); newly formed 
presidential council headed by President Clinton. 
Original Equipment Manufacturer; computer assemblers, etc. 
Operating System [for computers) 
PC Operating System (Developed by Infomaticsl 
Personal Computer Memory Chip International Association 
Research and development 
Radio Frequency 

Technology roadmap A strategic plan that colla boratively identifies product and process 

SEMATECH 
su perca pacitors 

TFA 

Toolkit 

performance targets and obstacles, technology alternatives and milestones, and a 
common technology path for R&D activities. 
Joint industry/government consortium formed in 1987 
Capacitors with very high energy densities, capable of being recharged in a short 
time (minutes); a possible high technology alternative to batteries. 
Technology for America; technology delivery system formed during the game by US 
players 
A set of technology and policy options #at can be invested in to alter the future of the 
game. 
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